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REPORT TO THE CABINET 

Date of meeting:  15 September 2020 

Cabinet Member:  Councillor Cemlyn Rees Williams 

Contact Officer:  Gwern ap Rhisiart - Dwyfor Meirionnydd Area Education Officer 

Title of Item:   Ysgol Abersoch 

DECISION SOUGHT:  

The permission of the Council's Cabinet is sought to begin a period of statutory consultation in 

accordance with the requirements of section 48 of the School Standards and Organisation (Wales) 

Act 2013, on the proposed proposal to close Ysgol Abersoch on 31 August 2021 and to provide a 

place for the pupils at Ysgol Sarn Bach from 1 September 2021 onwards. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. At their meeting on 17 September 2019, the Cabinet supported a recommendation to 

commence formal discussions with the governing body of Ysgol Abersoch in order to consider 

options for the future. The decision came about as a result of recent concerns regarding a 

reduction in pupil numbers at the school.  

 

1.2. The purpose of this report is to report back on the outcome of the local discussions, and seek 

permission to carry out a statutory consultation on a proposal to close Ysgol Abersoch on 31 

August 2021, and provide a place for the pupils at Ysgol Sarn Bach from 1 September 2021 

onwards.  
 

2. THE STRATEGIC CONTEXT 

 

2.1 The Council implemented the Excellent Primary Education for the Children of Gwynedd 

strategy following its adoption in April 2009. It was noted in the strategy that there was a 

need to provide a way of giving attention to the situation of some vulnerable schools.  

 

2.2 At its meeting on 18 December 2018, the Cabinet approved the principles of the "Fit for 

Purpose Education" principles which now provide a basis to realise the Education 

Department's vision and develop the system to ensure a high quality education for the 

children and young people of Gwynedd for the twenty first century. These principles work 

towards rationalising age-ranges within primary classes and ensuring sufficient non-contact 

time for headteachers to focus on leadership matters in the primary schools.   

 

3. THE CURRENT SITUATION AT YSGOL ABERSOCH  

 

3.1 Ysgol Abersoch is located in the centre of the village of Abersoch, near Pwllheli, and provides 

education for pupils aged between 3 and 8 years. The pupils transfer to Ysgol Sarn Bach after 

year 3 in order to complete their primary education.   
 

3.2 Ysgol Abersoch has a capacity of 42 (nursery to year 3), and there are 8 full-time pupils, and 

2 nursery pupils (part-time) on the register (September 2020).   
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3.3 As can be seen from the above graph, the total number of pupils attending the school has 

consistently reduced since 2016 and this has been vulnerable for some time. Therefore, it is 

likely that the school is facing increasing challenges, including:  

 Pupil numbers – In September 2020, there were 8 full time pupils, and 2 nursery pupils 

 Projected numbers - September 2021 = 10; September 2022 = 12; September 2023 = 12 

 High percentage of surplus places - Based on the figures for September 2020, there are 

approximately 76% of surplus places at the school (a total of 32) 

 Small class sizes -  1 class with 10 pupils (September 2020)  

 Broad age ranges within classes 

 Ysgol Abersoch receives an additional sum to the usual allocation through the 

minimum staffing policy (which ensures at least a headteacher and a teacher in every 

school, and a headteacher and an assistant in schools with fewer than 15 pupils). The 

total cost during the 2020-21 financial year (based on the numbers in September 2019) 

is £52,582.   

 Cost per Pupil at Ysgol Abersoch is £17,404 (2020-21), the county average cost per pupil 

is £ 4,198. 

 

4. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

Establish a Cylch Meithrin and Cylch Ti a Fi at Ysgol Abersoch 

4.1 During the Autumn term of 2019, Ysgol Abersoch stakeholders set up a Voluntary Management 

Committee to undertake the task of establishing a Cylch Meithrin and Ti a Fi group in the school. 
 

4.2 The first sessions of the Cylch Meithrin and Cylch Ti a Fi were held in February this year. At 

present, Cylch Meithrin Abersoch is part of the free 30-hour childcare plan for 3 and 4 year olds, 

and runs a 2 hour playgroup session five times a week, as well as a lunch club session three 

times a week. 

 

 

Number of pupils at Ysgol Abersoch (September 2010-2020) 

Number of pupils  Capacity 
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5. LOCAL DISCUSSIONS 

 

5.1 In July 2019, officers from the Education Department met the Governing Body of Ysgol 

Abersoch in order to discuss the school's vulnerable situation. During the meeting, it was 

noted that it was intended to seek the Cabinet's approval to progress the discussions by 

holding formal meetings with the Governing Body and relevant stakeholders to discuss 

options for the school.  

 

5.2 In accordance with the Cabinet's decision (17 September 2019), an Ysgol Abersoch Review 

Panel (PAY) was established in October 2019.  An invitation was extended to all members of 

the Governing Body, parents and school staff, as well as the local elected member, to be 

members of the panel and participate in the discussions.  

 

5.3 On 7 October 2019, the first of three PAY meetings were held in order to commence the 

discussion and consider options. During this meeting, it was explained that there was a need 

to consider options that would respond to the challenges facing the school (as detailed in 

paragraph 3.3 above).  

 

5.4 The second PAY meeting was held on 13 November 2019. The strengths, opportunities, 

weaknesses and threats of all options were evaluated during this meeting. In addition, 

following the meeting, further observations were received from the governing body. 

 

5.5 After receiving the input of the PAY members, all options were evaluated against the factors 

of the Excellent Primary Education for the Children of Gwynedd strategy, and the above-

noted challenges (paragraph 3.3).  Having considered the conclusions of the evaluation, the 

list of options was whittled down to 3.  These options were presented during the third PAY 

meeting on 6 January 2020, and an explanation was given of the intention to undertake 

further assessments before making a decision on the preferred option.  

 

6. OPTIONS APPRAISAL 

6.1 In accordance with the “Excellent Primary Education for the Children of Gwynedd” strategy, 

a number of factors were considered when appraising the options for the situation, 

including:  

 Class sizes 

 Pupil numbers 

 Leadership and Staffing 

 The Community  

 Financial Resources 

 The Welsh Language 

 Geographical Factors 

 

6.2 With the input of members of the PAY during the local meetings, a list of options was created 

to be considered for the school:  

 Do nothing (continue with the status quo) 

 Amend the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 to 3-11 years 

 Amend the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 to 3-9 years  

 Federation with a nearby school  

 Federation with a nearby school, locating the Foundation Phase on the Ysgol Abersoch site, 

and KS2 on the site of a nearby school  
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 Federation with nearby schools, locating the Foundation Phase + Years 3 and 4 + Years 5 and 

6 on the sites of three different schools  

 Close Ysgol Abersoch and offer a place for the pupils at an alternative school  

 Locate a Language Centre on the Ysgol Abersoch site  

 Establish a Cylch Meithrin at Ysgol Abersoch  

 Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 to 3-9 years + establish a Cylch Meithrin at 

Ysgol Abersoch  
 

6.3 Following evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of the above options against the 

factors in the Excellent Primary Education for the Children of Gwynedd strategy, 3 options 

emerged as being the most viable and realistic to address the school’s current situation, 

namely:  

 Amend the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 to 3-11 years 

 Federation with a nearby school   

 Close Ysgol Abersoch and offer a place for the pupils in an alternative school  

6.4 A further comparison of all options against the strategy's factors can be seen in Appendix 1. 

As explained in paragraph 4.1 above, the school situation has developed since September 

2019 with the opening of a Cylch Meithrin and a Cylch Ti a Fi on the school site. To ensure a 

fair comparison, please note that the development of the Cylch Meithrin and its potential 

impacts have been considered under all options, including the Status Quo. 

 

7. COMPARISON OF OPTIONS 
 

7.1 Do nothing – continue with the Status Quo:  

 

7.1.1 Although the case for change has been established, the ‘Do Nothing’ model has been 

included for comparison purposes.  
 

7.1.2 This model would mean that there would be no change to the current provision in the 

Ysgol Abersoch catchment area.  
 

7.1.3 As noted above, a Cylch Meithrin and Cylch Ti a Fi opened on the school site in February 

2020. However, whilst acknowledging the potential positive impact that locating a Cylch 

Meithrin on the Ysgol Abersoch site may have on pupil numbers, it cannot be guaranteed 

that it would lead to a significant increase in numbers. 
 

7.1.4 Having considered the school's latest position against the relevant factors, it is concluded 

that this model does not adequately respond to the school's vulnerable situation. By 

doing nothing, the challenge of falling pupil numbers, small class sizes and the financial 

challenges facing the school would continue. 
 

 

7.2 OPTIONS FOR FURTHER CONSIDERATION 
 

7.3 Amend the age range of Ysgol Abersoch  
 

7.3.1 Two options to amend the school's age range were discussed, namely extending to 3-9 

and extending to 3-11.   

 

7.3.2 It should be noted that the option favoured locally was the option to extend the school's 

age range to 3-9, including the development of the Cylch Meithrin. This option was 
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preferred locally for practical reasons such as improved use of the empty space in the 

school building as a result of providing a location for the Cylch Meithrin, and to mitigate 

against the possible impact of the change on the numbers of Ysgol Sarn Bach (the school 

which provides education to the 9-11 year old pupils in the Abersoch catchment area).   

 

7.3.3 When comparing the two options, it was concluded that the best option to be considered 

further was the option to extend the age range to 3-11. The 3-9 option was disregarded 

for many reasons, specifically:  

 It is anticipated that adding an educational year would not lead to a sufficient 

increase in the numbers.  Consequently, the challenges facing the school would 

continue.  

 The age range would not be consistent with the majority of the county's primary 

schools.  

 It would not allow for the school to offer a comprehensive KS2 provision. The pupils 

would continue to transfer to Ysgol Sarn Bach to complete their primary education.  

 

7.3.4 It is believed that the option to extend the age range to 3-11 would offer more 

advantages from the perspective of having an opportunity to increase the numbers at 

the school. The option would also rationalise the age range with the rest of the county's 

schools, and would mean that the school offers a comprehensive KS2 provision.   

 

7.3.5 In order for the option to respond to the challenges facing the school, this increase would 

have to be substantial. Nevertheless, it is likely that any increase in the numbers at Ysgol 

Abersoch after extending the age range, would cause a reduction in the numbers of Ysgol 

Sarn Bach and, potentially, at nearby schools.  

 

7.3.6 After further consideration, it was concluded that the option would not be a sustainable 

solution for the future for the school, and may have an impact on pupil numbers at 

neighbouring schools. 

 

7.4 Federation:  

 

7.4.1 As seen above (para. 6.2), 3 different forms of federation were discussed and considered. 

It was concluded that the most reasonable option to be considered further was the 

option to federate with a nearby school.   

 

7.4.2 This model would ensure the continued presence of the school in the village of Abersoch 

by means of a collaboration agreement with a nearby school under the leadership of a 

headteacher or headteachers and one Governing body. The governing bodies of the 

individual schools would be revoked and a (new) federal governing body would be 

formed. The identity of the school in question (including name, ethos and school 

uniform) would continue, and it would enable the possibility of sharing staff, resources, 

IT, buildings and expertise.  

 

7.4.3 However, it is unlikely that the option would address the challenge of a reduction in 

numbers, and consequently, the school's financial challenges would continue.  
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7.4.4 When considering this model, any impact on the operation of both schools must be 

assessed. Noting the challenges facing Ysgol Abersoch, it would be necessary to ensure 

that such an arrangement could offer benefits to all children and young people in the 

federated schools by improving educational provision. 

 

7.4.5 Discussions were held with the headteachers and chairs of governors of the two nearby 

schools (Ysgol Sarn Bach and Ysgol Llanbedrog) regarding the option to establish a 

federation with Ysgol Abersoch.   
 

7.4.6 After weighing up the advantages and disadvantages, it was concluded that the option 

would not be a sustainable solution for the school. If this option were realised, it is 

anticipated that the challenge of low pupil numbers, small class sizes and the financial 

challenges facing the school would continue. 

 

7.5 Close Ysgol Abersoch and offer a place for the pupils in an alternative school  

 

7.5.1 This option would mean closing Ysgol Abersoch and offering a place for the pupils to 

receive their education at Ysgol Sarn Bach.   

 

7.5.2 Ysgol Sarn Bach is considered as the 'alternative school' for the following reasons:  

 Geographically, Ysgol Sarn Bach is the closest school to Ysgol Abersoch. The school is 

located 1.4 miles from the site of Ysgol Abersoch.    

 Ysgol Sarn Bach already accepts pupils in year 4 from Ysgol Abersoch.  

 40% of the children (3-8 years) from the Ysgol Abersoch catchment area already attend 

Ysgol Sarn Bach.   

 Ysgol Sarn Bach has capacity to accept the current pupils of Ysgol Abersoch.   

 

7.5.3 This proposal is detailed further in the following section.  

 

8. THE PREFERRED OPTION  

 

8.1 Of the options considered, the preferred option for further consultation is to close Ysgol 

Abersoch and transfer the pupils to Ysgol Sarn Bach. This option is favoured for the following 

reasons: 

 

8.2 Class sizes:  
 

8.2.1 Ysgol Abersoch has one class, with 10 pupils aged between 3 and 8 years (September 

2020). The current average class size at Ysgol Sarn Bach is 23. Delivering the proposal 

would mean that pupils would be educated in more sustainably sized classes, with more 

children from the same age group.   

 

8.2.2 At Ysgol Sarn Bach, there are two classes, one with 22 pupils aged between 3 and 8 years, 

and one with 24 pupils aged between 8 and 11 years (September 2020). If the proposal 

is implemented, appropriate attention will need to be given to any potential impacts on 

class sizes in order to ensure the best opportunities and experiences for the children.   
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8.3 Pupil Numbers 

 

8.3.1 Pupil numbers at Ysgol Abersoch have varied over the years; however, in general, there 

has been a 50% drop over the past 5 years. According to the projections created in 

September 2020, it is anticipated that numbers will remain low over the next three years.  

See below (table 1) the numbers at Ysgol Abersoch since September 2014 up to the 

projections for September 2023. The figures below do not include the potential impact 

of the Cylch Meithrin on the school.   

 Table 1: Numbers at Ysgol Abersoch (N - Yr. 3) 

Actual Numbers  (Source: Annual Census - September)  
 

Projections (Source: September 2020) 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 

22 20 24 17 13 9 10 10 12 12 

 

8.3.2 Ysgol Sarn Bach has capacity of 72 (N - Yr. 6), and in September 2020 it had 45 full-time 

pupils (reception - Yr. 6) and 3 part-time pupils (Nursery). With 24 surplus places (N-Yr. 

6), Ysgol Sarn Bach has sufficient capacity to accept all current pupils from Ysgol 

Abersoch.   

 

8.3.3 As a result of the low numbers, there are also a number of surplus places in Ysgol 

Abersoch - around 76% (32 in total). Welsh Government's School Organisation Code 

(2018) notes that there are "excessive numbers of unused places that could be removed 

meaning that resources are tied up unproductively... A significant level of surplus 

provision is defined as 25% or more of a school’s capacity." Currently, between Ysgol 

Abersoch and Ysgol Sarn Bach, there are 56 (49%) surplus places in the area. Delivering 

the preferred option would reduce the number of surplus places in the area to 14 (19%).   
 

8.4 Leadership and Staffing 

 

8.4.1 The current staffing structure of Ysgol Abersoch includes one full-time headteacher, a 

part-time teacher, part-time PPA teacher and a part-time assistant. The Headteacher 

teaches for 70% of the time and receives 30% of non-contact time for managerial and 

leadership matters.  

 

8.4.2 At Ysgol Sarn Bach, there is a headteacher, two part-time teachers (FTE 1.0), and three 

part-time assistants. The Headteacher teaches for 80% of the time and receives 20% of 

non-contact time for managerial and leadership matters.   

 

8.5 Financial Resources 

 

8.5.1 There is a broad range in the cost per pupil in the area:  

 Ysgol Abersoch - £17,404 

 Ysgol Sarn Bach - £4,683 

 Ysgol Foel Gron - £4,982 

 Ysgol Llanbedrog - £4,274 

(2020-21 Budget - Based on the numbers in September 2019)   
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8.5.2 This means that the cost of educating a pupil at Ysgol Abersoch is over £10,000 more 

than in nearby schools.   

 

8.5.3 In addition, in terms of the cost per pupil, Ysgol Abersoch is the highest school in the 

county. The average Gwynedd-wide cost per pupil is £4,198.  

 

8.5.4 Below is a summary of Ysgol Abersoch's financial allocation compared to Ysgol Sarn Bach. 

 
Ysgol Abersoch Ysgol Sarn Bach 

2020-21 Allocation £84,558 £228,890 

£ Minimum Staffing Protection (2020-21) £52,582 - 

2020-21 Total Allocation £137,140 £228,890 

£ per pupil (based on September 2019 
numbers) 

£17,404 £4,683 

 

8.5.5 Ysgol Abersoch receives an additional amount to the usual allocation via the minimum 

staffing protection policy (which ensures at least a headteacher and teacher at each 

school, and a headteacher and an assistant in schools with fewer than 15 pupils). This 

current financial year (2020-21), this sum amounted to a total of £52,582.  

 

8.5.6 Ysgol Sarn Bach does not receive an additional amount through the protection policy.  

The school's current numbers attract a sufficient budget to maintain an appropriate 

staffing level.  

 

8.5.7 In the 2020-21 financial year, a total of £366,030 was allocated to the two schools. In 

terms of revenue costs, it is projected that the proposal would create an annual saving 

of £110,062, less the costs of additional transport needs (£14,000) - namely around 

£96,062 a year.    

 

8.6 Learning Environment 

 

8.6.1 Ysgol Sarn Bach has capacity for the existing current pupils at Ysgol Abersoch. The 

Property Department's latest condition assessment notes that the condition category of 

both Ysgol Abersoch and Ysgol Sarn Bach is 'B'. 

 

8.6.2 Both schools are community schools and provide Welsh medium education 

 

8.7 The Community  

 

8.7.1 Welsh Government guidance (The School Organisation Code 011/2018) states that a 

community impact assessment must be held as part of any proposal for schools 

reorganisation. A community impact assessment was carried out on the list of options 

noted in paragraph 6.3. See the full report in Appendix 2. 
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8.7.2 In brief, the assessment notes that there would be some negative impact on the 

community as a result of closing the school. Nevertheless, it is noted that 25 pupils (N-

Y6) who live in the Abersoch catchment area already attend Ysgol Sarn Bach; therefore, 

it is concluded that a link already exists between the school and the broader area.   

 

8.7.3 To mitigate any potential negative impact on the community should the proposal be 

realised, the assessment notes the importance of ensuring that the Abersoch community 

is included in the activities of the alternative school, and to encourage community 

collaboration between the alternative school and Abersoch community, where 

appropriate. 

 

8.8 The Welsh Language 

 

8.8.1 Welsh Government guidance (School Organisation Code 011/2018) notes that a Welsh 

language impact assessment must be held as part of any proposal for school 

reorganisation. A Welsh language impact assessment was carried out on the list of 

options noted in paragraph 6.3. See the full report in Appendix 2. 

 

8.8.2 It is noted in the assessment that no negative impact is anticipated on the Welsh 

language, should the proposal be implemented. It appears that the linguistic situation at 

Ysgol Sarn Bach is very strong.  With 57% of Ysgol Sarn Bach pupils coming from Welsh 

speaking homes. In comparison, 33% of Ysgol Abersoch pupils come from Welsh speaking 

homes.   

 

8.8.3 Ysgol Abersoch has worked hard to develop the children's bilingual skills and promote 

the importance of Welsh culture. In addition, in 2019, the school managed to secure the 

Welsh Language Charter gold award. Therefore, it is important that the proposal 

acknowledges the need to support and continue this work.   

 

8.9 Geographical Factors 

 

8.9.1 It is noted in the "Excellent Primary Education for the Children of Gwynedd" Strategy that 

an attempt should be made to restrict travelling to a maximum of 30 minutes of one-way 

travel between the home and the school. From implementing the proposal, it is 

anticipated that all existing pupils of the school would be within a reasonable distance 

(less than 30 minutes of travel) to the alternative school, Ysgol Sarn Bach.   
 

8.9.2 If the proposal was implemented, the pupils who live within the Ysgol Abersoch 

catchment area would receive transport to Ysgol Sarn Bach, in accordance with the 

County's School Transport Policy.  
 

9. IMPLICATIONS OF THE PROPOSAL  

 

9.1 Schools admissions catchment areas 

 

9.1.1 It should be noted that Ysgol Sarn Bach already accepts pupils from the Ysgol Abersoch 

catchment area at the beginning of September following their 8th birthday.    
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9.1.2 If the proposal was implemented, the Ysgol Sarn Bach catchment area would be 

amended to include the existing Ysgol Abersoch catchment area.     

Map 1: Area's existing catchment areas  

 

Map 2: Ysgol Sarn Bach Catchment Area if the proposal was implemented  

 

9.2 Transport 

 

9.2.1 As noted in para. 8.9.2 above; if the proposal was implemented, the pupils who live 

within the catchment area of Ysgol Abersoch would receive transport to Ysgol Sarn Bach 

in accordance with the County's School Transport Policy.  

 

9.3 Staffing Considerations 

 

9.3.1 If the proposal was implemented, there would be staffing implications that could lead to 

redundancies. There will be consultation with staff and Union representatives specifically 

as part of the statutory consultation period. Gwynedd Council has developed a detailed 

staffing policy, jointly with Trade Unions and headteachers. Any redundancies resulting 

from this proposal will have to comply with that policy. Clear and open communication 

will play a fundamental part in the implication of any proposals.  
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10. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

 

10.1 The School Organisation Code 011/2018 

 

10.1.1 Any statutory process will be conducted in accordance with Welsh Government 

Guidelines (School Organisation Code 011/2018).  

 

10.1.2 As part of the process of developing the proposal, a range of options for the school were 

considered and evaluated and a series of impact assessments were undertaken, 

including: 

 Welsh Language Impact Assessment (see para. 8.8) 

 Assessment of the likely impact on the quality and standards of education  

 Assessment of the likely impact on different transport arrangements  

 Assessment of the likely impact on the community (see para. 8.7)  

 

10.1.3 The above assessments are included in Appendix 2. 

 

10.2 Equality Assessment 

 

10.2.1 An equality impact assessment was carried out on the proposal - see the full report in 

Appendix 2. 

 

10.2.2 The assessment gives specific attention to various equality elements such as race, 

gender, disability, language, religion or belief and age. The assessment notes the current 

situation and shows that policies and procedures are in place which will ensure that the 

proposal considers and is in accordance with equal rights. 
 

10.2.3 Having weighed-up the relevant factors, it is concluded that the proposal is unlikely to 

have a negative impact on equality characteristics. It is noted that measures are already 

in place to ensure that there will be no unlawful discrimination and harassment.   
 

10.2.4 The Council will follow the usual procedures by supporting and monitoring, in order to 

ensure the compliance of every school with the equality characteristics.   

 

10.3 Well-being of Future Generations Act 

 

10.3.1 The Education Department has a role in promoting the well-being objectives of the Act 

amongst pupils in the county through its activities and projects. The Act sets a duty on 

public bodies in Wales to improve economic, social, environmental and cultural well-

being. As part of the duty, the Council has published well-being objectives that outline 

the way it will improve well-being in the "2018-23 Gwynedd Plan".  

 

10.3.2 Following consideration and an assessment in line with the requirements of the Well-

being Act, it is concluded that the proposal did satisfy the seven well-being objectives 

within the Act (as noted in para 8.1), and the Council's well-being objectives. This 

proposal will allow us to respond to and address the children's needs today, and 

strengthen their future well-being. 
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10.3.3 See the full report in Appendix 2. 

 

11. NEXT STEPS AND TIMETABLE 

 

 

11.1 If the Cabinet resolves to support the recommendation submitted in this report - a period 

of statutory consultation will need to be undertaken in accordance with the School 

Standards and Organisation (Wales) Act 2013 and the guidance given in the School 

Organisation Code 011/2018. It is anticipated that this will be held in the coming weeks. 

 

11.2 Subsequently, a further report will be submitted to the Cabinet in order to report back 

on the outcomes of this consultation. The Cabinet will then have to consider the 

outcomes of the consultation, and decide whether or not a Statutory Notice should be 

published.  If a Statutory Notice is issued, a period of 28 days is allowed for any objection 

to be submitted. Following the period, a further report will be submitted to the Cabinet 

for a final decision. That report will include a summary of any objections received along 

with responses to them.   

 

12. VIEWS OF THE STATUTORY OFFICERS 

Monitoring Officer: 

The contents of this report has been the subject of legal advice by the Legal Service.  

No further comments regarding propriety. 

Head of Finance Department:

There are clear reasons (including financial ones) supporting the proposal to close Ysgol 

Abersoch. I can confirm that the financial figures in sections 3.3 and 8.5.1-8.5.7 of the report and 

in the 'Financial Resources' section of Appendix 1 are either true accurate costs, or fair estimates 

(where appropriate). Establishing the new arrangements (closing Ysgol Abersoch and providing 

pupil places at Ysgol Sarn Bach) would save £110,062, less additional transport needs (currently 

estimated at around £14,000), resulting in annual net savings of approximately £96,062 (as noted 

in clause 8.5.7 of the report). 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Comparison of the characteristics of the models against the strategy’s factors.   

Appendix 2: Impact Assessments: 

- An Assessment of the likely Impact on the Quality and Standard of Education 
- Assessment of the likely impact on travel arrangements 
- Assessment of the likely impact on the community 
- Language Impact Assessment 
- Well-being Assessment 
- Equality Assessment  

Appendix 3: Background pack, which includes presentations and minutes of the local meetings.  
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 1 2 (a) 2 (b)  3 4 

 Status Quo Change the age range of Ysgol 
Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-11 years 

Change the age range of Ysgol 
Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-9 years 

Federalise with a nearby school Federalise with a nearby school locating 
the Foundation Phase on the site of Ysgol 

Abersoch, and KS2 on the site of the 
nearby school 

Class Sizes and Age 
Range 

Ysgol Abersoch class sizes remain 
small – 1 class of 10 (September 
2020) 
 
Age range of up to 5 years remains 
in the class. 
  

Ysgol Abersoch class sizes remain small – 1 
class of 10 (September 2020) 
  
Age range of up to 5 years remains in the 
class. 
  
 

Ysgol Abersoch class sizes remain small – 1 
class of 10 (September 2020) 
  
Age range of up to 5 years remains in the 
class. 
  

Ysgol Abersoch class sizes remain small – 1 class of 
10 (September 2020) 
  
Age range of up to 5 years remains in the class. 
  

Pupils educated in more viably sized classes. 
 
Pupils educated with more children in the same 
age group. 
 
Age range of up to 4 years remains in FP class + 
KS2 class. 
 

Pupil Numbers Numbers would remain low at 
Ysgol Abersoch. 
 
32 surplus places (76%). 
 
School projections continue to 
appear fragile in terms of numbers. 
 
Cylch Meithrin and Cylch Ti a Fi 
opened on the school site in 
February 2020, this could lead to 
an increase in pupil numbers. 
 

Numbers would remain low at Ysgol 
Abersoch. 
 
32 surplus places (76%). 
  
School projections continue to appear fragile 
in terms of numbers. 
 
Extending the provision to year 6 is likely to 
lead to an increase in pupil numbers and 
consequently reduce surplus places. 
 
Cylch Meithrin and Cylch Ti a Fi opened on 
the school site in February 2020, this could 
lead to an increase in pupil numbers. 

Numbers would remain low at Ysgol 
Abersoch. 
 
32 surplus places (76%). 
  
School projections continue to appear fragile 
in terms of numbers. 
 
Extending the provision to year 4 is likely to 
lead to an increase in pupil numbers, and 
consequently reduce surplus places, but not 
as much as option 2 (a). 
Cylch Meithrin and Cylch Ti a Fi opened on 
the school site in February 2020, this could 
lead to an increase in pupil numbers. 
 

Numbers would remain low at Ysgol Abersoch. 
 
32 surplus places (76%). 
  
School projections continue to appear fragile in 
terms of numbers. 
 
Cylch Meithrin and Cylch Ti a Fi opened on the 
school site in February 2020, this could lead to an 
increase in pupil numbers. 
 

Pupil numbers at the school would likely 
increase as Ysgol Abersoch would be the 
provider of FP education for pupils in the 2 
schools within the catchment area. 
 
Restricting the neighbouring school to provide 
education for KS2 pupils only would lead to a 
reduction in pupil numbers at that school. 
 
Cylch Meithrin and Cylch Ti a Fi opened on the 
school site in February 2020, this could lead to 
an increase in pupil numbers. 
 

Leadership and 
Staffing 

No change to the headteacher's 
non-contact time. 
 
 

No change to the headteacher's non-contact 
time. 
 
 

No change to the headteacher's non-contact 
time. 
 
 

Opportunities to share staff and share expertise 
across the schools. Opportunities to collaborate on 
curricular issues and develop joint plans. 
 

Opportunities to share staff and share expertise 
across the schools. Opportunities to collaborate 
on curricular issues and develop joint plans. 
 

The Community Retaining school presence in the 
village – no effect on the 
relationship between the school 
and the local community. 
 
Uncertainty remains regarding the 
long-term sustainability of the 
school. 
 
High percentage of Ysgol Abersoch 
catchment area pupils already 
attend out of catchment schools. 

Retaining school presence in the village – no 
effect on the relationship between the 
school and the local community. 
 
Should the numbers remain low, the 
uncertainty regarding the long term 
sustainability of the school would continue.  
 
High percentage of Ysgol Abersoch 
catchment area pupils already attend out of 
catchment schools. 
 

Retaining school presence in the village – no 
effect on the relationship between the 
school and the local community. 
 
Should the numbers remain low, the 
uncertainty regarding the long term 
sustainability of the school would continue. 
 
High percentage of Ysgol Abersoch 
catchment area pupils already attend out of 
catchment schools. 

Retaining school presence in the village – no effect 
on the relationship between the school and the 
local community. 
 
Uncertainty remains regarding the long-term 
sustainability of the school. 
 
High percentage of Ysgol Abersoch catchment area 
pupils already attend out of catchment schools. 

Retaining school presence in the village – no 
effect on the relationship between the school 
and the local community. 
 
 

Financial Resources Ysgol Abersoch remains financially 
unsustainable and therefore 
receives an additional minimum 
staffing protection allocation from 
the authority to ensure appropriate 
staffing levels (£52,582 in 2020-21) 
 
Average cost per pupil remains 
high, £17,404 over four times the 
county average, and the highest in 
the county. 

Ysgol Abersoch remains financially 
unsustainable and therefore receives an 
additional minimum staffing protection 
allocation from the authority to ensure 
appropriate staffing levels (£52,582 in 2020-
21) 
 
Average cost per pupil remains high, £17,404 
over four times the county average, and the 
highest in the county. 
  

Ysgol Abersoch remains financially 
unsustainable and therefore receives an 
additional minimum staffing protection 
allocation from the authority to ensure 
appropriate staffing levels (£52,582 in 2020-
21) 
 
Average cost per pupil remains high, £17,404 
over four times the county average, and the 
highest in the county. 
  

Ysgol Abersoch remains financially unsustainable 
and therefore receives an additional minimum 
staffing protection allocation from the authority to 
ensure appropriate staffing levels (£52,582 in 2020-
21) 
 
Average cost per pupil remains high, £17,404 over 
four times the county average, and the highest in 
the county. 
  

Ysgol Abersoch remains financially unsustainable 
and therefore receives an additional minimum 
staffing protection allocation from the authority 
to ensure appropriate staffing levels (£52,582 in 
2020-21) 
  
Cost per pupil likely to remain high. 
 
Opportunity to share resources and access to 
budgets across the schools in the federation. 
 

Key 

Blue Font –
Advantages 

Red Font – 
Disadvantages 

Black Font – Facts / 
Comments 
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With the opening of a Cylch 
Meithrin and Ti a Fi on the Ysgol 
Abersoch site, there is potential to 
generate income by charging 
childcare providers for the use of 
the school. 
 

If the numbers were to increase, it would 
lead to a reduction in the cost per pupil. 
 
With the opening of a Cylch Meithrin and Ti a 
Fi on the Ysgol Abersoch site, there is 
potential to generate income by charging 
childcare providers for the use of the school. 

If the numbers increased, it would lead to a 
reduction in the cost per pupil. 
 
With the opening of a Cylch Meithrin and Ti a 
Fi on the Ysgol Abersoch site, there is 
potential to generate income by charging 
childcare providers for the use of the school.  
 

Opportunity to share resources and access to 
budgets across the schools in the federation. 
 
Any managerial saving resulting from the 
arrangement would be retained by the schools to 
run the federation. 
 
With the opening of a Cylch Meithrin and Ti a Fi on 
the Ysgol Abersoch site, there is potential to 
generate income by charging childcare providers for 
the use of the school.  

If the numbers increased, it would lead to a 
reduction in the cost per pupil. 
 
Any managerial saving resulting from the 
arrangement would be retained by the schools 
to run the federation. 
  
With the opening of a Cylch Meithrin and Ti a Fi 
on the Ysgol Abersoch site, there is potential to 
generate income by charging childcare providers 
for the use of the school. 

Welsh Language  No change in the situation 
regarding the language. 
 
Welsh medium education 
continues in Abersoch village - 
continue to promote and facilitate 
the use of Welsh locally / within 
the community. 

No change in the situation regarding the 
language. 
 
Welsh medium education continues in 
Abersoch village - continue to promote and 
facilitate the use of Welsh locally / within the 
community. 

No change in the situation regarding the 
language. 
 
Welsh medium education continues in 
Abersoch village - continue to promote and 
facilitate the use of Welsh locally / within the 
community. 

No change in the situation regarding the language. 
 
Welsh medium education continues in Abersoch 
village - continue to promote and facilitate the use 
of Welsh locally / within the community. 

No change in the situation regarding the 
language. 
 
Welsh medium education continues in Abersoch 
village - continue to promote and facilitate the 
use of Welsh locally / within the community. 

Geographical Factor No change. 
 
School within walking distance of 
the home of most Abersoch 
catchment area pupils. 

No change. 
 
School within walking distance of the home 
of most Abersoch catchment area pupils. 

No change. 
 
School within walking distance of the home 
of most Abersoch catchment area pupils. 

No change. 
 
School within walking distance of the home of most 
Abersoch catchment area pupils. 

No change for FP pupils. 
School within walking distance of the home of 
most Abersoch catchment area FP pupils.  
 

Some pupils would have to travel further to 
school than they do at present - need to 
consider the environmental impact. 
 

Further 
considerations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 No disruption to the school's KS2 provision - 
may lead to better curriculum continuity as 
the school offers 2 full phase teaching (FP + 
KS2) 
 
The age range of the school would be 
consistent with most of the county's primary 
schools. 
 
The existing building / site, without 
modifications, would not be suitable for a 
large increase in pupil numbers. 

The age range of the school would not be 
consistent with most of the county's primary 
schools. 
 
The existing building / site, without 
modifications, would not be suitable for a 
large increase in pupil numbers. 

Federation is a model that depends on the 
willingness of other schools to join the co-operation 
arrangement. 

Federation is a model that depends on the 
willingness of other schools to join the co-
operation arrangement. 
 
The federation could be subject to a statutory 
process to change the age range of schools. 
 
Potentially it would lead to a reduction in 
number of pupils attending the nearby school, 
as it would be restricted to provide KS2 
education only. 

Comments from SRP 
members 

Small classes can be an advantage. 
 
Potential for numbers to increase 
through local housing initiative. 
 
Continuing opportunities to 
strengthen the Welsh language in 
the school and community. 
 
Ysgol Abersoch has been awarded 
the Gwynedd Language Charter 
Gold Award. 

Small classes can be an advantage. 
 
Ysgol Abersoch has been awarded the 
Gwynedd Language Charter Gold Award 
 
 

Small classes can be an advantage. 
 
Pupils have the option to continue their 
education for an additional year at Ysgol 
Abersoch. 
 
  
Ysgol Abersoch has been awarded the 
Gwynedd Language Charter Gold Award 

Small classes can be an advantage. 
  
Concern about the lack of full representation of the 
communities on the federal governing body. 
 
Ysgol Abersoch has been awarded the Gwynedd 
Language Charter Gold Award 

Concern about the lack of full representation of 
the communities on the federal governing body. 
   

Classes too large in terms of pupil numbers can 
be disadvantageous - but, isn't it true that there 
would be room for two CS classes at Ysgol 
Abersoch and three KS2 classes at Ysgol Sarn 
Bach? 
 
 

The change could lead to parents choosing not 
to send their children to the school. 
 
Ysgol Abersoch has been awarded the Gwynedd 
Language Charter Gold Award. 
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 5 6 7 8 (a) 8 (b) 

 Federalise with neighbouring 
schools locating Foundation 

Phase + Years 3 and 4 + Years 
5 and 6 on 3 different school 

sites 

Close Ysgol Abersoch and offer pupils 
a place at a nearby school 

Locate a Language Centre on the site 
of Ysgol Abersoch 

Establish a Cylch Meithrin at Ysgol Abersoch Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch 
from 3-8 years to 3-9 years and establish 

a Cylch Meithrin at Ysgol Abersoch 

Class Sizes and Age 
Range 

Pupils educated in more viably 
sized classes. 
 
Pupils educated with more children 
in the same age group. 
 

 

Pupils educated in more viably sized classes. 
 
Pupils educated with more children in the 
same age group. 
 
Age range of up to 4 years remains in FP class 
+ KS2 class. 

Ysgol Abersoch class sizes remain small – 1 
class of 10 (September 2020), 
 
Age range of up to 5 years remains in the 
class. 

 

Ysgol Abersoch class sizes remain small – 1 class of 
10 (September 2020), 
 
Age range of up to 5 years remains in the class. 

 

Ysgol Abersoch class sizes remain small – 1 class 
of 10 (September 2020), 
 
Age range of up to 5 years remains in the class. 
  

 

Pupil Numbers School pupil numbers would likely 
increase as Ysgol Abersoch would 
be the provider of FP education for 
pupils in the 3 schools within the 
catchment area. 
 
Restricting the neighbouring 
schools to provide education for 3 
and 4 + 5 and 6 pupils only would 
lead to a reduction in pupil 
numbers at those schools. 
 
Cylch Meithrin and Cylch Ti a Fi 
opened on the school site in 
February 2020, this could lead to 
an increase in pupil numbers. 
 

Numbers at the school providing education in 
the area would be much stronger and 
sustainable for the future. 
 
Reduction in the percentage of surplus places 
in the area. 

Numbers would remain low at Ysgol 
Abersoch. 
 
School projections continue to appear fragile 
in terms of numbers. 
 
Cylch Meithrin and Cylch Ti a Fi opened on 
the school site in February 2020, this could 
lead to an increase in pupil numbers. 
 
 

Numbers would remain low at Ysgol Abersoch. 
 
32 surplus places (76%). 
  
School projections continue to appear fragile in 
terms of numbers. 
 
Cylch Meithrin and Cylch Ti a Fi opened on the 
school site in February 2020, this could lead to an 
increase in pupil numbers. 
  

Numbers would remain low at Ysgol Abersoch. 
 
32 surplus places (76%). 
 
School projections continue to appear fragile in 
terms of numbers. 
 
Extending the provision to year 4 is likely to lead 
to an increase in pupil numbers, and 
consequently reduce surplus places, but not as 
much as option 2 (a).  
 
Cylch Meithrin and Cylch Ti a Fi opened on the 
school site in February 2020, this could lead to 
an increase in pupil numbers. 
 

Leadership and 
Staffing 

Opportunities to share staff and 
share expertise across the schools.  
Opportunities to collaborate on 
curricular issues and develop joint 
plans. 

Staff redundancies.  
 
 
 

No change to the headteacher's non-contact 
time. 
 
 
 

No change to the headteacher's non-contact time. 
 
 
 

No change to the headteacher's non-contact 
time. 
 
 
 

The Community Retaining school presence in the 
village – no effect on the 
relationship between the school 
and the local community. 
 
 

Loss of school presence in Abersoch village. 
 
A high percentage of Ysgol Abersoch 
catchment-area pupils already attend out-of-
catchment schools, therefore a link between 
the neighboring schools and the community 
in Abersoch already exists. 

Retaining school presence in the village – no 
effect on the relationship between the 
school and the local community. 
 
Uncertainty remains regarding the long-term 
sustainability of the school. 
 
High percentage of Ysgol Abersoch 
catchment area pupils already attend out of 
catchment schools. 

Retaining school presence in the village – no effect 
on the relationship between the school and the 
local community. 
 
Should the numbers remain low, the uncertainty 
regarding the long term sustainability of the school 
would continue.  
 
High percentage of Ysgol Abersoch catchment area 
pupils already attend out of catchment schools. 

Retaining school presence in the village – no 
effect on the relationship between the school 
and the local community. 
 
Should the numbers remain low, the uncertainty 
regarding the long term sustainability of the 
school would continue.  
 
High percentage of Ysgol Abersoch catchment 
area pupils already attend out of catchment 
schools. 

Financial Resources Opportunity to share resources and 
access to budgets across the 
schools in the federation. 
 
If the numbers were increased, it 
would lead to a reduction in the 
cost per pupil. 
 
Any managerial saving resulting 
from the arrangement would be 

May lead to increased transport costs for the 
authority (if alternative school is more than 2 
miles from pupils' homes) 
 
The school would not remain in the minimum 
staffing protection allocation. 
 
Cost per pupil for teaching would be closer to 
the county average. 
 
  

Ysgol Abersoch remains financially 
unsustainable and therefore receives an 
additional minimum staffing protection 
allocation from the authority to ensure 
appropriate staffing levels (£52,582 in 2020-
21) 
 
Average cost per pupil remains high, £17,404 
over four times the county average, and the 
highest in the county. 
  

Potential to generate income by charging a fee on 
the child care providers. 
 
Ysgol Abersoch remains financially unsustainable 
and therefore receives an additional minimum 
staffing protection allocation from the authority to 
ensure appropriate staffing levels (£52,582 in 2020-
21) 
 

Potential to generate income by charging a fee 
on the child care providers. 
 
Ysgol Abersoch remains financially unsustainable 
and therefore receives an additional minimum 
staffing protection allocation from the authority 
to ensure appropriate staffing levels (£52,582 in 
2020-21) 
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retained by the schools to run the 
federation. 
  
With the opening of a Cylch 
Meithrin and Ti a Fi on the Ysgol 
Abersoch site, there is potential to 
generate income by charging 
childcare providers for the use of 
the school. 
 
The 3 schools may require an 
additional allocation to ensure 
appropriate staffing levels. 

Implementing the option would not generate 
income for the school in terms of the 
language centre. 
 
With the opening of a Cylch Meithrin and Ti a 
Fi on the Ysgol Abersoch site, there is 
potential to generate income by charging 
childcare providers for the use of the school.  
 
If the numbers were increased, it would lead 
to a reduction in the cost per pupil. 

Average cost per pupil remains high, £17,404 over 
four times the county average, and the highest in 
the county. 
  
If the numbers were increased, it would lead to a 
reduction in the cost per pupil. 

Average cost per pupil remains high, £17,404 
over four times the county average, and the 
highest in the county. 
  
If the numbers were increased, it would lead to 
a reduction in the cost per pupil. 

Welsh Language  No change in the situation 
regarding the language. 
 
Welsh medium education 
continues in Abersoch village - 
continue to promote and facilitate 
the use of Welsh locally / within 
the community. 

Loss of Welsh medium education in Abersoch 
village. 
 
Similar Welsh-medium education provision 
offered at alternative school. 

No change in the situation regarding the 
language. 
 
Welsh medium education continues in 
Abersoch village - continue to promote and 
facilitate the use of Welsh locally / within the 
community. 

No change in the situation regarding the language. 
 
Welsh medium education continues in Abersoch 
village - continue to promote and facilitate the use 
of Welsh locally / within the community. 

No change in the situation regarding the 
language. 
 
Welsh medium education continues in Abersoch 
village - continue to promote and facilitate the 
use of Welsh locally / within the community. 

Geographical Factor No change for FP pupils. 
School within walking distance of 
the home of most Abersoch 
catchment area FP pupils.  
 

Some pupils would have to travel 
further to school than they do at 
present - need to consider the 
environmental impact. 

No pupil in the area will travel an 
unreasonable distance to school. 
 
 
Some pupils would have to travel further to 
school than they do at present - need to 
consider the environmental impact. 

No change. 
 
School within walking distance of the home 
of most Abersoch catchment area pupils. 

No change. 
 
School within walking distance of the home of most 
Abersoch catchment area pupils. 

No change. 
 
School within walking distance of the home of 
most Abersoch catchment area pupils. 

Further 
considerations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Federation is a model that depends 
on the willingness of other schools 
to join the co-operation 
arrangement. 
 

It is not possible to federate 
schools with different legal status. 
 

The federation could be subject to 
a statutory process to change the 
age range of schools. 
 

Potentially it would lead to a 
reduction in number of pupils 
attending the nearby school, as it 
would be restricted to provide KS2 
education only. 
 

Pupils transferring 3 times during 
their time in primary school. 

 Sacrifice learning space to locate centre. 
 
Concerns regarding the lack of demand for 
additional language centre provision in the 
area. 

Sacrifice learning space to locate a Cylch Meithrin.  
 

Sacrifice learning space to locate a Cylch 
Meithrin.  
 
 

Comments from SRP 
members 

Concern about the lack of full 
representation of the communities 
on the federal governing body.   

Classes too large in terms of pupil 
numbers can be disadvantageous. 
 

The change could lead to parents 
choosing not to send their children 
to the school. 
 

Closing the school will lead to the closure of 
Cylch Meithrin, Ti a Fi, Urdd, Hunaniaith Craft 
Club and all other community initiatives the 
school is involved in including: 
• using the weekly bus service to the Leisure 
Center (children buy their own tickets, learn 
how to handle money, use public transport) 
• judging shop / business window decoration 
competitions for Christmas and St David's 
Day 
• Christmas and St David's Day concerts 

Small classes can be an advantage. 
 
Ysgol Abersoch has been awarded the 
Gwynedd Language Charter Gold Award. 

Small classes can be an advantage. 
 
Ysgol Abersoch has been awarded the Gwynedd 
Language Charter Gold Award. 

Small classes can be an advantage. 
  
Ysgol Abersoch has been awarded the Gwynedd 
Language Charter Gold Award. 
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Ysgol Abersoch has been awarded 
the Gwynedd Language Charter 
Gold Award. 

• singing at Age Cymru's Coffee Mornings, 
local shops and other organisations 
• beach visits 
• and much more! 
  
The Community: 
Neighboring schools do not have a significant 
presence or link with the local Abersoch 
community. 
It is not possible to emulate the contribution 
of the community if the school is not located 
in the village, e.g. the cost of transport in 
terms of the impact on money and 
environment versus walking 
 
Impact on daily contact with parents as each 
child is dropped off and collected at Ysgol 
Abersoch rather than catch a bus, allowing 
for invaluable and vital ongoing 
communication and development, 
encouraging Welsh learners to improve their 
Welsh. 
 
The Welsh Language: 
 
The loss of Welsh-medium education in 
Abersoch and the wider community would 
affect the use of Welsh as a living language 
and work (see Hunaniaith Gwynedd - Action 
Plan for Promoting the Welsh Language in 
Abersoch). 
 
Miss being involved in activities such as 
Shwmae Su´mae to distribute leaflets to the 
shops / businesses. 
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Impact Assessment 

Ysgol Abersoch 

Assessment of the Likely 
Impact on the Quality and 

Standards of Education 

1 
 
 
 

Assessment of the Likely 
Impact on Travel 

Arrangements  
 

11 
 
 

Assessment of the Likely 
Impact on the Community 

19 
 
 

Language Impact 
Assessment 

33 
 
 

Well-being Assessment  46 
 
 

Equality Assessment  55 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

At its meeting on 17 September 2019, Gwynedd Council's Cabinet approved the Education Department  

“to initiate formal discussions with the governing body and other relevant stakeholders of Ysgol Abersoch due to 

concerns over the school numbers, thus enabling a range of possible options to be drawn up relating to the future of 

the school.” 

 

As part of the process of developing a proposal (s) for school/school reorganisation, the authority is 
required to carry out an assessment of likely impact on the quality and standards of education, in 
accordance with the School Organisation Code (011/2018). 
 
The Council is committed to providing the highest quality education possible that will provide the County’s 
children with the experiences, skills and confidence to become bilingual, successful and fulfilled citizens. 
 
It continues to be a high priority to provide the best possible learning experiences - for all learners within 

the County, ensuring an exciting and broad curriculum, as well as extra-curricular activities that stimulate 

learning and understanding, and which will lead to improved standards. 

 

2. SUMMARY  

 

Following the last Estyn inspection in 2017 it was concluded that the school's current performance was 

Good. 

 

In 2019, the school was placed in the Yellow support category by the regional consortia under the Welsh 

Government's National System for categorising schools according to their current educational standards 

and improvement requirements. The Welsh Government defines a 'Yellow' category school as an “effective 

school that is already doing well and knows what areas it needs to improve”. 

 

Below is a summary of the latest surveys of neighbouring schools, or schools that are the subject of any of 

the possible models for the future of Ysgol Abersoch. 

 

2.1 Ysgol Abersoch  

 

Ysgol Abersoch is located in the centre of the village of Abersoch near Pwllheli, and provides education for 

3-8 year olds. Following year 3, pupils transfer to Ysgol Sarn Bach, the nearby school. When the school was 

last inspected in 2017, there were 21 pupils on roll, including 6 part-time nursery pupils. 

 

School 
Year of 

Inspection 

How good are 

the outcomes? 

How good is 

provision? 

How good are 

leadership and 

management 

Welsh 

Government 

Support 

Category 2019 

Abersoch June 2017 Good Good Good Yellow 
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2.2 Other schools in the area  

 

School 
Year of 

Inspection 

How good are 

the outcomes? 

How good is 

provision? 

How good are 

leadership and 

management 

Welsh 

Government 

Support 

Category 2019 

Llanbedrog May 2014 Good Good Good Green 

Foel Gron October 2015 Good Good Good Yellow 

 
The table below summarise the school's Estyn inspection report which has been inspected since 
September 2017, when Estyn introduced the five areas of review: 
 

School 
Year of 

Inspection 
Standards 

Wellbeing 
and 

attitudes 
to learning 

Teaching 
and 

learning 
experiences 

Care, 
support and 

guidance 

Leadership and 
management 

Welsh 
Government 

Support Category 
2019 

Sarn Bach 
October 

2017 
Good Good Good Good Good Yellow 
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3. ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT ON QUALITY AND STANDARDS OF EDUCATION 

 

 

• Do nothing - continue with the current structure of the school. 
 
Please note that although the case for change has been established, the Do nothing model has been 

included in the assessment for comparison purposes. 

 

• Federation with a neighbouring school 
 

This option would involve establishing a formal collaboration arrangement, between a neighbouring 
school/schools. These schools would share a single governing body, but at the same time retain their legal 
status as separate entities, their financial allocation, name and school presses, and continue to have their 
own Estyn inspection. 
 
The formation of a formal federation with a school or other schools would strengthen the leadership 
position of the school, and increase pupils' opportunities to socialise and collaborate with peers. 
 
In this case, for geographical reasons, Ysgol Sarn Bach, and Ysgol Llanbedrog were considered as 
reasonable options for the collaborative arrangement. Ysgol Foel Gron was not considered as it is not 
possible to federate schools with charitable status, with those with Community status.  
 

• Extend the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-11 years 
 
At present, the age range of Ysgol Abersoch means that the school's education provision ceases at the end 
of year 3. Extending the age range to 3-11 would mean that the school can continue to educate pupils until 
the end of Key Stage 2, which is the end of year 6. This would be consistent with the age range of the 
majority of the county's primary schools. 
 

• Close Ysgol Abersoch and pupils to be educated at an alternative school 
 

This option would mean that Ysgol Abersoch would close, and the current pupils would be offered a place 

at Ysgol Sarn Bach (the alternative school). 
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DO NOTHING –  
ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPACT ON QUALITY AND STANDARDS OF EDUCATIONAL  

 

 

 
The above assessment has been based on the information of Ysgol Abersoch’s Estyn report June 2017. 

  

Positive Neutral  Negative 

Impact Criteria Description The impact and status of work 

Standards and general 
progress of specific 

groups and in terms of 
skills 

No change Neutral 

Well-being and attitude 
to learning No change Neutral 

Teaching and learning 
experiences 

No change Neutral 

Care guidance and 
support No change Neutral 

Leadership and 
management 

No change Neutral 

Vulnerable groups, 
including children with 

Additional Learning 
Needs (ALN) 

No change Neutral 

Provision that is at least 
commensurate with what 

is currently available to 
learners (including those 

with ALN) 

No change Neutral 
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EXTENDING THE SCHOOL'S AGE FROM 3-8 YEARS TO 3-11 YEARS – 

ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT ON QUALITY AND STANDARDS OF EDUCATIONAL  
 
 
 

 
The above assessment has been based on the information of Ysgol Abersoch’s Estyn report June 2017. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Positif Niwtral  Negyddol  

Impact Criteria Description The impact and status of work 

Standards and general 
progress of specific 

groups and in terms of 
skills 

A negative impact on these criteria is not 

envisaged by extending the age range of 

the school. 

Neutral 

Well-being and attitude 
to learning 

A negative impact on these criteria is not 
envisaged by extending the age range of 

the school. 
Neutral 

Teaching and learning 
experiences 

A negative impact on these criteria is not 
envisaged by extending the age range of 

the school. 
Neutral 

Care guidance and 
support 

A negative impact on these criteria is not 
envisaged by extending the age range of 

the school. 
Neutral 

Leadership and 
management 

A negative impact on these criteria is not 
envisaged by extending the age range of 

the school. 
Neutral 

Vulnerable groups, 
including children with 

Additional Learning 
Needs (ALN) 

A negative impact on these criteria is not 
envisaged by extending the age range of 

the school. 
Neutral 

Provision that is at least 
commensurate with what 

is currently available to 
learners (including those 

with ALN) 

A negative impact on these criteria is not 
envisaged by extending the age range of 

the school. 
Neutral 
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FEDERATION -   
ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT ON QUALITY AND STANDARDS OF EDUCATIONAL  

 

 

 

 
The above assessment has been made based on the information of the June 2017 Ysgol Abersoch Estyn report; Ysgol 

Sarn Bach October 2017, and Ysgol Llanbedrog May 2014.  

Positive Neutral  Negative 

Impact Criteria Description The impact and status of work 

Standards and general 
progress of specific groups 

and in terms of skills 

No negative impact is predicted on this 

criteria by federating with a 

neighbouring school. All the schools in 

question are at least in the same 

category as Abersoch. 

Neutral  

 

Well-being and attitude to 
learning 

No negative impact is predicted on this 

criteria by federating with a 

neighbouring school. All the schools in 

question are at least in the same 

category as Abersoch. 

Neutral  

  

Teaching and learning 
experiences 

No negative impact is predicted on this 

criteria by federating with a 

neighbouring school.  A federal model 

would likely include the same 

opportunities, with the potential to 

expand on this. 

Positive  

Care guidance and support 

No negative impact is predicted on this 

criteria by federating with a 

neighbouring school. All the schools in 

question are at least in the same 

category as Abersoch. 

Neutral  

  

Leadership and management 

Depending on the exact federal model, 

it can lead to saving Headteacher time 

by planning across the federation rather 

than for individual schools. 

Positive 

 

Vulnerable groups, including 
children with Additional 

Learning Needs (ALN) 

Provisions for vulnerable groups would 

not change under a federal model. 
Neutral  

Provision that is at least 
commensurate with what is 

currently available to learners 
(including those with ALN) 

No change as Ysgol Abersoch would 

continue. 
Neutral  
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CLOSE YSGOL ABERSOCH AND OFFER PUPILS A PLACE AT AN ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL -   
ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT ON QUALITY AND STANDARDS OF EDUCATIONAL  

 

 
 

 
The above assessment has been made based on the information of the Ysgol Abersoch June 2017 Estyn report, and 
Ysgol Sarn Bach October 2017.

Positive Neutral  Negative 

Impact Criteria Description 
The impact and 

status of work 

Standards and general progress 
of specific groups and in terms 

of skills 

The result of an Estyn survey for the Abersoch School standards 

indicators was 'Good', as was the result of the Ysgol Sarn Bach survey. 

Based on the information from the last surveys (2017) no impact is 

predicted by educating the children at Ysgol Sarn Bach. 

Neutral 

 

Well-being and attitude to 
learning 

The 'Wellbeing' indicator for Ysgol Abersoch, in their last inspection 

in 2017, was 'adequate' while the result at Ysgol Sarn Bach was 

'Good'. Based on the findings of these surveys, it is concluded that 

educating the children at Ysgol Sarn Bach would have a positive 

impact. 

Positive 

 

Teaching and learning 
experiences 

The 'learning experiences' indicator at Ysgol Abersoch was 

'adequate', and the 'teaching' indicator was 'good'. The outcome of 

an Estyn survey for 'Teaching and learning experiences' indicators 

was' Good' at Sarn Bach School in 2017. As a result, it is considered 

that the option may have a positive impact on pupils' teaching and 

learning experiences. Ysgol Sarn Bach can offer the opportunity to 

teach in larger groups and with peers to broaden their experiences. 

Positive 

Care guidance and support 

The results of the 'Care guidance and support' indicators were 'Good' 

in the last Ysgol Abersoch and Ysgol Sarn Bach inspection. Based on 

this information, no impact on this area is foreseen by teaching the 

pupils at Ysgol Sarn Bach. 

Neutral 

Leadership and management 
Ysgol Abersoch's last Estyn report noted that the leadership and 

management at the school are 'Good'. Ysgol Sarn Bach was also 

placed in the ‘Good’ category. 

Neutral 

Vulnerable groups, including 
children with Additional 

Learning Needs (ALN) 

Support for vulnerable groups including children with additional 

learning needs is provided in accordance with the Authority's policy, 

as in all schools in Gwynedd. 

Neutral 

Provision that is at least 
commensurate with what is 

currently available to learners 
(including those with ALN) 

The result of Estyn report for Ysgol Abersoch standards indicators 

was 'Good', as was the result of Ysgol Sarn Bach report. Based on the 

information from the last report (2017) no impact is predicted by 

educating the children at Ysgol Sarn Bach. 

Neutral  
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Based on the outcome of the above assessments, it is concluded that the standard of education provided 

at Ysgol Sarn Bach is at the same level as that of Ysgol Abersoch. As a result, it is not anticipated that any 

negative impact in terms of quality and standards of education would result from the proposal to federate 

or close Ysgol Abersoch and transfer pupils to Ysgol Sarn Bach. Similarly, no negative impacts are predicted 

in terms of the quality and standards of education arising from the option of extending the age range of 

the school from 3-8 to 3-11. 

 

The information in this assessment following the most recent Estyn inspections of the schools in question 

indicates that all of the schools have been placed in at least an equivalent category for Ysgol Abersoch, and 

all of the schools have been ranked yellow, or green in terms of Welsh Government support category. 
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different travelling arrangements –  

Ysgol Abersoch 

- September 2020 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

At its meeting on 17 September 2019, Gwynedd Council's Cabinet approved the Education Department 
 “to initiate formal discussions with the governing body and other relevant stakeholders of Ysgol Abersoch 
due to concerns over the school numbers, thus enabling a range of possible options to be drawn up relating 
to the future of the school.” 
 
As part of the process of developing a proposal (s) for school / school reorganisation, the authority is required 
to carry out an assessment of the likely impact on different travel arrangements, in accordance with the 
School Organisation Code (011/2018). 
 
The Council is committed to provide the highest quality of education as possible for the children of Gwynedd 
County along with the experiences, skills and confidence to develop into bilingual, successful and fulfilled 
citizens. 
 
It remains a high priority to provide the best possible learning experiences - for all learners within the County, 
ensuring an exciting and broad curriculum, as well as extra-curricular activities that stimulate learning and 
understanding, and which will lead to improved standards. 
  

1.1 Gwynedd Counci l  Transport Policy  

 

The ‘Excellent primary education for children in Gwynedd’ strategy aims to restrict travel from home to 

school to a one-way journey of no more than 30 minutes.  

 

Gwynedd Council provides free transport for learners who live two or more miles from the school in their 

catchment area, or the closest school (not including nursery pupils). Learners who receive a primary 

education are expected (except for learners with additional learning needs or disabilities), to walk up to two 

miles to meet any modes of transport provided by Gwynedd Council. The transport policy can be viewed in 

the Parent’s Handbook: (https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Residents/Documents-Residents/Schools-

and-learning-documents/Guide-Book.pdf).  

 

1.2 Context of  Ysgol Abersoch  

 

Ysgol Abersoch is located in the centre of the village of Abersoch near Pwllheli, and provides education for 

3-8 year olds. Following year 3, pupils transfer to Ysgol Sarn Bach, the neighbouring school. 

 

In September 2019, there were 25 pupils aged 3-8 living in the Ysgol Aberoch catchment area - 9 of those 

pupils attended Ysgol Abersoch. This means that 18 pupils from the catchment area (aged 3-8) attended out 

of catchment schools. In addition, 2 pupils from Ysgol Abersoch lived outside the catchment area. Further 

information can be found in the table below: 
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* For comparison purposes, the table above reflects the position in relation to pupils aged 3-8 only. 

 

2. OPTIONS 

 
 
 

 Do nothing - continue with the current structure of the school.  
(Although the case for change has been established, this model has been included in the assessment for 
comparison purposes) 

 
As this model would mean that pupils continue to be educated at Ysgol Abersoch, it is not envisaged that 

this model would have any impact on current travel arrangements. 

 

• Federation with a neighbouring school 
 

This option would involve establishing a formal collaboration arrangement, between a neighbouring 
school/schools. These schools would share a single governing body, but at the same time retain their legal 
status as separate entities, their financial allocation, name and school presses, and continue to have their 
own Estyn inspection. 
 
The formation of a formal federation with a school or other schools would strengthen the leadership position 
of the school, and increase pupils' opportunities to socialise and collaborate with peers. 
 
In this case, for geographical reasons, Ysgol Sarn Bach, and Ysgol Llanbedrog were considered as reasonable 
options for the collaborative arrangement. Ysgol Foel Gron was not considered as it is not possible to 
federate schools with charitable status, with those with Community status. 
 

As this model would mean that pupils continue to be educated at Ysgol Abersoch, it is not envisaged that 

this model would have any impact on current travel arrangements. 

 

Source: Census September 2019 
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• Extend the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-11 years 
 
At present, the age range of Ysgol Abersoch means that the school's education provision ceases at the end 
of year 3. Extending the age range to 3-11 would mean that the school can continue to educate pupils until 
the end of Key Stage 2, which is the end of year 6. This would be consistent with the age range of the majority 
of the county's primary schools. 
 
As this model would mean that pupils continue to be educated at Ysgol Abersoch, it is not envisaged that 
this model would have an impact on the travel arrangements of current pupils. However, if the option 
were to be implemented, further consideration would have to be given to the impact that changing 
catchment areas could have on the current transport arrangements for pupils aged 8-11 years in the 
Abersoch catchment area who have already opted to attend Ysgol Sarn Bach. 
 

• Close Ysgol Abersoch and pupils to be educated at an alternative school 
 

This option would mean that Ysgol Abersoch would close, and that current pupils would be offered a place 
at Ysgol Sarn Bach (the alternative school). 
 
Ysgol Sarn Bach is located 1.4 miles from Ysgol Abersoch. In accordance with Gwynedd Council's transport 
policy the authority would provide transport for pupils of the current catchment area of Ysgol Abersoch 
who would choose to attend Ysgol Sarn Bach and live more than 2 miles from the school. 
 
In addition, the pupils who would choose to attend Ysgol Sarn Bach but live less than 2 miles away from 
school, and are therefore not entitled to free transport, but traveling to school along a road the Council 
considers as very dangerous, free transport will be provided. 
 
 

3. ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPACT ON TRANSPORT ARRANGEMENTS  
 

 
3.1.  Location of the alternative school  
 
Ysgol Sarn Bach is located in the village of Sarn Bach, approximately 1.4 miles down the road from the centre 
of Abersoch. This is the nearest geographical school to Ysgol Abersoch. 
 
3.2.  Free transport options  
 
In line with Gwynedd Council's transport policy, learners receiving primary or secondary education (with the 
exception of learners with additional learning needs or disabilities) would be expected to walk up to two 
miles to meet any modes of transport provided by Gwynedd Council along the shortest route.   
 
The shortest route available is the route which is not deemed by the Council to be especially dangerous, 

after assessing the other routes available for the journey, and these routes would be assessed in line with 

Gwynedd Council's transport policy. 
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Ysgol Sarn Bach is the catchment school for pupils between the ages of 8 and 11 in the Abersoch catchment 

area. As the route to school is considered dangerous, the authority already provides free transport for some 

eligible pupils. 

 

Therefore a primary school bus already runs between Abersoch and Ysgol Sarn Bach, and it is envisaged that 

there would be sufficient empty seats for current pupils at Ysgol Abersoch. 

 

In line with current arrangements, pupils travel to school on a service bus and travel home on a dedicated 

school bus. Below is the current bus timetable for Ysgol Sarn Bach: 

 

 
 

If all pupils between the age of 3 and 8 in the Abersoch catchment area choose to take advantage of free 

transport, it is envisaged that the current arrangements would need to be adapted. The estimated additional 

costs that would result from this change are set out below. 

 

3.3. Financial impact  

The financial impact on travel arrangements is summarised below: 

 

  

 The probable impact on travel 

arrangements for learners 

The assessment of the probable 

annual financial impact on 

travel arrangements for the 

Authority  

Do nothing No Change   £0 

Extend the age range of Ysgol Abersoch 
from 3-8 years to 3-11 years 

No Change   £0 

Formally federalise with a school or 

other schools 

No Change   £0 

Close Ysgol Abersoch and offer pupils a 

place at Ysgol Sarn Bach 

Assemble at an agreed place to catch 

the bus. 

Provision of transport for the 

current 8 pupils: £ 0 

No additional costs - empty 

seats already available on the 

Ysgol Sarn Bach bus. 

Provision of transport for all 3-

8 pupils at Ysgol Abersoch 

catchment area (25 pupils): £ 

14,000 

Ysgol Sarn Bach's current 

transport arrangements would 

need to be modified - it may 
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require a specific school bus for 

Ysgol Sarn Bach (morning and 

afternoon). 

 

Should the proposal to close Ysgol Abersoch and provide pupils a place at Ysgol Sarn Bach be implemented, 

it is estimated that: 

 There would be no additional costs associated with providing transport for the current 8 pupils of 

Ysgol Abersoch as well as pupils from the Abersoch catchment area that already attend Ysgol Sarn 

Bach. It is understood that a bus already transports pupils from Abersoch to Ysgol Sarn Bach, and 

we understand that there would be sufficient empty seats on the bus for the current pupils at Ysgol 

Abersoch. It could be argued that implementing the proposal would make more cost effective use 

of the existing transport arrangements for transporting pupils to Ysgol Sarn Bach. 

 The additional costs of transport would be approximately £14,000 per year if all 3-8 year old pupils 

in the current Ysgol Abersoch catchment area chose to attend Ysgol Sarn Bach in the future. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In summary, it is not anticipated that the option to form a Federation would affect current travel and 

transport arrangements as the pupils would continue to receive their education at Ysgol Abersoch. 

 

With the option to extend the age range of the school to 3-11 years, it is not anticipated that there would 

be an impact on the transport arrangements for the current school pupils. However, bearing in mind that 

Ysgol Sarn Bach is the catchment school for 8 - 11 year olds in the Abersoch catchment area, further 

consideration would have to be given to the impact that this option may have on the transport arrangements 

for 8-11 year old pupils in the Abersoch catchment area. 

 

Should the option to close Ysgol Abersoch and offer the pupils a place at Ysgol Sarn Bach be implemented, 

it is envisaged that the learners would be able to use the existing transport arrangements for Ysgol Sarn Bach 

– this would not result in an additional cost to the authority. 

 

If all 3-8 year olds in the Ysgol Abersoch catchment area required transport to Ysgol Sarn Bach, it is envisaged 

that the current transport arrangements at Ysgol Sarn Bach would need to be modified by arranging a larger 

bus. It is estimated that this would result in additional costs of £14,000 per annum. 
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Community Impact Assessment Report 

Ysgol Abersoch 

- September 2020 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

As part of the statutory process, a community impact assessment is required in compliance with the 

School Organisation Coode 011/2018. This assessment is derived from the Welsh Government’s 

national guidance for schools reorganisation, including considerations of the unique needs of rural 

areas.  

 

"In some areas, a school may also be the main focal point for community activity, and its closure could 

have implications beyond the issue of the provision of education. This may be a particular feature in 

rural areas if school buildings are used as a place to provide services to the local community." 

 

"The case prepared by those bringing forward proposals should show that the impact of closure on the 

community has been assessed through the production of a Community Impact Assessment and how 

any community facilities currently provided by the school could be maintained." 

Source: The Schools Organisation Code 011/2018  

 

1.1 Background 

 

Ysgol Abersoch is located in the center of the village of Abersoch near Pwllheli, and provides 
education for pupils aged 3 to 8 years. Pupils transfer to Ysgol Sarn Bach after year 3 to complete 
their primary education. 
 
Ysgol Abersoch has a capacity of 42 (nursery to year 3), and in January 2020, it had 7 full-time pupils, 
and 2 nursery (part-time) pupils on roll. To date, (September 2020), there are 8 full time pupils, and 2 
part time pupils. 
 
At their meeting on 17 September 2019, Cabinet supported a recommendation to hold formal 
discussions with the governing body of Ysgol Abersoch to consider options for the future. The 
decision came as a result of recent concerns over low number of pupils on register. 
 
Between October 2019 and January 2020, 3 local meetings were held with stakeholders at Ysgol 
Abersoch where a number of options were proposed and discussed. Following the evaluation of 
those options, the list was refined to 3 options for further consideration in addition to the Do Nothing 
model.  
 

2. OPTIONS 

 
A number of options were proposed and discussed at the local meetings. Following an evaluation of 
these options against the Strategy factors, the list was refined into 3 options for further consideration, 
in addition to the Do Nothing option. 
 

 Do nothing - continue with the current structure of the school. 
 

 Form a federation with a neighbouring school 
 
This option would involve establishing a formal collaboration arrangement, between a neighbouring 
school/schools. These schools would share a single governing body, but at the same time retain their 
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legal status as separate entities, their financial allocation, name and school presses, and continue to 
have their own Estyn inspection. 
 
The formation of a formal federation with a school or other schools would strengthen the leadership 
position of the school, and increase pupils' opportunities to socialise and collaborate with peers. 
 
In this case, for geographical reasons, Ysgol Sarn Bach, and Ysgol Llanbedrog were considered as 
reasonable options for the collaborative arrangement. Ysgol Foel Gron was not considered as it is not 
possible to federate schools with charitable status, with those with Community status.  
 

 Extend the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-11 years 
 
At present, the age range of Ysgol Abersoch means that the school's education provision ceases at the 
end of year 3. Extending the age range to 3-11 would mean that the school can continue to educate 
pupils until the end of Key Stage 2, which is the end of year 6. This would be consistent with the age 
range of the majority of the county's primary schools. 
 

 Close Ysgol Abersoch and pupils to be educated at an alternative school 
 
This option would mean that Ysgol Abersoch would close, and that current pupils would be offered a 
place at Ysgol Sarn Bach (the alternative school). 
  

3. SUMMARY OF CATCHMENT AREA 

 

3.1  The Area 
 

Abersoch is a village in the community of Llanengan located on the Llŷn peninsula in Gwynedd, with 

approximately 800 residents. It is located 11 km (7 miles) from the town of Pwllheli and 43 km (27 

miles) from Caernarfon. 

 

According to the 2011 census, there are 783 people living in the Abersoch ward. 
 

3.2  The Economy  

 
75.6%, of people aged 16 to 74 within Abersoch ward are classified as economically active, 3.7% of 
whom are unemployed. 24.4% of people in the same age group are economically inactive with 3.6% of 
these sick or long term disabled. 
 
The type of industry in which the population is active varies in the area, with the highest rate (23.7%) 
working in Retail and Wholesale. 
 
According to data from the 'Welsh Index of Multiple Deprivation (2014)' the employment rate of 
Abersoch ward compared to other wards in Wales gives them a rank of 1404 out of 1909 wards. 
Abersoch ward is therefore not within the 50% most deprived area in Wales. 
 
There are a number of businesses operating in the village, including, a variety of shops, restaurants, 
cafes, pubs, self-catering accommodation, tourist attractions and a garage. 
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3.3  Deprivation  
 

Abersoch ward (which is wider than the geographical area of the school catchment area) is not within 
the 50% most deprived in Wales (a rank of 1417 out of 1909 wards). 
 
A number of areas make up this overall index, including income, employment, health, education, access 
to services, community safety, physical environment and housing. 
 
It is noted that Abersoch ward is within the 40% most deprived areas in Wales in the 'Housing' domain. 
The indicators in this area are the proportion of people living in overcrowded homes (bedroom usage), 
and the proportion of people living in homes without central heating. 
 
In addition, Abersoch ward is within the 40% most deprived areas in Wales in the 'access to services' 
field, i.e. deprivation because people cannot access a range of services that are considered essential 
for daily living. The indicators include average public and private travel times for a number of services 
such as grocery stores, GP surgeries, primary and secondary schools, post office, public library, 
pharmacy, leisure centre and private travel time to a petrol station. 
 
Below is a summary of how the Abersoch area is positioned in the context of other areas in Wales 
according to the Welsh Index of Multiple Deprivation (2014): 
 

Area  
Range in Wales, out of 1909 districts. (1 = most 
deprived and 1909 = least deprived) 

Most deprived in Wales % 

Employment  1404   

Income 1327   

Health   1312  

Education  1472   

Housing  577  Within 40-50% most deprived 

Physical environment 
 

 1725  

Access to Services  593 Within 40-50% most deprived 

Community safety 821 Within 50% most deprived 

  
3.4  The Community  

A number of activities take place in Abersoch, including; 
• Abersoch Festival 
• Welsh for Adults 
• Shwmae / Su´mae Day 
• Cylch Ti a Fi and Cylch Meithrin 
• Beach cleaning activities 
• Identity Project with Welsh language 
• Merched y Wawr 
In addition, there are a number of facilities in the village, including, the village hall, a variety of shops, 
pharmacy, mobile bank, post office, garage, cafes, pubs, mobile library, tourist attractions, public 
transport and children's playground. 
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4. CATCHMENT AREA SCHOOLS 

 

4.1 Context of the schools according to Estyn Inspection Reports 

 

As part of Estyn's reports, the authors, i.e. the inspectors, will place the schools within their context 
and will detail their community connections. This is the context given to Ysgol Abersoch by Estyn 
inspectors. 
 
Ysgol Abersoch 
 
"Ysgol Abersoch is in the village of Abersoch near Pwllheli, in Gwynedd local authority, and serves the 
village and the surrounding area" 

Source: Estyn Report, June 2017 
 
4.2 School statistical information 

 

The table below shows the numbers of pupils at Ysgol Abersoch (N-Y3), and the other neighbouring 

schools, from Nursery to Year 6. Also shown in this table are the capacity of the schools, and the 

number of surplus places. All of these schools teach through the medium of Welsh. 

 

School 
Full Capacity        

  (N – Y6) 

Number on roll 

January 2020  

  (N – Y6) 

Number of surplus 

places 

January 2020 

  (N – Y6) 

Legal Category 

Abersoch 
(*N-Y3) 

42 9 33 
Community School 

(Infant) 

Sarn Bach  73 48 25 Community School 

Llanbedrog 83 95 0 Community School 

Foel Gron 61 44 17 VC – Church in Wales  

Source: PLASC January 2020 

 

4.3  Information about the location of pupils' dwellings and choice of school  

 

Every school has a specific catchment area that it serves and this is important in terms of the Council's 

admissions and transport policy. Pupils do not have to attend their catchment area school, this is the 

parents’ choice (in accordance with the admissions policy). 

In comparison with other catchment areas in the area, the number of pupils that attend school 
outside the catchment area is high. The latest data shows that 48 children lived in the Abersoch 
catchment area aged 3-11 years (September 2019), of whom 7 attend the school. This means that 
85% of the children living in the Abersoch catchment area attend out of catchment schools, according 
to 2019 data. 
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Byw yn Dalgylch / Home Catchment Area 

(Medi / September 2019) 
   

    

Abersoch Sarn Bach Llanbedrog Foel Gron 
Arall   

Other 

Cyfanswm 

Ysgol 

School Total 

(M-Bl6 / N-

Y6)  

M
yn

yc
h

u
 Y

sg
o

l /
 S

ch
o

o
l 

A
tt

en
d

in
g 

(M
ed

i /
 S

ep
te

m
b

er
 2

0
1

9
) Abersoch 7 1 - - 1 9 

Sarn Bach 25 14 2 1 8 50 

Llanbedrog 12 - 43 14 23 92 

Foel Gron 1 - 4 29 6 40 

Arall / Other 3 - 3 -   

Cyfanswm 

Total 
48 15 52 44 

 

 

Source: September 2019 Census 
 

Latest data shows that 48 children lived in the Abersoch catchment area aged 3-11 years (September 

2019 data), of whom 7 attend the school. This means that 85% of children living in the Abersoch 

catchment area attend out of catchment schools, according to 2019 data. 

 

  

  

  

Byw yn Dalgylch / Home Catchment Area 

(Medi / September 2019) 
   

    

Abersoch Sarn Bach Llanbedrog Foel Gron 
Arall   

Other 

Cyfanswm 

Ysgol 

School Total 

(M-Bl3 / N-

Y3)  

M
yn

yc
h

u
 Y

sg
o
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) Abersoch 7 1 - - 1 9 

Sarn Bach 10 4 2 - 5 21 

Llanbedrog 6 - 30 9 17 62 

Foel Gron 1 - 3 15 3 22 

Arall / Other 1 - - -   

Cyfanswm 

Total 
25 5 35 24 

 

 

Source: September 2019 Census 
 

The above tables show the complete information regarding pupils' living locations and school choice. 
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4.4  Summary of various facilities in the communities (January 2020) 

 

The following information has been collected on the schools and areas that may be affected by any of 
the options. 
 

 Abersoch  Sarn Bach Llanbedrog 

Village Hall Community Centre  ✔  ✔ ✔ 

Chapel/Church  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Public Transport ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Shop ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Café/Pub ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Post Office ✔     

Surgery/Pharmacy  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Library ✔  

(mobile library) 
    

Children’s Playing Field ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Bank  ✔ 
 (mobile bank) 

   

Residential Home for the Elderly    ✔ 

Leisure Centre    

Garage ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Tourism Attraction  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Cylch Ti a Fi + Cylch Meithrin  ✔  ✔ 
 

Source: Headteachers' Questionnaires January 2020 
 

 
It is acknowledged in the community impact questionnaire that members of the community visit 
Ysgol Abersoch regularly to assist with the learning experiences. Members from the communities of 
each of the schools included in this assessment visit the schools to hold activities with the pupils, 
such as a gardening club, reading and health fair. Additionally, as there is no hall at Ysgol Abersoch 
the school makes regular use of the community hall. 
 
 

 

4.5 Summary of the school's use outside the school's core hours (January 2020) 

 

A summary of community or extra-curricular use of local school buildings is provided below 

 Abersoch  Sarn Bach Llanbedrog 

Play Groups (School holidays)     

Aelwyd yr Urdd ✔ ✔  

Plays     
Voluntary Groups     

Coffee Morning/Evening    
Community Auction     

Community Library     
Choir Practice     

Welsh for Adults     
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Town/Community Council Meeting      

Cylch/Nursery School ✔  ✔ 

Sports Club/Activity ✔ ✔ ✔ 

After School Club     

Local Interest Club     
 

Source:  Headteachers' Questionnaires January 2020 

 

4.6 Summary of activities or groups that the school are regularly involved with: 

 

 Abersoch  Sarn Bach Llanbedrog 

Ti a Fi Group / Cylch Meithrin  ✔ 
Discussions ongoing 
to establish a Cylch ✔  

Eisteddfodau  
(Local/County/National)   ✔  ✔ ✔  

Urdd Adrannau   ✔ ✔   ✔ 
Visits to Glan Llyn / Llangrannog / 
Cardiff  

  ✔ ✔  

Other activities (sports, clubs)   ✔ ✔   ✔ 
 
Source:  Headteachers' Questionnaires January 2020 

 

4.7  If buildings, rooms, facilities or services are provided by the school for the community, where 

will they be provided if the school is closed? 

 

School Where will facilities be provided if the school is closed?  

Abersoch  

Cylch Meithrin and Cylch Ti a Fi are held in the school building. 
Should a decision be made to close the school, options for after school use 
would have to be considered, taking into account the activities currently taking 
place at the school 
 

 
4.8  Information about the distance and travel time to other schools in the catchment area  
 
The table below notes the distance and travel time between schools in the area.  We can see that 
Ysgol Sarn Bach is closest to Ysgol Abersoch, with Ysgol Llanbedrog second closest.  The following 
travel times considers the nature of the roads and the impact that this could have on travel times in a 
rural area.     

 

 

Ysgol / School Sarn Bach Llanbedrog Foel Gron 

Llanbedrog 
Milltir 4.2     

Munudau 10   

Foel Gron 
Milltir 3.9 1.6   

Munudau 11 4  

Abersoch 
Milltir 1.4 3.3 3.2 

Munudau 5 7 9 
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2. ASSESSMENT OF THE PROBABLE IMPACT ON THE COMMUNITY 

 
In order to assess the community impact of the potential models, it was decided to create criteria in 
accordance with the recommendations of the community impact considerations of The Schools 
Organisation Code 011/2018 
 
MODEL 1 – Do nothing/Status Quo 

 
 

Impact Criteria Description Status of the impact and 
the work 

Impact on Health and Well-being  
No Change Neutral 

Implications of the change on 
public transport provisions  

No Change Neutral 

Impact on facilities / other services 
provided at the school  

No Change Neutral 

The impact on broader community 
safety  

No Change Neutral 

Would the option encourage 
families and school-age children to 

leave the community, or would 
young families be less likely to 

move to the community 

No Change Neutral 

Impact on other services provided 
locally  

No Change Neutral 

Detrimental effect on the 
community's broader economy 

No Change Neutral 

The general impact on the local 
community  

No Change Neutral 

 
  

Positive Neutral Negative  
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MODEL 2 –  CHANGE THE AGE RANGE OF YSGOL ABERSOCH FROM 3-8 YEARS TO 3-11 YEARS 

 
 

Impact Criteria Description Status of the impact and 
the work 

Impact on Health and Well-being  
No Change Neutral   

Implications of the change on 
public transport provisions  

No Change Neutral   

Impact on facilities / other services 
provided at the school  

No Change Neutral   

The impact on broader community 
safety  

No Change Neutral   

Would the option encourage 
families and school-age children to 

leave the community, or would 
young families be less likely to 

move to the community 

No Change Neutral   

Impact on other services provided 
locally  

No Change Neutral   

Detrimental effect on the 
community's broader economy 

No Change Neutral   

The general impact on the local 
community  

No Change Neutral   

 
  

Positive Neutral Negative  
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MODEL 3 – FEDERATION WITH A NEIGHBOURING SCHOOL 

 
 

Impact Criteria Description Status of the impact and 
the work 

Impact on Health and Well-being  

No change to the current situation Neutral 

Implications of the change on 
public transport provisions  

No change to the current situation Neutral 

Impact on facilities / other services 
provided at the school  

No change to the current situation Neutral 

The impact on broader community 
safety  

No change to the current situation Neutral 

Would the option encourage 
families and school-age children to 

leave the community, or would 
young families be less likely to 

move to the community 

No change to the current situation Neutral 

Impact on other services provided 
locally  

No change to the current situation Neutral 

Detrimental effect on the 
community's broader economy 

No change to the current situation Neutral 

The general impact on the local 
community  

No change to the current situation, but opportunities 
are identified for the Abersoch community and the 
other school that would be part of the federal model 
to come together. 

Neutral 

 
  

Positive Neutral Negative  
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MODEL 4 – CLOSE YSGOL ABERSOCH AND OFFER PUPILS A PLACE AT AN ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL 

 
 

Impact Criteria Description Status of the impact and 
the work 

Impact on Health and 
Well-being  

As the alternative school is about a mile and a half from Ysgol 
Abersoch and the pupils' homes, they are unlikely to walk to school. 
 
Children can be dropped off in the car park, whether by car or taxi / 
minibus, and there is a bus stop (public bus service) outside the 
school boundaries. Therefore, if pupils are less able to walk or cycle, 
we do not anticipate difficulty in reaching the school. 
 

Negative 

Implications of the 
change on public 

transport provisions  

 
A public bus (number 18) runs between Abersoch village and the 
alternative school. Some families may be dependent on public 
transport to reach the alternative school, however, no significant 
impact on public transport provision is foreseen as there are 
currently 10 pupils attending the school. 
 

Neutral 

Impact on facilities / 
other services 

provided at the 
school  

Cylch Meithrin and Cylch Ti a Fi are held in the school building. 
If the school were to close, these services would have to be taken 
into account when discussing the after-use of the school building.  

Neutral 

The impact on 
broader community 

safety  

No impact on wider community safety is anticipated Neutral 

Would the option 
encourage families 

and school-age 
children to leave the 
community, or would 
young families be less 
likely to move to the 

community 

As most children in the catchment area already attend other schools, 
it is not envisaged that families and young children would leave the 
community. 

Neutral 

Impact on other 
services provided 

locally  

As a large number of children in the catchment area already attend 
other schools, it is not possible to conclude that closing the school 
would have an impact on other services. 

Neutral 

Detrimental effect on 
the community's 
broader economy 

Again, as most children in the catchment area attend other schools, 
it is not anticipated that closing the school would have an impact on 
the wider community economy. 

Neutral 

The general impact 
on the local 
community  

The local school would be further away from homes within the 
existing catchment area of Ysgol Abersoch, and in terms of 
deprivation, it means that one of the indicators i.e. 'access to 
services' will be further away from the village's residents.  
 
As a high number of the catchment area's children already attend 
other schools, it cannot be concluded that the closure of the school 
would have a negative or positive impact on the local community.   
 

Negative 

 
 

 

Positive Neutral Negative  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This assessment shows that the school engages with its community and regularly uses community 

facilities, such as the hall. The community also makes use of the school building, and uses it as a venue 

for the Cylch Meithrin and Cylch Ti a Fi. 

 

It shows from the information presented that the option to continue with the current situation, or to 

federate with another school, would not have an impact on the community. Both options meant that 

a school presence would continue in the community of Abersoch by undertaking the same activities 

and using the same facilities as it currently does. 

 

Should the option of closing Ysgol Abersoch and offering pupils a place at a nearby school be realised, 

it is anticipated that it would have some effect on elements of community events. As such, it will be 

required as part of the process to encourage discussions between the alternative school and parents 

of pupils at Ysgol Abersoch so that parents and pupils can access their after school facilities and 

activities, and to encourage the alternative school to take advantage of the facilities at Abersoch 

community as well. 

 

This assessment shows that the closure of the school will have some negative impact on the 

community. To mitigate the impact on the community opportunities are identified to ensure that the 

Abersoch community is aware of the activities of the alternative school and the Abersoch community, 

where appropriate. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Supporting and developing the ability of children in Gwynedd to learn and use their language skills 

is essentially important to the education strategies of the County. 

 

1.1  Situation in Gwynedd  

Figures in the 2011 Census note that 65,900 (56%) people aged three years and over can speak, read 

and write in Welsh. The 2011 Census also notes that 65% speak Welsh which is a reduction since 

the previous census, when the figure was 69%. 

In Gwynedd, as many other Local Authorities in Wales, there is a considerable difference in the 

percentage of Welsh speakers within different wards. At one extreme, in wards such as Aberdyfi, 

Tywyn and the Menai ward in Bangor, between 18% and 38% of the population speaks Welsh, while 

as much as 78% speaks Welsh in the most Welsh-speaking areas e.g. Llanrug. 

 

1.2  Language Policy  

Primary  

The aim of the Language Policy is the same across all the county’s primary schools, which is to 

develop the ability of all pupils to be proficient in both languages by the end of KS2. Welsh is the 

official assessment language in the school at the end of the Foundation Phase. In KS2, the aim is to 

continue to develop the pupils' grasp of Welsh, giving attention to the development of their skills in 

both languages.  

Secondary 

In secondary schools, every pupil who has attained the necessary level, namely level 3+ at the end 

of KS2 is expected to pursue a Welsh Language Study Programme (First Language) in KS3 in order to 

ensure appropriate progression and continuation. It is hoped that these pupils can study Welsh and 

English as subjects until the end of year 11. 

Secondary schools build upon the foundations set in primary by ensuring that each pupil continues 

to develop skills in Welsh and English. Gwynedd does not define secondary schools according to 

language categories as it is the same expectation in relation to the Language Policy, namely to 

provide all students in the county with an opportunity to be bilingually proficient. 

 

1.3  Educational Background 

The 'Excellent Primary Education for the Children of Gwynedd' strategy was adopted by the Council 

in April 2009. A further higher strategy, ‘Strategic Programme – Towards 2025’, was developed 

and supported by the Council in October 2010. This document was prepared as a strategic 

foundation for steering developments in the field of education and training in Gwynedd for the 

next 15 years. The programme was presented in the context of policies and plans which were in 

the pipeline both locally and nationally, to transform the services provided for children, young 

people and their families. The 'Welsh in Education Strategic Plan for 2017-2020' was published in 

December 2017 which sets a vision, commitment and direction for ensuring that children and 

young people attain the highest standards in order to maintain the language, culture and economy 

locally. 
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2. LINGUISTIC PROFILE OF ABERSOCH CATCHMENT AREA 

2.1 The Background of Gwynedd's Language Profile  

Nearly three quarters of the County's population were born in Wales (66.8%). 65.4% of the 

population aged three years and over are Welsh speakers - which is significantly higher than the 

national average of 19%. On the whole, there is an increase in the number of Welsh speakers and 

those born in Wales towards the west and moving inland from the most populated areas along the 

coast. In Gwynedd, the ability to speak Welsh is highest in the Llanrug ward (87.8% speak Welsh) 

and at its lowest in the Menai area of Bangor (18.6%).   

2.2  Wards  

2.2.1  Abersoch, Llanengan and Llanbedrog Wards  

The existing catchment area of Ysgol Abersoch is within the Abersoch ward with the catchment area 

of Ysgol Sarn Bach within the Llanengan ward and the Ysgol Llanbedrog catchment area within the 

Llanbedrog ward (National Statistical Office). The linguistic profile of the wards of these schools are 

summarised in the following table: 

 
Abersoch Llanengan Llanbedrog Gwynedd Wales 

Welsh identity only 
266 

(34%) 

670 

(55.6%) 

453  

(45.2%) 

71,931 (59.0%)   1,761 673 

(57.5%) 

No Welsh identity 
473 

(60.4%) 

480 

(39.8) 

504 

(50.3%) 

42,566 (34.9%)  1,045,775 

(34.1%) 

Households where at least 

one person has an 

alternative first language 

to Welsh or English 

4 

(0.5%) 

6 

(0.5%) 

93 

(9.5%) 

1,463 (1.2%)  42,581 

(1.4%) 

3+ years old population 
773 

(98.7%) 

1164 

(96.5%) 

974 

(97.2%) 

117,789 

(96.6%) 

2,955,841 

(96.5%) 

Able to speak Welsh 
336 

(43.5%) 

738 (63.4%) 526 

(54%) 

77,000 

(65.4%) 

562,016 

(19%) 

No Welsh language skills 

370 

(47.9%) 

360 (30.9%) 400  

(41.1%) 

31,177 

(26.5%) 

2,167,987 

(73.3%) 

Can understand Welsh 

verbally only 
60  

(7.8%) 

58 

(5%) 

44 

(4.5%) 

8,125 

(6.9%) 

157,792 

(5.3%) 

Able to speak but unable 

to read or write in Welsh  

39  

(5%) 

50 

(4.3%) 

43 

(4.4%) 

6,838 

(5.8%) 

80,429 

(2.7%) 

Able to speak and 

understand Welsh but 

unable to write in Welsh  

21  

(2.7%| 

22  

(1.9%) 

22  

(2.3%) 

3,947 (3.4%) 

 

45,524 

(1.5%) 

Able to speak, read and 

write in Welsh  

275 

(35.6%) 

 

666 

(57.2%) 

460 (47.2%) 65,921 

(56%) 

430,717 

(14.6%) 

Another combination of 

Welsh language skills  

8  

(1%) 

 

8  

(0.7%) 

5 

(0.5%) 

1,781 

(1.5%) 

 

73,392  

(2.5%) 

Source: 2011 Census, Office for National Statistics 
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2.3  Ysgol Abersoch  

 

The following table below outlines the linguistic background of the pupils at Ysgol Abersoch. The 

table shows that the number of pupils who speak Welsh fluently at home is 1 (PLASC 2020). 

School 

 

Speaks 

Welsh 

fluently at 

home 

Does not 

speak Welsh 

at home but 

are fluent in 

Welsh 

Speaks 

Welsh at 

home but 

not fluently 

Does not speak 

Welsh at home 

and are not 

fluent in Welsh 

Cannot speak 

Welsh at all 
Total  

Abersoch 0 0 
3 

(33%) 
3 

(33%) 
3 

(33%) 
9 

Source: Data from Headteachers PLASC January 2020 

2.4 Nearby Schools  

The linguistic data for Ysgol Sarn Bach and Ysgol Llanbedrog is as follows: 

School 

Speaks 

Welsh 

fluently at 

home 

Does not 

speak Welsh 

at home but 

are fluent in 

Welsh 

Speaks 

Welsh at 

home but 

not fluently 

Does not speak 

Welsh at home 

and are not 

fluent in Welsh 

Cannot speak 

Welsh at all 
Total  

Sarn Bach  25  

(53%) 

4 

(9%) 

2 

(4%) 

11 

(23%) 

5 

(11%) 
47 

Llanbedrog  
32 

(35%) 

26 

(29%) 

3 

(3%) 

21 

(23%) 

9 

(10%) 
91 

Source: Data from Headteachers PLASC January 2020 

2.5 Attainment Level  

Schools 

% of pupils who have reached the expected level - Welsh (first language)  

Foundation Phase 

(Reached level 5+) 

Foundation Phase 

(Reached level 5+) 

2017 2017 2017 2017 2017 2017 

Abersoch  100% 100%  50% -   -   - 

Sarn Bach   77.8% 66.7%  50%  100%  100%  75%  

Llanbedrog  94.1% 100%  77.8   81.8% 90%  88.9%  

Source: GwE (September 2019) 

It is clear that there is a wide range of success when it comes to the academic attainment of schools 

in the area. Over 75% of KS2 pupils achieved the expected level (Welsh - Language) at Ysgol Sarn 

Bach and Ysgol Llanbedrog last year. The children of Ysgol Abersoch feed into the attainment level 

of Ysgol Sarn Bach after Year 3. 

As part of implementing the Language Charter, all KS2 pupils in every primary school in Gwynedd 

complete an online language questionnaire twice a year about their use of Welsh at the school. The 

following graphs demonstrate the October 2019 statistics regarding the use of Welsh language 

made by pupils with their teachers:  
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It appears from the data above that the use of the Welsh language varies in the schools in the area. 
It appears that Abersoch children in key stage 2 are very confident using Welsh and use the language 
when speaking to teachers, assistants and staff. As for Ysgol Sarn Bach, we see that a high 
percentage of children make informal use of Welsh - together on the corridor, in the lunch hall and 
on the yard, as well as with the staff at the school. It is therefore anticipated that transferring the 
pupils to Ysgol Sarn Bach would not have a negative impact on the language as it would offer similar 
opportunities for Abersoch children to use Welsh when socialising. 
 
Number of responses: 
Abersoch: 2 
Sarn Bach: 33 
Llanbedrog: 46 
 
2.6 After School Activit ies (January 2020)  

Currently, some school activities take place at Ysgol Abersoch such as the Urdd. Many events are 

also held in Abersoch village hall. 

Here is a summary of what Ysgol Abersoch and the nearby schools offer after school: 

 Abersoch Sarn Bach Llanbedrog 

 
School 

building 

Village  

Hall 

School 

building 

Village 

Hall 

School 

building 

Village 

Hall 

Play Groups (School holidays)             

Aelwyd yr Urdd ✔  ✔   ✔ 

Coffee Morning/Evening  ✔ ✔   ✔ 

Cylch/Nursery School ✔     ✔ 

Sports Club/Activity  ✔    ✔  

  

It can be seen in the table above that a number of schools in the area, including Ysgol Abersoch, 

offer after school clubs with the Urdd. This means that the pupils can take advantage of the activities 

and use them as an additional opportunity to use and develop the Welsh language. In terms of short 

term provisions, we also understand that Hunaniaith run a weekly afterschool Craft Club at Ysgol 

Abersoch to promote the use of the Welsh language in the local area. 
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2.7  Community Act ivit ies  

There is a village hall in Abersoch, and the School also make regular use of this resources. We also 

understand that Ysgol Abersoch is involved in Hunaniaith activities such as Diwrnod Su’mae to 

promote the benefits of using the language in business. 

2.8  Welsh in Education Strategic Plan 2017 -2020 

Both schools, Ysgol Abersoch and Ysgol Sarn Bach, implement the aims of Gwynedd Council's Welsh 

in Education Strategic Plan 2017-2020. This includes: 

 Setting a strong foundation for the Welsh language at the Early Years stage, ensuring that 
pupils from a non-Welsh speaking background are given the opportunity to learn Welsh as 
soon as possible. 

 During the Foundation Phase, building on the foundation established at the nursery and 
reception stages by continuing to develop pupils' grasp of Welsh, and begin the process of 
developing their English language skills. On a practical level, this means that most schools 
would start introducing English as a subject during the final term at the end of the 
Foundation Phase, concentrating on developing reading, speaking and writing skills in that 
language. Welsh will be the school's official assessment language at the end of the 
Foundation Phase.  

 In KS2, continue to develop the pupils' mastery of Welsh, paying attention to the 
development of their skills in both languages. Pupils' progress in Welsh and English are 
assessed at the end of the key stage. 
 

Implementing the proposal would conform to the Welsh in Education Strategic Plan in Education 

2017-20 objectives.  

2.9  Additional Evidence  

Ysgol Abersoch 

The 2017 Estyn report states: 

“Welsh in the school’s everyday language and the main medium of teaching and learning, and 

English is taught formally in Year 3. Thirty-nine per cent (39%) of pupils come from Welsh-speaking 

homes. There are no pupils from ethnic minority backgrounds. On entry to the school, basic skills 

are lower than expected, and Welsh is a new language to a majority of pupils.” 

(https://www.estyn.gov.wales/sites/www.estyn.gov.wales/files/documents/Ysgol%20Gynradd%2

0Abersoch%20en.pdf)  

 

Ysgol Sarn Bach 

The school website states:  

“Our intention and hope is that every child is able to, and chooses to speak Welsh of a good 

quality in every aspect of the school’s life, and takes pride in the Welsh language, culture and 

traditions.” 

The Estyn 2017 report states: 
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“Welsh is the main medium of the school’s life and work, and English is introduced as a subject in 

key stage 2... Approximately 47% of pupils come from Welsh-speaking homes”   

(https://www.estyn.gov.wales/sites/www.estyn.gov.wales/files/documents/Ysgol%20Sarn%20Bac

h%20en.pdf)  

Ysgol Llanbedrog: 

The school website states:  

“…to promote the school’s Welsh ethos, it is expected that the Welsh language is used for informal 

conversation in the classroom and on the playground. 

The Estyn 2014 report states:  

“About a quarter of pupils come from homes in which Welsh is spoken as a first language.” 

(https://www.estyn.gov.wales/sites/www.estyn.gov.wales/files/documents/Inspection%20report

%20Ysgol%20Llanbedrog%202014_0.pdf.pdf.pdf.pdf.pdf.pdf.pdf.pdf.pdf) 

 

3.  IMPACT ON THE WELSH LANGUAGE 

3.1  Options 

A number of options were proposed and discussed at the local meetings. Following an evaluation of 

these options against the Strategy factors, the list was refined to 3 options for further consideration, 

in addition to the Do Nothing option. 

 Do nothing - continue with the current structure of the school. 
 

It is anticipated that this option is neutral in terms of its impact on the Welsh language, as it would mean 

continuing with the current situation.  

 Federation with a neighbouring school 
 

This option would involve establishing a formal collaboration arrangement, between a neighbouring 

school/schools. These schools would share a single governing body, but at the same time retain their 

legal status as separate entities, their financial allocation, name and school presses, and continue to 

have their own Estyn inspection. 

The formation of a formal federation with a school or other schools would strengthen the leadership 

position of the school, and increase pupils' opportunities to socialise and collaborate with peers. 

In this case, for geographical reasons, Ysgol Sarn Bach, and Ysgol Llanbedrog were considered as 

reasonable options for the collaborative arrangement. Ysgol Foel Gron was not considered as it is 

not possible to federate schools with charitable status, with those with Community status.  

It is envisaged that this option would be neutral in terms of its impact on the Welsh language as 

Ysgol Abersoch would continue. The option would also provide an opportunity to co-plan the 

curriculum and share resources across the schools of the federation. 

 Extend the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-11 years 
 

At present, the age range of Ysgol Abersoch means that the school's education provision ceases at 

the end of year 3. Extending the age range to 3-11 would mean that the school can continue to 41
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educate pupils until the end of Key Stage 2, which is the end of year 6. This would be consistent with 

the age range of the majority of the county's primary schools. 

It is envisaged that this option would be neutral in terms of its impact on the Welsh language as 

Ysogl Abersoch would continue. With the exception of a possible change to the staffing structure, it 

is anticipated that provision in the school would continue in the same way.  

 Close Ysgol Abersoch and pupils to be educated at an alternative school 
 

This option would mean that Ysgol Abersoch would close, and that current pupils would be offered 

a place at Ysgol Sarn Bach (the alternative school). 

The table on the following page includes an assessment of the linguistic impact of closing Ysgol 

Abersoch, and offering pupils a place at Ysgol Sarn Bach compared to the current situation. The 

table also outlines opportunities to strengthen the Welsh language and methods to mitigate any 

potential negative impact that may result from the model. 
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Assessing the linguistic impact of closing Ysgol Abersoch and offering pupils a place at Ysgol Sarn Bach compared to the current situation. 

 

Impact Criteria  Description 

Status of the 

impact and the 

work 

Have any measures been identified to mitigate any 

negative impact or to create more positive opportunities?   

Final impact 

(following 

mitigation 

methods) 

The language of the 

school 

As the alternative school (Ysgol Sarn Bach) is also a Welsh 

medium school, it is therefore concluded that the proposal 

would not impact on the language medium of the education 

provision.   

As the pupils would be taught in larger classes and with more 

children of the same age group, the proposal could 

strengthen the opportunities for pupils to socialise in Welsh 

with their peers.  

Neutral 

No impact on 

the language of 

the school   

N/A N/A 

Access to Welsh 

medium education    

The alternative school is a Welsh medium school, as is Ysgol 

Abersoch. It is therefore not envisaged that the proposal 

would have an impact on this criteria.  

Neutral 

No impact on 

the situation of 

the language   

N/A N/A  

Non-statutory 

provision   

 

Pupils would have access to a higher supply in terms of 

staffing, and would be part of a larger peer group of the same 

age. 

 

Positive  

  

N/A 
 

N/A  

Before/after school 

activities   

The alternative school is a larger school in terms of pupil 

numbers so the peer groups will be larger.  

Some parents may have to travel further (to Ysgol Sarn Bach) 

for pupils to attend before and after school activities. 

Neutral 

 

The Local Authority and the Governing Body of Ysgol 

Sarn Bach could consider any additional opportunities 

for after-school activities, ensuring that 

arrangements are as accessible as possible for all 

pupils.  

 

Positive  

 

Positive Neutral  Negative  
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Using Welsh in the 

community 

According to the 2011 census, 43.5% of the population of 

Abersoch ward speak Welsh. 

Ysgol Abersoch has worked hard to develop the children’s 

bilingual skills and promote the importance of Welsh culture 

within the community. As a result, the closure of Ysgol 

Abersoch could have a negative impact on the Welsh 

language within the local community, 

Negative 

The Local Authority and the Governing Body of the 

alternative school may consider ways of promoting 

the use of the Welsh language in the communities of 

Aberosch and Sarn Bach through after school 

activities.   

 

Neutral 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Our expectations are that all of the county’s pupils have age-relevant and well-balanced bilingual 
skills to enable them to be full members of the bilingual society of which they are part. Proposals to 
change local arrangements would have to take full consideration of all linguistic impacts. Supporting 
and improving the use of the Welsh language as an educational and social language among children 
will be a key consideration when drawing up proposals within the area. 
 
The assessment notes that the options to Do Nothing (continue with the current situation), form a 
federation with a nearby school, and extend the age range of the school are neutral in terms of their 
impact on the Welsh language as they would mean that the school would remain in Abersoch.  
 
In terms of the option to close Ysgol Abersoch and offer pupils a place at Ysgol Sarn Bach, it is not 
anticipated that the option would have a negative effect on the children’s linguistic ability. Ysgol 
Abersoch has worked hard to develop children’s bilingual skills and promote the importance of 
Welsh culture. It is therefore important that the proposal to move the children recognises the need 
to support and continue this work. This option would mean that children continue to be educated 
in a Welsh medium school. It is noted that a higher percentage of pupils come from Welsh speaking 
homes at Ysgol Sarn Bach (57%), compared with Ysgol Abersoch (33%). As a result, should the 
proposal be implemented, it is envisaged that there would be more opportunities for Abersoch 
pupils to use the Welsh language with their peers in class, and socially as well.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

 As a Council we are committed to the principles within the Well-being of Future Generations Act (2015) in order 
to improve the economic, social, environmental and cultural well-being of Gwynedd's communities. 
The Council's vision is: 
 
Our vision as a Council is to support all the people of Gwynedd to thrive and live full lives in their community, in 
a county which is one of the best counties to live in. 
 
The Council has adopted well-being objectives that complement the national well-being goals and ensure that 
Gwynedd residents: 

 Enjoy a happy, healthy and safe life 

 Have access to quality homes within their communities 

 Earn enough wages to support themselves and their families 

 Receive a first class education that will allow them to do what they want to do 

 To live with dignity and independence for as long as possible 

 Being able to live in a naturally Welsh speaking Society 

 Enjoy the beauty of the County's natural environment. 
 
The table below outlines the link between our well-being objectives and the national well-being goals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Education Department has a role to promote the Act's well-being goals to the county's pupils through its 
activities and projects. The Act places a duty on public bodies in Wales to improve economic, social, 
environmental and cultural well-being. As part of the duty the Council has published well-being objectives that 
outline how it will improve well-being in the “Gwynedd Council Plan 2018-2023”. 
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1.1 Ysgol Abersoch Context  

 

At its meeting on 17 September 2019, Gwynedd Council's Cabinet approved the Education Department 

 “to initiate formal discussions with the governing body and other relevant stakeholders of Ysgol 

Abersoch due to concerns over the school numbers, thus enabling a range of possible options to be 

drawn up relating to the future of the school.” 

 

Between October 2019 and January 2020, 3 local meetings were held with stakeholders at Ysgol Abersoch where 

a number of options were proposed and discussed. Following the evaluation of those options, the list was 

refined into 3 options for further consideration, in addition to the Do Nothing model. Those options are detailed 

below: 

 

 Do nothing - continue with the current structure of the school. 
Please note that although the case for change has been established, the Do nothing model has been included 

for comparison purposes. 

 

 Federation with a neighbouring school 
 

This option would involve establishing a formal collaboration arrangement, between a neighbouring 

school/schools. These schools would share a single governing body, but at the same time retain their legal 

status as separate entities, their financial allocation, name and school presses, and continue to have their own 

Estyn inspection. 

 

The formation of a formal federation with a school or other schools would strengthen the leadership position 

of the school, and increase pupils' opportunities to socialise and collaborate with peers. 

 

In this case, for geographical reasons, Ysgol Sarn Bach, and Ysgol Llanbedrog were considered as reasonable 

options for the collaborative arrangement. Ysgol Foel Gron was not considered as it is not possible to federate 

schools with charitable status, with those with Community status.  

 

 Extend the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-11 years 
 
At present, the age range of Ysgol Abersoch means that the school's education provision ceases at the end of 
year 3. Extending the age range to 3-11 would mean that the school can continue to educate pupils until the 
end of Key Stage 2, which is the end of year 6. This would be consistent with the age range of the majority of 
the county's primary schools. 
 

 Close Ysgol Abersoch and pupils to be educated at an alternative school 
 

This option would mean that Ysgol Abersoch would close, and that current pupils would be offered a place at 

Ysgol Sarn Bach (the alternative school). 
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2. HOW DOES THE PROPOSAL MEET GWYNEDD COUNCIL'S WELL-BEING OBJECTIVES?  

 

Gwynedd Council's well-being objectives were considered when evaluating the options. 
 

Do nothing -  continue with the status quo.  

Objectives Details: 

Enjoy a happy, healthy and safe life No effect 

Live in quality homes within their 
communities 

No effect 

Earn a sufficient wage to support 
themselves and their families 

No effect 

Receive education of the highest 
quality that will allow them to do 
what they want to do 

No effect 

To live with dignity and 
independently for as long as 
possible 

No effect 

Live in a naturally Welsh society No effect 

Take advantage beauty of the 
County's natural environment 

No effect 

 

Extend the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3 -8 years to 3-11 years  
Objectives Details: 

Enjoy a happy, healthy and safe life No effect 

Live in quality homes within their 
communities 

No effect 

Earn a sufficient wage to support 
themselves and their families 

No effect 

Receive education of the highest 
quality that will allow them to do 
what they want to do 

It is not anticipated that the option would affect this aim. There would be a 
statutory process involved in extending the age range. No impact is anticipated 
on the current governance arrangements. 

To live with dignity and 
independently for as long as 
possible 

No effect 

Live in a naturally Welsh society No effect 

Take advantage beauty of the 
County's natural environment 

No effect 

 

Federation with a nearby School  
Objectives Details: 

Enjoy a happy, healthy and safe life No effect 

Live in quality homes within their 
communities 

No effect 

Earn a sufficient wage to support 
themselves and their families 

No effect 

Receive education of the highest 
quality that will allow them to do 
what they want to do 

No effect. There would be a statutory process involved in establishing a formal 
federation and establishing a federal governing body. The option would offer 
opportunities for sharing staff and sharing expertise across the schools. It would 
also offer opportunities to collaborate on curricular issues and develop joint 

plans. 
 

To live with dignity and 
independently for as long as 
possible 

No effect 

Live in a naturally Welsh society No effect 

Take advantage beauty of the 
County's natural environment 

No effect 
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Close Ysgol Abersoch and pupils to be educated at an alternative school  
Objectives Details: 

Enjoy a happy, healthy and safe life No effect 

Live in quality homes within their 
communities 

No effect 

Earn a sufficient wage to support 
themselves and their families 

It is envisaged that implementing this option would result in staff redundancies. 
A detailed staffing policy has been developed by Gwynedd Council in 
conjunction with Trade Unions and head teachers. The policy will form the basis 
of any change to the employment of staff resulting from any proposal. 
Clear and open communication will be central to the successful implementation 
of any proposals. 

Receive education of the highest 
quality that will allow them to do 
what they want to do 

Ensuring that the pupils receive a first class education will be central to the 
proposal, ensuring that they receive at least the same quality and standard of 
education at the alternative school. 

To live with dignity and 
independently for as long as 
possible 

It is not anticipated that the proposal would be likely to have an impact on this 
aim. 

Live in a naturally Welsh society 
 

A language impact assessment was undertaken. Pupils at Ysgol Abersoch live in 
a Welsh speaking community and are educated in a Welsh medium school, such 
as Ysgol Sarn Bach. The language impact assessment notes that the position of 
the alternative school is strong, with 57% of pupils coming from homes that can 
speak Welsh. By comparison, 33% of pupils at Ysgol Abersoch come from homes 
that can speak Welsh. 

Take advantage beauty of the 
County's natural environment 

No effect 
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3. DOES THE PROPOSAL MEET THE GOALS OF THE WELL-BEING ACT? 

 

Aim Does the proposal contribute to this aim? Measures to mitigate negative impacts on this aim: 

A prosperous Wales 
An innovative society using resources efficiently and 
proportionately, educated people, creating wealth and 
work. 

The proposal would allow pupils to be educated in larger classes 
and with more children of the same age group. It is therefore 
envisaged that it would enrich pupils' learning and social 
experiences. 
 
In addition, the proposal contributes to the goal by making more 
prudent use of resources. 
 
Implementing this option could result in staff losing their jobs. 
 

Should Cabinet decide to proceed with the proposal, 
statutory consultation will be held with all stakeholders, 
including staff and union representatives. 
 
Gwynedd Council has developed a detailed staffing 
policy, in conjunction with Trade Unions and head 
teachers. Any redundancies as a result of this proposal 
will have to conform to that policy. Clear and open 
communication will play a central role in implementing 
any proposals. 
 

A resilient Wales 
A nation that maintains and enhances biodiversity and 
healthy ecosystems that support resilience and the 
ability to adapt to change (for example climate change). 

It is not anticipated that the proposal is likely to have an impact 
on this aim. 

No effect.   

A healthier Wales 
A society where people's physical and mental well-being 
is as good as possible and people understand what 
affects their health. 

It is not anticipated that the proposal is likely to have an impact 
on this aim. 

No effect.   

A more equal Wales 
A society that enables people to fulfil their potential 
irrespective of background or circumstances (including 
their socio-economic background and circumstances). 

The proposal has been developed within the context of the 
Excellent Primary Education For children in Gwynedd The 
strategy outlines the vision:  
“Provide education of the best possible quality that will provide 
the county’s children with the experiences, skills and confidence 
to develop into  bilingual, successful and well-rounded citizens 

The equality assessment noted that the proposal was not 
anticipated to have a negative impact on equality. In 
addition, it was noted that robust policies and 
procedures were in place to ensure that the proposal 
considered complied with equal rights. It is noted that 
measures are already in place to ensure that there is no 
unlawful discrimination and harassment. 

A Wales of cohesive communities 
Attractive, viable and safe communities with good 
connections 

Following a community impact assessment, it was concluded 
that there would be some negative impact on the community 
should the school close. 

Whilst acknowledging the negative impact the closure of 
the school could have on the Abersoch community, it is 
noted that 25 pupils (3-11) living in the Abersoch 
catchment area already attend Ysgol Sarn Bach. It is 
therefore believed that a link already exists between the 
alternative school and the community in Abersoch. By 
implementing the proposal there will be an opportunity 
to build on these links between the Abersoch community 
and Ysgol Sarn Bach by holding discussions that would 
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promote the inclusion of the Abersoch community in the 
community activity of the school. 

A vibrant Wales and culture where the Welsh language 
thrives 
A society that promotes and protects culture, heritage 
and the Welsh language and encourages people to 
participate in the arts, sports and leisure activities.  

No impact is anticipated on this aim as the proposal would mean 
that pupils would continue to be educated in a Welsh medium 
school 
 

- 

Wales is globally responsible. 
A nation that, in doing anything to improve the 
economic, social, environmental and cultural well-being 
of Wales, is considering whether doing such a thing 
could contribute positively to global well-being. 

It is not anticipated that the proposal is likely to have an impact 
on this aim. 

No effect.   

 

4. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES 

Sustainable Development Principles Does the proposal consider the principle? 

Long term 
The importance of balancing short-term needs with the 
need to safeguard the ability to meet long-term needs is 
also important. 

There has been a pattern of low numbers at Ysgol Abersoch for some years, and the situation is now unsustainable. With 
projections showing numbers to remain low, it is concluded that the challenges facing the school are long-term, and 
therefore the case for change is clear. 

Suspension 
How action to prevent problems from occurring or 
escalating can help public bodies achieve their 
objectives. 

Should Cabinet decide to take further action, the needs of the children will be a priority when undertaking any 
reorganisation process. 
 

Integration 
Consider how the public body's well-being objectives 
may affect each of the well-being goals, all of its other 
objectives, or the objectives of other public bodies. 

The authority began the process of reviewing the school situation in the wake of a critical situation facing the school. 
 

Collaboration 
Collaboration with any other person (or different 
departments within the organisation itself) could help 
the organization meet its well-being goals. 

As part of the options appraisal process the Education department received input from a number of other departments 
within the Council. In addition, a series of local meetings were held to obtain initial input from the stakeholders. 

Contents 
The importance of involving people with an interest in 
achieving the well-being goals, and ensuring that those 
people reflect the diversity of the area they serve. 

Should the Cabinet decide to proceed with the proposal, the authority will carry out statutory consultation with relevant 
stakeholders such as parents, staff, unions, and the wider community. This consultation will also include specific 
consultation with children and young people. The authority will comply with the consultation requirements set out in the 
Welsh Government's School Organisation Code.  
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5. CONCLUSION 

 

Following consideration and assessment in accordance with the requirements of the well-being act, the 7 well-being goals 
of the Council and the Council's well-being objectives were considered and it is concluded that the proposal meets the 
requirements. This proposal will allow us to respond to and meet the needs of the children today, and also strengthen 
their future well-being. 
 
It is acknowledged that should the Cabinet decide to proceed with this proposal, it may result in the loss of a school in the 
Abersoch community, however a large number of the children living within the school's catchment area already attend 
other schools, including the alternative school, and therefore there is already a link between Ysgol Sarn Bach and the 
Abersoch community. Every effort will be made to mitigate the impact on the community by encouraging links between 
the communities. Should the proposal be approved, discussions will take place to discuss the possibility that activities at 
Ysgol Sarn Bach includes the Abersoch community, where appropriate. 
 
The proposed proposal will ensure that children in the area are educated in a suitable site and in a naturally Welsh 
speaking society, increasing opportunities for socialising and working with others and giving them a fair chance to flourish 
among their peers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Ysgol Abersoch is located in the center of the village of Abersoch near Pwllheli, and provides education 

for 3-8 year olds. The school has a capacity of 42 (Nursery to Year 3), and in January 2020, it had 7 full-

time pupils (aged 4-8), and 2 nursery pupils. To date (September 2020) the school has 8 full time pupils 

(aged 4-8), and 2 nursery pupils. 

 

At its meeting on 17 September 2019, Gwynedd Council's Cabinet approved the Education Department 

 “to initiate formal discussions with the governing body and other relevant stakeholders of Ysgol 

Abersoch due to concerns over the school numbers, thus enabling a range of possible options to be 

drawn up relating to the future of the school.” 

 

As part of the process of developing a proposal (s) for school / school reorganisation, the Council is 

required (in accordance with the Equality Act 2010) to consider the impact of a change in any policy or 

procedure (or the creation of a policy or new procedure), on people with protected equality 

characteristics. The Council also has additional general duties to ensure fairness and foster good 

relations. An Equality Impact Assessment must therefore be carried out before a decision is made on 

any material change (i.e. that affects people with a protected characteristic). 
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2. OPTIONS 

 
A number of options were proposed and discussed at the local meetings. Following an evaluation of 
these options against the Strategy factors, the list was refined into 3 options for further 
consideration, in addition to the Do Nothing option. 
 

• Do nothing - continue with the current structure of the school. 
 
Please note that although the case for change has been established, the Do nothing model is included 

for comparison purposes. 

 

• Federation with a neighbouring school 
 

This option would involve establishing a formal collaboration arrangement, between a neighbouring 
school/schools. These schools would share a single governing body, but at the same time retain their 
legal status as separate entities, their financial allocation, name and school presses, and continue to 
have their own Estyn inspection. 
 
The formation of a formal federation with a school or other schools would strengthen the leadership 
position of the school, and increase pupils' opportunities to socialise and collaborate with peers. 
 
In this case, for geographical reasons, Ysgol Sarn Bach, and Ysgol Llanbedrog were considered as 
reasonable options for the collaborative arrangement. Ysgol Foel Gron was not considered as it is not 
possible to federate schools with charitable status, with those with Community status.  
 

• Extend the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-11 years 
 
At present, the age range of Ysgol Abersoch means that the school's education provision ceases at 
the end of year 3. Extending the age range to 3-11 would mean that the school can continue to 
educate pupils until the end of Key Stage 2, which is the end of year 6. This would be consistent with 
the age range of the majority of the county's primary schools. 
 

• Close Ysgol Abersoch and pupils to be educated at an alternative school 
 

This option would mean that Ysgol Abersoch would close, and that current pupils would be offered a 

place at Ysgol Sarn Bach (the alternative school). 

 

Following a more detailed assessment of the above options, it was concluded that the preferred 
option as a proposal for statutory consultation is the proposal to close Ysgol Abersoch and offer the 
pupils a place at Ysgol Sarn Bach. 
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3. IMPACT OF ANY CHANGE 

 
The Council must have due regard to the impact any changes will have on people with equality 
characteristics below. What impact will the new policy / service or proposed changes have on these 
features? 
 

Features What kind 
of impact? * 

In what way? What is the evidence? 
 

Race (including 
nationality) 

None  Gwynedd schools have relevant policies in place to protect 
individuals from any racial discrimination, such as Equality, 
Inclusion and Anti-Bullying Policies. The Anti-bullying Policy 
provided by Gwynedd Council sets out anti-bullying guidelines 
and procedures based on factors such as race at school. In 
addition, the Equality Policy implemented by Gwynedd primary 
schools states that the schools are 
 
“…opposes to all types of prejudice and discrimination and 
acknowledges that pupils have different needs, requirements and 
objectives.” 
It is therefore not envisaged that the proposal would have an 
impact on this feature.   

The Welsh 
language 

None The Council’s Welsh Education Scheme will impose the same 
requirements on all schools, and therefore in terms of 
implementing the policy, it is not anticipated that there would be 
an impact if the proposal were to be implemented.  
A language impact assessment was carried out on the proposal. 

Disability  
 

None Under the requirements of the Council Policy, schools are 
required to provide an Anti-Bullying Policy, therefore the 
alternative school will be expected to protect against disability-
related bullying, and indeed any other ground. Gwynedd schools 
also have a Transport Code of Practice. 
 
Staff at the alternative school will need to provide the same 
level of care and be aware of all the needs of the pupils. 

Gender None It is not anticipated that implementing the proposal will have an 
impact in terms of gender, as all affected schools implement an 
equality policy which states that the school: 
“…opposes to all types of prejudice and discrimination and 
acknowledges that pupils have different needs, requirements and 
objectives.” 

Age Any effect 
would be 
minimal 
(positive or 
negative) 

Ysgol Abersoch provides education for pupils aged 3-8 years. If 
the proposal were implemented, it would mean that the pupils 
would transfer to a school with an age range of 3 to 11 on one 
site. However, it is not anticipated that this would have a negative 
impact – all affected schools implement an equality policy which 
states that the school: 
“…opposes to all types of prejudice and discrimination and 
acknowledges that pupils have different needs, requirements and 
objectives.” 

Sexual 
orientation 

None It is noted in the Equality Policy implemented by Gwynedd's 
primary schools that schools 
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“…opposes to all types of prejudice and discrimination and 
acknowledges that pupils have different needs, requirements and 
objectives.” 

Religion or 
belief (or lack of 
belief) 

None Ysgol Abersoch and the alternative school, Ysgol Sarn Bach are 
community schools - the proposal does not suggest changing this. 
 
Each school has an Inclusion Policy that would deal with any 
discriminatory incident that might occur in the school, related to 
religion or belief. 

Gender 
Reassignment 

None It is noted in the Equality Policy implemented by Gwynedd's 
primary schools  that schools: 
“…opposes to all types of prejudice and discrimination and 
acknowledges that pupils have different needs, requirements and 
objectives.” 

Pregnancy and 
maternity 

None - 
 

Marriage and 
civil partnership 

None - 
 

 

The Council has a duty under the Equality Act 2010 to make a positive contribution to a fairer society 

by promoting equality and good relations in its activities in the areas of age, gender, sexual 

orientation, religion, race, transgender, disability and pregnancy and maternity. 

 

 

 

 

 

General Duties 
of the Equality 
Act 

Does it make 
an impact? * 

In what way? What is the evidence? 

Remove illegal 
discrimination, 
harassment and 
victimisation 

No Implementing the proposal would not alter the statutory 
duty of affected schools to protect pupils from 
discrimination, harassment or victimisation. The aim is to 
give pupils the opportunity to express their views in a way 
that is appropriate and appropriate given any factors that 
affect them. They will continue to use the School Council, 
personal and social education lessons, anti-bullying policies 
and other means to ensure that the school prohibits 
unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation. 

Promote equal 
opportunities 

No It is anticipated that the alternative school will continue to 
promote equal opportunities. 

Encouraging 
good 
relationships 

No As some of the pupils in the Ysgol Abersoch catchment area 
already attend Ysgol Sarn Bach it is fair to note that a 
connection between Ysgol Sarn Bach and the Abersoch 
community already exists. However, opportunities to build 
further on the relationship with the community in Abersoch 
could arise from implementing the proposal. 
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4. ANALYSING THE RESULTS 

 
4.1 Is the proposal therefore likely to have a significant, positive impact on any of the equality 

characteristics or the General Duty? What is the reason for this? 
 

As Ysgol Abersoch and Ysgol Sarn Bach operate the same policies in relation to equality and anti-
bullying, it is not envisaged that the proposal would have significant impact on any of the equality 
characteristics or the General Duty referred to in this document. 

 
4.2 Is the proposal therefore likely to have a significant, negative impact on any of the equality 

characteristics or the General Duty? What is the reason for this? 
 

As Ysgol Abersoch and Ysgol Sarn Bach operate the same policies in relation to equality and anti-
bullying, it is not envisaged that the proposal would have significant impact on any of the equality 
characteristics or the General Duty referred to in this document. 
 

 
4.3   What should be done? 
 
Choose one of the following: 

Continue with policy / service as it is sound ✓ 

Adjust the policy to remove any barriers  
 

Prevent and remove the policy as the adverse effects are too great  
 

Continue with policy as any adverse impact can be justified  

 
4.4 If continuing with the plan, what steps will you take to reduce or mitigate any negative impacts? 

In order to mitigate the impact on the community, opportunities are identified to ensure that the 
community of Abersoch is aware of the activity of the alternative school, and community 
collaboration between the alternative school and the community of Abersoch is encouraged, where 
appropriate.  

 
 
4.5 Monitoring – what action will you take to monitor the impact and effectiveness of the policy or 

service (action plan)? 
 

The school (and their Governing Body) is responsible for implementing its equality policy and the 
Authority, through its usual support and monitoring procedures, will ensure compliance.  
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5. CONCLUSION 

 
It is not anticipated that the proposal to close Ysgol Abersoch and provide a place for pupils at Ysgol 
Sarn Bach would not affect equality. Gwynedd's primary schools already operate an Equalities policy 
which states that the schools "oppose all forms of prejudice and discrimination and recognise that 
pupils have different needs, requirements and objectives.” Should the Cabinet decide to continue with 
this proposal, and should any impacts be highlighted following the consultation, the Council will seek 
ways to mitigate them, looking specifically at any suggestions put forward in the responses. 
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Appendix 3  

 
Background Pack  

Ysgol Abersoch 

 
Local Meeting 1 – 7 October, 2019  

Presentation 
1 

Meeting Minutes 12 

Local Meeting 2 – 13 November, 2019 
 

Agenda 15 

Presentation 16 

Meeting Minutes 26 

Local Meeting 3 – 6 January, 2020  

Agenda 31 

Presentation 32 

Meeting Minutes 40 

Input following Local Meetings 
44 
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PANEL ADOLYGU YSGOL ABERSOCH
YSGOL ABERSOCH REVIEW PANEL

7 Hydref 2019
7 October 2019

AGENDA

1. Gair o groeso gan y Pennaeth Addysg

2. Cefndir a phwrpas y cyfarfod 

3. Pam ystyried Ysgol Abersoch?                        

4. Ystyriaethau 

5. Sesiwn drafod – rhannu syniadau/opsiynau

6. Camau Nesaf

1. Welcome from the Head of Education

2. Background and purpose of the meeting

3. Why consider Ysgol Abersoch?

4. Considerations

5. Discussion session - sharing ideas / options

6. Next Steps
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CEFNDIR
BACKGROUND

• Ar 17 Medi 2019, penderfynodd Cabinet Cyngor
Gwynedd roi caniatâd i’r Adran Addysg gynnal
trafodaethau lleol i ystyried opsiynau ar gyfer
dyfodol Ysgol Abersoch.

• Pwrpas ein cyfarfod heddiw yw:
• Edrych ar y sefyllfa bresennol; a
• Trafod a chychwyn ystyried opsiynau posib.

• Camau Nesaf :
• Cynnal cyfarfodydd pellach er mwyn ystyried

a chymharu’r opsiynau; ac
• Adrodd yn ôl i’r Cabinet ar ganlyniadau’r

trafodaethau lleol.

• On 17 September 2019, Gwynedd Council’s
Cabinet resolved to allow the Education
Department to hold local discussions to consider
options for the future of Ysgol Abersoch.

• The purpose of our meeting today is to:
• Consider the current situation; and
• Discuss and begin to consider possible options.

• Next Steps :
• Hold further meetings to consider and

compare the options; and
• Report to Cabinet on the result of the local

discussions.

PAM YSTYRIED YSGOL ABERSOCH?
WHY CONSIDER YSGOL ABERSOCH?
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NIFEROEDD DISGYBLION
PUPIL NUMBERS

Niferoedd M-Bl. 3 (Medi 2019)
Numbers N-Yr 3 (January 2019

9

Capasiti (M – Bl. 3)
Numbers (N – Yr. 3)

42

Llefydd Gweigion
Surplus Places

33 (79%)
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35

40

45

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Niferoedd Disgyblion Ysgol Abersoch (M - Bl.3) (Medi 2010- 2019)
Ysgol Abersoch Pupil Numbers (N - Yr. 3) (September 2010 - 2019)

MAINT DOSBARTHIADAU
CLASS SIZES

Meithrin
Nursery

Derbyn
Reception

Bl 1
Yr 1

Bl 2
Yr 2

Bl 3
Yr 3

Cyfanswm
Total

Dosbarth 1
Class 1

- - - 2 - 2

Dosbarth 2
Class 2

2 1 1 3 - 7

Ffynhonnell : Cyfrifiad Medi 2019
Source : September 2019 Census
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RHAGAMCANION
PROJECTIONS

Meithrin
Nursery

0 1 2 3 Cyfanswm
Total

Medi 2020
September 2020 1 2 1 1 3 8

Medi 2021
September 2021 1 1 2 1 1 6

Medi 2022
September 2022 1 1 1 2 1 6

0

10

20

30

40

50

2019 2020 2021 2022

Rhagamcanion 2020-2022 Projections
(M - Bl. 3 / N - Yr. 3)

Capasiti/Capacity Nifeoredd/Numbers

CYLLIDEB YR YSGOL (2019-20)
SCHOOL BUDGET (2019-20)

DYRANIAD YSGOL ABERSOCH ALLOCATION 
(2019-20)

Dyraniad / Allocation

Gwarchodaeth Lleiafswm Staffio /
Minimum Staffing Protection

Ysgol Abersoch Cyfartaledd Sirol 
County Average

Dyraniad 2019-2020
Allocation 2019-2020

£89,041 -

Gwarchodaeth Lleiafswm Staffio*
Minimum Staffing Protection*

£37,853 -

Cyfanswm Dyraniad
Total Allocation

£126,894 £404,000

Cyfartaledd y Disgybl
Average per Pupil

*£10,200 £3,884

Ffynhonnell: Dyraniad Cyllidol 2019-2020
Source: Financial Allocation 2019-2020

70%

30%

**Mae’r polisi gwarchodaeth yn sicrhau o leiaf pennaeth ac athro/athrawes ym mhob ysgol gyda mwy na 15 disgybl, a 
pennaeth a chymhorthydd dosbarth mewn ysgolion gyda llai na 15 disgybl.
**The minimum staffing protection policy ensures a minimum of headteacher and teacher at every school which has more 
than 15 pupils, and a heateacher and a classroom assistant in a school with fewer than 15 pupils. 

• Defnyddio £3,065 o arian wrth gefn i fantoli’r diffyg yn y gyllideb 
eleni

• O 2020-21 ymlaen, ni fydd y dyraniad yn ddigonol i gynnal y 
strwythur staffio presennol

• £3,065 of reserves have been used to offset the deficit this year
• From 2020-21, the allocation will not sustain the current staffing 

structure.

• Rhagamcanion 2020-21 = £15,800
• 2020-21 Projections = £15,800
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0

2,000
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COST Y DISGYBL (2019-20)
COST PER PUPIL (2019-20)

Ffynhonnell : Dyraniad Cyllidol 2019-2020
Source : Financial Allocation 2019-2020

Ysgol Abersoch (£10,200)

Cyfartaledd Sirol (£3,884)
County Average 

Rhagamcan 2020-21 (£15,800)
2020-21 Projection (£15,8000)

STRWYTHUR STAFFIO
STAFFING STRUCTURE

Pennaeth
Headteacher

Llawn Amser
Full Time

Athrawes
Teacher

2.5 diwrnod yr wythnos
2.5 days per week

Cymhorthydd
Teaching Assistant  

12.25 awr yr wythnos
12.25 hours per week

Llanw
Supply

1 diwrnod yr wythnos
1 day per week

Swyddog Cefnogi Ysgol
School Support Officer

3 awr yr wythnos
3 hours a week
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DISGYBLION DALGYLCH YSGOL ABERSOCH (Medi 2018)
YSGOL ABERSOCH CATCHMENT PUPILS (September 2018)

Disgyblion dalgylch
Abersoch (3-8 oed) (Medi 2018) 

Absersoch catchment pupils (3-8 years) 
(September 2018)

M
yn

yc
hu

 Y
sg

ol
/ 

Sc
ho

ol
At

te
nd

in
g

(M
ed

i /
 S

ep
te

m
be

r2
01

8)

Abersoch 10

Arall / Other 24

Cyfanswm
Total

34

POLISI MYNEDIAD
ADMISSION POLICY

Yn unol a’r Cod derbyn i ysgolion (005/2013):

Rhaid i Awdurdodau Lleol beidio ag awgrymu y
dylai rhieni ddweud mai ysgol eu dalgylch lle y
maent yn byw sydd orau ganddynt, na bod lle
wedi’i neilltuo iddynt yn yr ysgol honno cyn
iddynt fynegi eu dewis.

Nid oes hawl gan yr awdurdod i geisio
dylanwadu ar ddewis rhieni.

In accordance with the School Admissions Code
(005/2013):

LAs must not suggest that parents should express
a preference for the school in whose catchment
area they live, or that they have been allocated a
place at that school before they have expressed a
preference.

The authority has no right to seek to influence
parental choice
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POLISI GOSOD TAI CYFFREDIN
COMMON HOUSING ALLOCATION POLICY

Oes posib i Gyngor Gwynedd ddylanwadu ar bwy
sydd yn symud i fyw i’r pentref?

Mae Polisi Gosod Tai Cyffredin wedi ei gosod ar y
cyd rhwng Cyngor Gwynedd, Cartrefi Cymunedol
Gwynedd, Grŵp Cynefin a Thai Gogledd Cymru.

Mae meini prawf dyraniad tai wedi ei fanylu yn y
polisi hwn. Mae tenantiaid yn cael cynnig tai sydd
o faint addas i’w amgylchiadau nhw (e.e. fel arfer
tai tair llofft i deuluoedd gyda dau neu dri o blant).
Mae pwy sydd yn cael cynnig tai yn y pentref felly
yn ddibynnol ar y polisi ac hefyd ar stoc tai yr
ardal a beth sydd yn dod yn wag i’w osod.

Is it possible for Gwynedd Council to influence
who moves to the village?

A Common Lettings Policy has been set up jointly
by Gwynedd Council, Cartrefi Cymunedol
Gwynedd, Grŵp Cynefin and North Wales Housing.

A housing allocation criteria can be seen in the
policy. Tenants will be offered houses of a size
suitable for their circumstances (e.g. typically
three-bedroom houses for families with two or
three children). A person who is offered a house in
the village is therefore dependent on the policy
and also on the housing stock in the area and
what becomes vacant to let.

CRYNODEB O BRIF HERIAU YSGOL ABERSOCH
SUMMARY OF MAIN CHALLENGES AT YSGOL ABERSOCH

• Nifer disgyblion ymysg yr isaf yn y sir.

• Rhagamcanion yn dangos lleihad pellach yn y 
niferoedd.

• Nifer uchel o lefydd gweigion. 

• Cost y disgybl (£10,200) yn sylweddol uwch na’r 
cyfartaledd sirol. 

• Ysgol yn derbyn swm sylweddol drwy’r rhwyd 
diogelu er mwyn ei gwneud yn gyllidol hyfyw.

• Cyllideb ragamcanol (2020-21) yn awgrymu na fydd 
modd parhau â’r strwythur staffio presennol yn 
dilyn y flwyddyn ariannol hon (2019-20). 

• Pupil numbers amongst the lowest in the county.

• Projections show further decline in numbers.

• High number of surplus places.

• Cost per pupil (£10,200) significantly higher than 
the county average.

• School receives a significant amount through the 
‘Minimum Staffing Protection' funding to make it 
financially viable.

• Projected budget (2020-21) suggests that the 
current staffing structure will not be sustainable 
following this financial year (2019-20).
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CRYNODEB O BRIF HERIAU YSGOL ABERSOCH
SUMMARY OF MAIN CHALLENGES AT YSGOL ABERSOCH

• Gyda niferoedd isel iawn yn Ysgol Abersoch ar
hyn o bryd a rhagamcanion yn dangos cwymp
pellach dros y blynyddoedd nesaf, mae
dyletswydd arnom i ystyried y sefyllfa a gweld
beth ydi’r opsiynau gorau ar gyfer y dyfodol.

• Prif bwrpas y cyfarfodydd hyn yw rhoi cyfle i
chi roi mewnbwn i’r broses ac ein cynorthwyo
wrth lunio cynigion penodol ar gyfer Ysgol
Abersoch.

• With very low numbers at Ysgol Abersoch at
present and projections showing a further fall
over the next few years, we have a duty to
consider the situation and see what are the
best options for the future.

• The main purpose of these meetings is to
provide you with an opportunity to input into
the process and assist us in formulating
specific proposals for Ysgol Abersoch.

YSTYRIAETHAU
CONSIDERATIONS

Wrth lunio a chymharu opsiynau, byddwn yn rhoi 
ystyriaeth i sawl ffactor, gan gynnwys:

• Niferoedd disgyblion

• Maint dosbarthiadau ac Amrediad Oedran

• Arweinyddiaeth a Staffio

• Cymuned

• Iaith

• Adnoddau Ariannol

• Ffactorau Daearyddol

• Ffactorau sy’n berthnasol i’r rhagdybiaeth yn 

erbyn cau Ysgolion Gwledig

In formulating and comparing options, we will 
take into account several factors, including:

• Pupil numbers

• Class sizes and Age Range

• Leadership and Staffing

• Community

• Language

• Financial Resources

• Geographical Factors

• Factors relating to the presumption against 

closure of Rural Schools
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RHAI OPSIYNAU POSIB
SOME POSSIBLE OPTIONS

Dyma rai opsiynau y byddwn yn eu hystyried:

1. Status Quo – Parhau hefo’r sefyllfa
bresennol

2. Ffederaleiddio gydag ysgol gyfagos/arall

3. Cau Ysgol Abersoch a chynnig lle i’r
disgyblion mewn ysgol amgen.

Here are some options we’ll be considering:

1. Status Quo – Continue with the current
situation

2. Federation with neighbouring / other school

3. Close Ysgol Abersoch and offer pupils a place
at an alternative school.

ENGHRAIFFT GWERTHUSIAD OPSIYNAU
OPTIONS APPRAISAL EXAMPLE
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Ffynhonnell: Cyngor Gwynedd – Dogfen Ymghynghori Statudol Ysgolion Dalgylch Y Gader (2014)
Source: Gwynedd Council – Statutory Consultation Document Schools in the Gader Catchment Area (2014) 

TRAFODAETH
DISCUSSION
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CAMAU NESAF
NEXT STEPS

• 16 Hydref - Dyddiad cau derbyn 
cwestiynau a/neu sylwadau pellach –
dylid eu hanfon at 
moderneiddioaddysg@gwynedd.llyw.
cymru

• 23 Hydref - Cyfarfod Panel Adolygu 2

• 16 October - Deadline to receive 
further questions and / or comments -
should be sent to 
modernisingeducation@gwynedd.llyw.
cymru

• 23 October - Review Panel Meeting 2
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www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru 

 

Meeting: Ysgol Abersoch Review Meeting Date:  07/10/2019       6:00pm 
Location: Abersoch Village Hall 

 

Present: Officers: 
Garem Jackson (GJ); Gwern ap Rhisiart (GapRh); Cyng. Cemlyn Williams (CW); Gwenno Haf 
Evans (GHE); Rhian Hughes (RH); 
 
On behalf of the Governors, Staff and Parents of Ysgol Abersoch:  
Linda Jones; Llinos Haf Owen; Gwenlli Williams; Annwen Parry Hughes; Cyng. Dewi Roberts; 
Owen Hefin Roberts; Margot Jones; Anna E. Jones; Eifiona Wood; Einir Wyn; Lee Scott Embury; 
Nancisa Embury; M. Marinas; Louise Overfield; 

Apologies:  Dawn Marie Jones; Wendy Jones. 

 

Executive Summary 

Item No. 
Item / 

Subject 
Actions Responsibility Complete by 

3  Presentation 
on the 
current 

situation 

Send an electronic copy of the presentation to the 
Governors, Parents and Staff. 

Education 
Department   

October 11 

3  Presentation 
on the 
current 

situation 

Education Department to check that parents pay a fee for 
the under 8's that use the bus to go to Ysgol Sarn Bach. 

Education 
Department   

*October 23 

5 Next Steps Share analysis of the options in the form of 'SWOT 
Analysis' to ensure robust discussion at the next meeting. 
 

Education 
Department   

 *October 23 

5 Next Steps  Set up a page on the Modernising Education site on 
Gwynedd Council's website with the latest information 
about the process with Ysgol Abersoch. 

Education 
Department   

October 11 

 

Item 
No. 

Item / Subject Actions 

1.  Welcome 

 Garem Jackson, Head of Education at Gwynedd Council welcomed everyone to the 
meeting. 

 It was confirmed that the Cabinet had approved to review the position and future of 
the school on 17 September 2019 following a decrease in the number of pupils at the 
school. 

 It was noted that it is important to note that Gwynedd Council has not made a 
decision about the future of the school. The purpose of the local meeting is to discuss 
possible options. 

 It was explained that although Ysgol Abersoch is not categorised as a rural school by 
the Welsh Government, the Education Department will go through the process in the 
same way if Ysgol Abersoch were a rural school. It was noted that the Education 
Department have to follow and comply with the process set out in the School 
Organisation Code (2018). 
 

Ysgol Abersoch Review Meeting 
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2.  

Opening words 
from the 
Cabinet 

Member for 
Education 

 The words of the Head of Education were reiterated.  

 It was explained that the purpose of the meeting was to open discussions about the 
challenges facing the school due to the low number of pupils and start to think about 
possible options for the future. 

 The importance of the stakeholders input was emphasised. 

 In response to the question from attendees regarding why did the Council go public 
about the situation so soon, it was explained that all Cabinet reports are public, 
therefore it is not possible to avoid press coverage. It was emphasised that the 
Council has no control over how the press interprets what is published. 

 It was asked who will make the final decision regarding the future of the school. It 
was noted that any option has to be compared against the status quo. The 
recommendation will be made by the Cabinet Member but the decision whether or 
not to accept the recommendation rests with the Cabinet. 

 Stakeholders emphasised that removing the school from the centre of the 
community would have a negative impact on the Welsh language. 

3.  
Presentation 

on the current 
situation 

 A presentation was given which showed the current situation at Ysgol Abersoch. 

 It was explained that two further meetings would be held to consider the possible 
options. 

 Action: Send an electronic copy of the presentation to Governors, Parents and 
Staff. 

 It has been noted that there has been a significant drop in pupil numbers since 2016. 

 It was confirmed that there are only 9 pupils on the register (September 2019 
Census). 

 It was notes that projections suggest that there won’t be an increase in births in the 
area over the next few years. Rural depopulation is a concern for many rural schools 
in Gwynedd. 

 School budget was discussed and the Area Education Officer explained that a 
‘Minimum Staffing Protection' scheme currently protects the school to ensure the 
children are educated. 

 It was noted that the cost per pupil at the school was amongst the highest in the 
county. 

 It was noted, based on September 2018 data, that 24 children living in the Ysgol 
Abersoch catchment area had chosen to attend an out of catchment area school. It 
was explained that the Council does not have the power to compel parents to send 
children to the catchment area school. 

 In response to the comment regarding the bus carrying the catchment area children 
to Ysgol Sarn Bach, it was explained that the County's Empty Seating Policy gave 
parents the opportunity to apply for a vacant seat on a school bus, and that parents 
were required to pay a fee for the transportation. 
Action: Education Department to check that parents are paying a fee for the under 
8's who use the bus to go to Ysgol Sarn Bach 

 It was explained that information in the annual information booklet for parents 
stated that parents had the right to request that their child attend any school. 

 The impact of the Common Housing Policy and the Access Policy on small areas such 
as Abersoch was explained. 

 The Area education Officer explained the factors that the Council will need to 
consider when looking at possible options for the future of the school. 

 It was noted that the Education Department would welcome more possible options / 
ideas offered by the stakeholders.  

 In response to the question regarding the options offered in other areas in a similar 
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situation, it was noted that 8 options had been considered with Ysgol Llanaelhaearn 
but now the shortlisted options was down to 3. 

4.  
Discussion 

 

 It was agreed that if something significant happens during the process such as a new 
family moving to the area this will be reflected and considered when reporting to 
Cabinet in December. 

 Housing Policy is a concern in Abersoch as young people are unable to move to the 
area. Affordable housing in the area cost around £200,000. This is not affordable as a 
first home to attract young family. 

 The Education Department has no control to influence the Housing Policy but it was 
suggested that if the community has concerns regarding the Housing Allocation 
Policy, they could contact the Council's Housing Department. 

 It was noted that the Local Member had already raised this concern. 

 It was reported that Ysgol Abersoch had received a Gold Award with the Language 
Charter. It was added that the Urdd is also held at Ysgol Abersoch. 

 Parish Council have expressed their support to secure a future for Ysgol Abersoch 
and feel that Gwynedd Council should provide financial support for the school as it is 
essential for the benefit of the community and the Welsh language. 

 It was asked what options Gwynedd Council has used in similar situations. It was 
noted that federalisation is the main one that stands out at present but it must be 
remembered that others have influence over the federalisation option, whether to 
support or oppose. 

 It was emphasised that a Community and Language Impact Assessment will be 
undertaken as part of the process. 

 It was noted that there is an important link between the school and the village hall. 
The hall is a free facility for the school and therefore a resource for the Education 
Department. 

 4 new options were proposed to consider: 
1) Change the age range of the school to 3-11. 
2) Establish a Cylch at Ysgol Abersoch. 

Discussions have been held to re-establish a Nursery School in Llanengan. Cylch in 
the surrounding areas such as Llanbedrog is extremely popular. The biggest 
problem with this option would attract children to Abersoch to make the 
organisation sustainable. 

3) Establish a Language Center for the children of Pen Llŷn. 
It was noted that demand would have to be measured, especially as there are 
already similar establishment in Gwynedd. 

4) Federalisation by locating Foundation Phase only at Ysgol Abersoch site. 

5.  
Next Steps 

 

 It was noted that we would be considering all options discussed tonight and any 
other comments can be sent to the Modernising Education Office no later than 16 
October. 

 Action: Gwynedd Council to share SWOT Analysis of the options in advance to 
ensure robust discussion during the meeting. 

 Action: Set up a new page on the Modernising Education site on Gwynedd Council's 
website with the latest information about the process with Ysgol Abersoch. 

6.  
Close 

 

 Everyone was thanked for attending the meeting and the next meeting will be held at 
the School on 23 September *. 
 

*Since the meeting, it was decided to allow more time to submit further responses 
and comments, by 23 October 2019, and the next meeting will be held Wednesday 

evening, 13 November 2019 at 6pm at Ysgol Abersoch 
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Ysgol Abersoch Review Meeting 
 

18:00, Wednesday, 13 November 2019 
 

Ysgol Abersoch  
 

   

1. 
 

WELCOME (Garem Jackson, Head of Education Department)  

   

2. 
 

OPENING WORD FROM EDUCATION CABINET MEMBER (Cllr. Cemlyn Williams) 

   

3.  PRESENTATION ON THE LIST OF OPTIONS (SWOT ANALYSIS) 

(Gwern ap Rhisiart, Area Education Officer Dwyfor and Meirionnydd) 

   

4. 
 

DISCUSSION - Opportunity to add or comment on the content of the SWOT analysis 

   

5.  NEXT STEPS 

   

6.  THANKS AND CLOSE 

   

   

 
 

 

 
 
 

Ysgol Abersoch Review Meeting 
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ABERSOCH SCHOOL REVIEW PANEL

13 November 2019

AGENDA

1. WELCOME (Garem Jackson, Head of Education)

2. OPENING WORD FROM THE CABINET MEMBER FOR EDUCATION (Cllr. Cemlyn Williams)

3. PRESENTATION ON THE LIST OF OPTIONS (SWOT ANALYSIS) – (Gwern ap Rhisiart, Area Education 

Officer for Dwyfor and Meirionnydd)

4. DISCUSSION – Opportunity to add or comment on the content of the SWOT analysis 

5. NEXT STEPS

6. THANKS AND CLOSE
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RESPOND TO THE QUESTIONS FROM THE MEETING ON 7 
OCTOBER 2019

1. Out of catchment transport. • Gwynedd Council provides free transport for learners receiving primary education who live 2 miles or further 
from the school in their catchment area, or the nearest school (not including nursery class pupils).

• As part of the Vacant Seats Scheme, the Council is prepared to consider applications from learners attending a 
school (or school site) other than the catchment-area school (or school site) to take advantage of any spare 
seats on contract vehicles by paying a fee outside the catchment area.

• Taking advantage of the scheme is subject to:
• Vacant seats available
• The vehicle does not need to deviate from its normal route
• No additional costs for the Council
• Pay the current fee for spare seats

• A fee of £63.00 per year is charged for full time pupils under 8 years of age, and a fee of £31.50 per annum for 
nursery pupils.

2. Where is the child's voice in this process? Should the Cabinet decide to undertake a statutory consultation process on any proposal, in accordance with the 
requirements of the School Organisation Code 2018, the Council would make arrangements to ensure that we 
receive the views of children and young people on that proposal.

3. What is being done to encourage people to send their 
children to the nearest or catchment area school?

“ LAs must not suggest that parents should express a preference for the school in whose catchment area they live, or 
that they have been allocated a place at that school before they have expressed a preference. Although they should 
explain the possible consequences of not doing so, LAs must make it clear that parents are allowed to express
a preference for any school.”

-Para 2.53, School Admission Code (005/2013)

4. How does the future of Ysgol Abersoch fit into the 
wider strategic picture when considering education in 
south of Llyn?

As noted in the Cabinet report of 17 September 2019, the decision to initiate a local debate about the future of 
the school came as a result of the recent fall in numbers as well as the projections suggesting that the numbers 
will not increase in the near future. This situation is not part of a wider strategy for education in southern Llyn, but 
rather a response to an individual school situation.

5. Can you outline how this process fits in with the 7 
well-being goals and 5 sustainable development 
principles set out in the Well-being of Future 
Generations Act 2015?

The Education Department has a role in promoting the aims of the Act's with the county's pupils through its 
activities and projects. The Well-being of Future Generations Act (2015) places a duty on public bodies in Wales to 
improve economic, social, environmental and cultural well-being. As part of the duty the Council has published 
well-being objectives which outline how it will improve well-being in the “Gwynedd Plan 2018-2023”.

As part of the options appraisal process, we will carry out an assessment in accordance with the requirements of 
the Well-being Act.

6. How and when is the assessment of the 'impact of 
the proposal on the Welsh language' undertaken?

In accordance with the requirements of the Welsh Government School Organisation Code (011/2018), we will 
undertake impact assessments, including an assessment on the impact on the language following confirmation of 
the short-listed options. The relevant reports will be included as an appendix to the report to Cabinet in the new 
year. 

7. What is the formula used across the County to 
project primary school numbers?

The primary school projections are calculated and reported to the authority by the primary headteachers as part 
of the September annual census process. 

RESPOND TO THE QUESTIONS FROM THE MEETING ON 7 
OCTOBER 2019
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LIST OF OPTIONS

1. Continue with the ‘Status Quo’

2. Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-11 years

3. Federate with a neighbouring school

4.
Federate with a neighbouring school, locating the Foundation Phase in Ysgol
Abersoch, and KS2 in the neighbouring school.

5. 
Federate with a neighbouring schools, locating the Foundation Phase + Year 3 
& 4 + Year 5 & 6 on 3 different school sites. 

6. Close Ysgol Abersoch and offer pupils a place at an alternative school 

7. Locate a Language Centre on the site of Ysgol Abersoch

8. Establish a Cylch at Ysgol Abersoch

Based on the discussion and input received during and following the meeting held on 7 October 2019, a list of options 
was drawn up:

ANALYSIS OF THE OPTIONS
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Option 1 - Continue with the ‘Status Quo’

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITES THREATS

 Retaining school presence in 
the village – no effect on the 
relationship between the 
school and the local 
community

 No change in travel distances 
for the school’s current 
pupils.

 Small classes
 Welsh-medium education 

continues in Abersoch village 
- continue to promote and 
facilitate the use of Welsh 
locally / within the 
community

 School within walking 
distance of home - social 
benefits.

 Pupil numbers remain low
 Ysgol Abersoch remains 

within the school minimum 
staffing protection

 A significant percentage of 
surplus places remain 

 Schools budget allocation 
would not maintain the 
current staffing structure

 Lack of non-contact time for 
the headteacher – only 1.5 
non-contact days per week

 Small classes
 High cost per pupil.

 School projections predict a 
further reduction in numbers 

 Uncertainty remains 
regarding the long-term 
sustainability of the school 

 High percentage of pupils 
attending schools outside the 
catchment area. 

*Red font - members comments received during the meeting 13/11/19.

Option 2a - Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 
3-11 years

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITES THREATS

 Retaining school presence in the 
village – no effect on the 
relationship between the school 
and the local community

 School’s age range consistent 
with the majority of the county’s 
primary schools 

 No disruption to the school’s KS2 
provision – may lead to better 
curriculum continuity as the 
school offers 2 full teaching 
phases (FPh + KS2)

 No change in travel distances for 
the school’s current pupils

 Welsh-medium education 
continues in Abersoch village -
continue to promote and 
facilitate the use of Welsh locally 
/ within the community

 Pupils have the option of 
continuing their primary 
education at Ysgol Abersoch.

 Small classes.

 Without modifications, the 
existing building / site it wouldn’t 
be suitable should there be a 
large increase in pupil numbers

 This would lead to extending the 
age range within classrooms

 It is a possibility that the school’s 
allocation would not maintain the 
current staffing structure

 Lack of non-contact time for the 
headteacher

 Ysgol Abersoch will remain in the 
minimum staffing protection. 

 Cost per pupil continues to be 
higher than the county average. 

 May lead to an increase in the 
school’s pupil numbers

 If the school’s pupil numbers 
were to increase, it would result 
in a reduction in the number of 
surplus places. 

 Should the pupils decide to 
continue at Ysgol Abersoch until 
year 6, it may have a negative 
impact on the pupil numbers at 
Ysgol Sarn Bach, the school which 
currently provides education for 
pupils between the ages of 8 and 
11 in the Abersoch catchment 
area

 High percentage of pupils already 
attend out-of-catchment schools –
it is not guaranteed that pupils 
would choose to attend Ysgol
Abersoch following the change to 
the age range

 Should the numbers remain low, 
the uncertainty regarding the 
long-term sustainability of the 
school would continue. 

*Red font - members comments received during the meeting 13/11/19.
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Option 2b - Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 
3-9 years

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITES THREATS

 Retaining school presence in the 
village – no effect on the 
relationship between the school 
and the local community

 No change in travel distances for 
the school’s current pupils

 Welsh-medium education 
continues in Abersoch village -
continue to promote and 
facilitate the use of Welsh locally 
/ within the community

 Pupils have the option of 
continuing their primary 
education at Ysgol Abersoch for 
an additional year. 

 Small classes.

 Without modifications, the 
existing building / site it wouldn’t 
be suitable should there be a 
large increase in pupil numbers

 This would lead to extending the 
age range within classrooms

 It is a possibility that the school’s 
allocation would not maintain the 
current staffing structure

 Lack of non-contact time for the 
headteacher

 Ysgol Abersoch will remain in the 
minimum staffing protection. 

 Cost per pupil continues to be 
higher than the county average. 

 May lead to an increase in the 
school’s pupil numbers

 If the school’s pupil numbers 
were to increase, it would result 
in a reduction in the number of 
surplus places. 

 Should the pupils decide to 
continue at Ysgol Abersoch until 
year 4, it may have a negative 
impact on the pupil numbers at 
Ysgol Sarn Bach, the school which 
currently provides education for 
pupils between the ages of 8 and 
11 in the Abersoch catchment 
area

 High percentage of pupils already 
attend out-of-catchment schools –
it is not guaranteed that pupils 
would choose to attend Ysgol
Abersoch following the change to 
the age range

 Should the numbers remain low, 
the uncertainty regarding the 
long-term sustainability of the 
school would continue. 

*Red font - members comments received during the meeting 13/11/19.

Option 3 - Federate with a neighbouring school

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITES THREATS

 Retaining school presence in 
the village – no effect on the 
relationship between the 
school and the local 
community

 No change in travel distances 
for the school’s current 
pupils.

 Welsh-medium education 
continues in Abersoch village 
- continue to promote and 
facilitate the use of Welsh 
locally / within the 
community

 Small classes
 School is more sustainable.

 Pupil numbers remain low
 Ysgol Abersoch remains 

within the school minimum 
staffing protection

 A significant percentage of 
surplus places remain 

 It is likely that the schools 
budget allocation would not 
maintain the current staffing 
structure

 Small classes
 High cost per pupil
 One governing  body.

 Sharing a headteacher
 Sharing staff
 Sharing resources and 

opportunities to use budges 
across the two schools

 In some situations, 
federating with another 
school may result in the 
headteacher receiving more 
non-contact time.

 High percentage of pupils 
already attend out-of-
catchment schools – it is not 
guaranteed the change would 
result in more children 
attending Ysgol Abersoch

 School projections predict a 
further reduction in numbers

 High percentage of pupils 
attending schools outside the 
catchment area

 Federation is a model that is 
dependent on the willingness 
of other schools to join the 
co-operation arrangement. 

*Red font - members comments received during the meeting 13/11/19.
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Option 4 - Federate with a neighbouring school, locating the Foundation Phase in 
Ysgol Abersoch, and KS2 in the neighbouring school.

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITES THREATS

 Retaining school presence in 
the village – no effect on the 
relationship between the 
school and the local 
community

 No change in travel distances 
for the school’s current  FP
pupils

 More viable / suitable size 
classes

 Welsh-medium education 
continues in Abersoch village -
continue to promote and 
facilitate the use of Welsh 
locally / within the community .

 Some pupils may have to travel 
further to school - need to 
consider the environmental 
impact resulting from this. 

 Numbers remain low on both 
sites

 Age range within classes 
remain high

 Cost per pupil remains high
 Need to consider the costs 

associated with rebranding the 
schools

 One governing body
 Larger classes in terms of pupil 

numbers.

 Sharing a headteacher
 Sharing staff
 Sharing resources and 

opportunities to use budges 
across the two schools. 

 In some situations, federating 
with another school may result 
in the headteacher receiving 
more non-contact time.

 Federation is a model that is 
dependent on the willingness of 
other schools to join the co-
operation arrangement

 The age range of the nearby 
school would have to be 
changed so that they only admit 
KS2 pupils. Advice from the W.G 
would be required to see if 
implementing this model would 
be possible 

 Limiting the neighbouring
school to provide education for 
KS2 pupils only could potentially 
have a detrimental effect on 
their pupil numbers

 The change could lead to 
parents choosing not to send 
their children to the school - a 
threat to numbers.

*Red font - members comments received during the meeting 13/11/19.

Option 5 - Federate with a neighbouring schools, locating the Foundation Phase + 
Year 3 & 4 + Year 5 & 6 on 3 different school sites. 

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITES THREATS

 Retaining school presence in the 
village – no effect on the 
relationship between the school 
and the local community

 No change in travel distances for 
the school’s FP current pupils

 More viable / suitable size 
classes

 Welsh-medium education 
continues in Abersoch village -
continue to promote and 
facilitate the use of Welsh locally 
/ within the community.

 Some pupils may have to travel 
further to school - need to 
consider the environmental 
impact resulting from this . 

 Need to consider the costs 
associated with rebranding the 
schools

 Pupils would transfer 3 times 
during their primary education

 The cost per pupil at the 3 
schools is likely to be higher than 
the county average of £3,884

 One governing body
 Larger classes in terms of pupil 

numbers.

 Sharing a headteacher
 Sharing staff
 Sharing resources and 

opportunities to use budges 
across the 3 schools

 In some situations, federating 
with another school may result 
in the headteacher receiving 
more non-contact time.

 Federation is a model that is 
dependent on the willingness of 
other schools to join the co-
operation arrangement 

 The age range of the nearby 
schools would have to be 
changed so that they only admit 
Year 3&4 / 5&6 pupils. Advice 
from the W.G would be required 
to see if implementing this model 
would be possible 

 Limiting the neighbouring
schools to provide education for 
KS2 pupils only could potentially 
have a detrimental effect on their 
pupil numbers 

 It is not possible to federate 
schools with a different legal 
status

 The change could lead to parents 
choosing not to send their 
children to the school - a threat 
to numbers.

*Red font - members comments received during the meeting 13/11/19.
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Option 6 - Close Ysgol Abersoch and offer pupils a place at 
an alternative school 

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITES THREATS

 Pupils educated in more 
viable/suitably sized classes

 No pupils would have to 
travel an unreasonable 
distance to school

 A reduction in the 
percentage of surplus places

 Reduction in the cost per 
pupil.

 Loss of school presence in 
Abersoch village

 Some pupils would have to 
travel further to school

 Staff redundancies
 Loss of Welsh medium 

education in Abersoch
village.

 Opportunity for the 
community to work 
together and build 
relationships with the 
neighbouring/alternative 
school 

 Larger class sizes – an 
opportunity for children to 
be educated with more 
children of the same age 
group 

 Pupil numbers at the school 
providing education for the 
catchment area pupils 
would be more viable for 
the future.

 Loss of Welsh Medium 
Education in Abersoch Village 
- the authority would 
undertake an assessment to 
measure any potential 
impact of the proposal

 Need to consider any impact 
on the local Urdd club

 Need to consider any impact 
on the plans to establish a 
Cylch and Ti a Fi at school.

*Red font - members comments received during the meeting 13/11/19.

Opsiwn 7 - Locate a Language Centre on the site of 
Ysgol Abersoch

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITES THREATS

 Retaining school presence in 
the village – no effect on the 
relationship between the 
school and the local 
community

 No change in travel distances 
for the school’s 

 A reduction in the percentage 
of surplus places

 Welsh-medium education 
continues in Abersoch village -
continue to promote and 
facilitate the use of Welsh 
locally / within the community.

 Locating a Language Centre at a 
school does not usually have an 
effect on the pupil numbers

 It would not generate income 
for the school

 Ysgol Abersoch remains within 
the school minimum staffing 
protection

 Schools budget allocation 
would not maintain the current 
staffing structure

 Lack of non-contact time for 
the head teacher – only 1.5 
non-contact days per week

 Small classes
 High cost per pupil
 Concerns regarding the lack of 

demand for an additional 
language center provision in 
the area.

 School projections project a 
further reduction in numbers

 Learning space would have to 
be sacrificed in order to provide 
space for the Learning Centre 

 Demand for additional 
Language Centre provision 
would need to be measured. 

*Red font - members comments received during the meeting 13/11/19.
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Option 8a - Establish a Cylch at Ysgol Abersoch

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITES THREATS

 Retaining school presence in 
the village – no effect on the 
relationship between the 
school and the local 
community

 No change in travel distances 
for the school’s existing 
pupils

 A reduction in the 
percentage of surplus places

 Welsh-medium education 
continues in Abersoch
village - continue to 
promote and facilitate the 
use of Welsh locally / 
within the community

 Small classes. 

 Pupil numbers remain low at 
Ysgol Abersoch

 Ysgol Abersoch remains 
within the school minimum 
staffing protection

 Schools budget allocation 
would not maintain the 
current staffing structure

 Lack of non-contact time for 
the headteacher – only 1.5 
non-contact days per week

 Small classes
 High cost per pupil.

 Establishing a Cylch in the 
school may attract more 
pupils to the school. 

 School projections project a 
further reduction in numbers 

 Need to officially check if the 
building complies with the 
requirements of the registration 
with CIW

 Learning space would have to 
be sacrificed in order to provide 
space for the Cylch

 Would need to measure the 
demand for additional Cylch
provision in the area

 Need to employ a minimum of 2 
members of staff to run a Cylch
– income from the Cylch would 
need to meet these 
employment costs. 

*Red font - members comments received during the meeting 13/11/19.

Option 8b - Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-9 years + 
Establish a Cylch at Ysgol Abersoch

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITES THREATS

 Retaining school presence in the 
village – no effect on the 
relationship between the school and 
the local community

 No change in travel distances for the 
school’s existing pupils

 A reduction in the percentage of 
surplus places

 Welsh-medium education continues 
in Abersoch village - continue to 
promote and facilitate the use of 
Welsh locally / within the 
community

 Pupils have the option of continuing 
their education for an extra year at 
Ysgol Abersoch.

 Small classes. 

 Without modifications, the existing 
building / site it wouldn’t be suitable 
should there be a large increase in 
pupil numbers

 This would lead to extending the age 
range within classrooms

 It is a possibility that the school’s 
allocation would not maintain the 
current staffing structure

 Lack of non-contact time for the 
headteacher

 Ysgol Abersoch will remain in the 
minimum staffing protection. 

 Cost per pupil continues to be higher 
than the county average. 

 May lead to an increase in 
the school’s pupil numbers

 If the school’s pupil 
numbers were to increase, 
it would result in a 
reduction in the number of 
surplus places. 

 Should the pupils decide to continue at Ysgol
Abersoch until year 4, it may have a negative 
impact on the pupil numbers at Ysgol Sarn
Bach, the school which currently provides 
education for pupils between the ages of 8 
and 11 in the Abersoch catchment area

 High percentage of pupils already attend out-
of-catchment schools – it is not guaranteed 
that pupils would choose to attend Ysgol
Abersoch following the change to the age 
range

 Should the numbers remain low, the 
uncertainty regarding the long-term 
sustainability of the school would continue 

 School projections project a further reduction 
in numbers 

 Need to officially check if the building 
complies with the requirements of the 
registration with CIW

 Learning space would have to be sacrificed in 
order to provide space for the Cylch

 Would need to measure the demand for 
additional Cylch provision in the area

 Need to employ a minimum of 2 members of 
staff to run a Cylch – income from the Cylch
would need to meet these employment costs. 

*Red font - members comments received during the meeting 13/11/19.
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LIST OF OPTIONS

1. Continue with the ‘Status Quo’

2. (a) Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-11 years

2. (b) Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-9 years

3. Federate with a neighbouring school

4.
Federate with a neighbouring school, locating the Foundation Phase in Ysgol
Abersoch, and KS2 in the neighbouring school.

5. 
Federate with a neighbouring schools, locating the Foundation Phase + Year 3 
& 4 + Year 5 & 6 on 3 different school sites. 

6. Close Ysgol Abersoch and offer pupils a place at an alternative school 

7. Locate a Language Centre on the site of Ysgol Abersoch

8. (a) Establish a Cylch at Ysgol Abersoch

8. (b) Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-9 years + 
Establish a Cylch at Ysgol Abersoch

*Red font - members comments received during the meeting 13/11/19.

NEXT STEPS

Following updating the SWOT analysis of the list of options, taking into account any comments received, we will 
proceed to evaluate the options against the considerations / factors set out in the Strategy, “Excellent primary 
education for children in Gwynedd ”, namely:

1) Class sizes and age range
2) Pupil numbers
3) Learning Environment
4) Leadership and Staffing
5) The Community
6) Financial Resources
7) Exceptional situation
8) Language
9) Geographical Factors.

Again, you will have the opportunity to comment on the contents of the Options Appraisal document during and after 
the third local meeting.
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OUTLINE TIMETABLE

Outline Timetable

Steps Option A Option B

Deadline for receiving comments on the SWOT analysis 20 November 2019 2 December 2019

Meeting (3/3):
• Discuss the outcome of the options appraisal

4 December 2019 w/c 2 January, 2020

Conduct Impact Assessments on the Options
December 2019 - January 

2020
January 2020

Cabinet - Cabinet Member to make a recommendation 
to Cabinet

February 2020 February 2020
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www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru 

 

Meeting: Ysgol Abersoch Review Date:  13/11/2019       6:00pm 
Location:  Ysgol Abersoch  

 

Present: Officers: 
Garem Jackson (GJ); Gwern ap Rhisiart (GapRh); Cllr. Cemlyn Williams (CW); Gwenno Haf Evans 
(GHE); Rhian Hughes (RH); 
 
On behalf of the Governors, Staff and Parents of Ysgol Abersoch:  
Linda Jones; Llinos Haf Owen; Cyng. Dewi Roberts; Owen Hefin Roberts; Margot Jones; Anna E. 
Jones; Eifiona Wood; Einir Wyn; Lee Scott Embury; M. Marinas; Louise Overfield; Dawn Marie 
Jones; Wendy Jones; Annwen Parry Hughes; Sue Frizby; Laura Thornicroft; Dylan Evans; Tamsyn 
Armishaw. 
 

 

Executive Summary  

Item 
No. 

Item / 
Subject 

Actions Responsibility 
Complete 

by 

3. Presentation    Add sub-headings for the strengths that convey the Linguistic 
and community aspect. 

Education Dep. November   

3. Presentation   Add option 2b, which is to change the age range of Ysgol 
Abersoch to 3-9 years. 

Education Dep. November  

3. Presentation   
Contact the Head teacher of Ysgol Abersoch for full details 
regarding the discussions that have taken place to establish 
the Cylch. 

Education Dep. November  

3. Presentation  Add an option to change the age range to include Cylch up to 
Year 4 (combine the options if possible). 
 

Education Dep. November 

4. Next Steps Request from Governors to see the possible timetable if 
recommendation is to close. Need to see the side effect of the 
timetable when considering establishing a Cylch on the site. 

Education Dep. January   

 

Ite
m 

No. 
Item / Subject Actions 

1.  Welcome 

 Head of Education welcomed everyone to the meeting and the Head teacher of Ysgol 
Abersoch was thanked for hosting the meeting at the school. 

 It was noted that the purpose of the second meeting was to go through the SWOT analysis 
by explaining the next steps. 

2.  

Opening 
words from 
the Cabinet 
Member for 
Education 

 The words of the Head of Education were reiterated and it was explained that the purpose 
of the meeting was to go through the options in detail.  

 The importance of the stakeholders input was emphasised. 

 It was noted that the Education Department had included additional options to those noted 
in the previous meeting. 
 

3.  
Presentation  

 

 The importance of the stakeholders input was emphasised when discussing the options. 

 The content of the presentation was outlined: 
o Respond to comments / questions raised at the last meeting. 
o Options analysis - invite stakeholders' comments on the content of the analysis. 

Ysgol Abersoch Review Meeting 
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Part 1 - Responses to the questions raised from the previous meeting 
Question 1 - Transport 

 It was noted that a process is currently underway across the Authority which requires 
schools to ensure that the children who travel on the buses have registered with the 
Transport Department. It was noted that this would help to ensure that only the children 
who are eligible for transport are on the bus. 

 
Question 3 – Catchment Area 

 It was explained that the Authority does not have the power to influence parents’ decision 
to send children to the catchment area school. In response to the question about the 
purpose of catchment-areas if it does not ensure that children attend their catchment-area 
school, it was noted that the system is mainly historical, but also, the system is used by the 
School Transport department. 

 
Questions 5 and 6 – Assessments 

 It was noted that a copy of all impact assessments will be included as an appendix to the 
report presented to the Cabinet. 

 It was asked what the usual procedure with the Assessments is? 
It was noted that the Education Department will follow the standard procedure by 
evaluating each model. 

 
Question 7 - Projections 

 Education Department agreed with the statement that the projections are not scientifically 
accurate. It was explained that the January 2020 census figure will be used by the 
Education Department in the February report. 

 
Part 2 – Discussions on the SWOT Options 
 
1) Status Quo – Continue with the current situation 

 It was noted that small classes can be argued to be a strength as well as a weakness, so it 
was agreed to include in both columns. 

 It was confirmed that the capacity of Ysgol Abersoch included Nursery numbers. 

 The ability to walk to the School was noted as a strength as well as the welcoming feeling at 
the school (social aspects). 

 It was explained that the opportunities column had been left empty as there was no change 
to the current position regarding opportunities. Education Officers agreed to include 
something in the column if stakeholders can identify a new opportunity. 

 It was stated that more strengths needed to be included such as using the bus on a daily 
basis, supporting the local leisure centre throughout the year, door to door visits. 

 Some argued that the bullet points that convey the strengths of the school are too dry. 

 Disappointment was expressed that there was no reference to the Welsh language 
throughout the document. 

 One parent noted that her child was now fluent in Welsh since starting at the school. 

 Action: Add sub-headings for the strengths that convey the Linguistic and community 
aspect. 

 Some stakeholders questioned the value of the process and suggested that the Education 
Department were not listening to their comments. 

 The Education Area Officer explained that the Portfolio Holder was present at the meetings 
in order to report back to Cabinet as the final decision would be made by the Cabinet. It 
was added that the School Organization Code 2013 gave the authority the power to follow 
a shorter process to close schools with fewer than 10 pupils on the January census, 
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however, in this case, the authority intends to follow the full statutory process. 

 The question was asked as to who decides if a school is a rural school. 
It was noted that the Education Department has no influence on the process. Criteria by 
the Welsh Government decides on the list. 

2) Change the Age Range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-11 years 

 Education Department Officers noted their concerns regarding the suitability of the 
outdoor play area as it was also a disadvantage for this model. 

 It was questioned why the potential impact on the numbers of Ysgol Sarn Bach had been 
identified as a threat. It was explained that it would threaten the local provision as a whole 
and therefore should be noted. 

 Several parents stated that the children would choose to stay at Ysgol Abersoch if the 
school provided education for children up to the age of 11. 

 The question was asked if it is possible to get parents to sign a document in advance to 
express an interest in attending the school as part of the registration process. It was noted 
that it would not be possible as it would go against the Authority's normal practice. 

 It was questioned whether the Head teacher’s lack of non-contact time is a weakness in this 
case. The Head teacher confirmed that this was a weakness. 

 It was noted that 80% is the target for non-contact time for Head teachers according to the 
principles. 

 In response to the comment regarding the Head teacher’s non-contact time it was 
suggested that the best way to address this issue would be to employ more teachers. 
Education Officers argued that the problem could also be addressed through different 
models. 

 It was confirmed that the cost per pupil at Ysgol Abersoch was amongst the highest in the 
County and that the school was within the Minimum Staffing Protection policy. 

 An additional option was proposed, to offer an additional year at Ysgol Abersoch, up to 
Year 4 (3-9 years) 

 Action: Add option 2b, which is to change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch to 3-9 years. 
3) Federalise with a nearby school 

 It was noted that 3 federalisation models had been identified. 

 It was emphasised that there had been no discussion with neighbouring schools to date. 

 It was noted that the neighbouring schools would probably be the schools that adjoin the 
Abersoch catchment area. It was emphasised that it would not be possible to formally 
federate with a school of different legal status. It was suggested that Ysgol Sarn Bach would 
be the sensible choice given the fact that pupils already transfer to the school after Yr. 3. 

 It was suggested that having a single governing body over both schools can be a weakness. 

 It was noted that the Education Department was of the opinion that it could be an 
opportunity and a strength as many schools were struggling to appoint governors. It was 
explained that the WG Regulations set clear guidelines for appointing governors to a 
federal governing body in order to ensure fair representation of the schools. 

 It was explained that the model would not offer a financial saving, but would lead to 
improving the pupil experience through the opportunities to share resources and staff as 
well as offering more non-contact time to the Head teacher.  

 It was agreed to add improving sustainability to both schools as a strength 

 It was explained that some schools had federated informally, through a Head teacher 
sharing arrangement. It was noted that informal federalisation usually arises if there is a 
problem with recruiting a Head teacher. 

 It was proposed to add a weakness - environmental impact due to the increased use of 
buses to transport the children. 

 It was stated that the next step between now and the next meeting will be to discuss this 
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option with neighbouring schools and the Authority will need to weigh up the strengths and 
challenges of each model. 

 It was noted that other schools would have to view the option as an advantage - enforcing 
federation can be a risk to the success of the model. 

 
4) Federalise with a nearby school locating the Foundation Phase on the site of Ysgol 

Abersoch, and KS2 on the site of the nearby school 

 It was added again that larger classes are a weakness. 

 Threat - parents disregarding Ysgol Sarn Bach and Ysgol Abersoch due to excessive site 
moves. 

5) Federalise with neighbouring schools locating Foundation Phase + Years 3 and 4 + Years 5 
and 6 on site of 3 different schools 

 It was asked if there is evidence that such a model exists elsewhere. 
It was noted that the Education Department was not aware of a permanent similar model 
but was aware that a neighbouring county had used a similar model temporarily, while a 
new school was being built, but with more substantial pupil numbers. 

 Add a weakness  - travel / environmental impact 

 It was also noted that it is not possible to formally federate with a school of different status 
so consideration would need to be given to which schools could be part of this model. 

 It was noted that the Governors do not favour option 5. 

 The Education Department emphasised that the purpose of the meeting is not to sell the 
options, but to consider their strengths and weaknesses. 

6) Close Ysgol Abersoch and offer pupils a place at an alternative school 

 It was again proposed that larger classes is a weakness. 

 Add a weakness - Losing the Tudwal Urdd branch, Cylch Ti a Fi and Nursery 

 In response to a query from the Governors regarding how the Education Department deals 
with admissions requests to the school, it was noted that the Education Department does 
not have the right to influence parental choice. The Officers accepted the comment that 
the Authority needed to be sensitive to the situation of the school, but it was highlighted 
that information regarding the process / review that is already underway is public. It was 
agreed to discuss the matter further following the meeting. 

 In response to a question regarding the Authority's plans for the site should it become 
vacant - it was noted that it was premature to discuss plans for the site at this point, as we 
had not agreed on an option. It was explained that the procedure that has been followed in 
the past is that the site is offered to the community in the first place. 

 The audience emphasised that the biggest threat would be the loss of the Welsh language 
within the community of Abersoch. In addition they do not feel that the document conveys 
the true character of Abersoch and that the Authority sees Abersoch as a non-Welsh 
speaking village. 

7) Locate a language centre on the site of Ysgol Abersoch  

 When discussing concerns about the lack of demand locally, it was confirmed that Llangybi 
Language Centre had not been full during any term since it opened. 

8) Establish a Cylch at Ysgol Abersoch   

 Stakeholders declared the threats under option 8 was invalid. It was noted that several had 
already expressed an interest in attending the group. 

 It was also added that the school had already received confirmation that the site was 
suitable for providing a Cylch. 

 Reference was made to the possibility of establishing an additional Ti a Fi Group to increase 
numbers. 

 It was noted that the trend is usually that Cylch works better on a school site. 

 Action: Contact the Head teacher of Ysgol Abersoch for full details regarding the 
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discussions that have taken place to establish the Cylch. 

 Action: Add an option - to establish a Cylch and change the age range to 3 to 9 years. 
General Comments 

 With the federation models it may be possible to combine different options to strengthen 
the option.  

 The Education Department agreed to include the language and community context across 
the 8 options. 

4.  
Next Steps 

 

 It was explained that the next steps would be for the Officers to update the SWOT analysis 
of the list of options, taking into account any comments received, and then evaluate the 
options against the considerations / factors set out in the Strategy, "Excellent Primary 
Education for Children in Gwynedd". 

 Stakeholders were offered two options in terms of the timescale to respond and date of the 
third meeting. The general feeling was to go with option B in order to have more time to 
consider the options and arrange the third meeting in January rather than December. It was 
asked why the Education Department was going to report to the Cabinet in February 2020. 
It was noted that the Authority had already changed the date to allow more time for the 
local discussions (at the request of the governors) - but in order to provide clarity to the 
stakeholders of the school, the authority has decided to report to the Cabinet in February. 

 The Local Member was concerned about the lack of community engagement on the 
process. 
The Education Department explained that they are not trying to make any assumptions, 
should the Cabinet decide to hold a statutory consultation on a proposal, the public will 
have the right to express their views during that process. 

 In response to the request for officers to attend a public meeting in Abersoch in order to 
gain an understanding of the local opinion, it was noted if a statutory consultation process 
is held, the public and the local community can present their views formally at this stage. 
The School Organisation Code does not require the authority to hold public meetings as 
part of a statutory consultation processes. 

 It was confirmed that one option will be recommended to the Cabinet but all options 
discussed as part of the process will be presented as part of the report and background 
documentation. The Cabinet will have to decide whether or not they agree with the original 
recommendation. 

 The Local Member noted as a member of the Scrutiny Committee, he would ask for Ysgol 
Abersoch matter to be called in for scrutiny if it would come to that position. 

 The question was asked should a proposal to close the school be put forward as the final 
recommendation, when would the school officially close. 
It was emphasised that it was too prematurely to discuss a closing date for the school, 
considering that we were in the process of trying to find possible options for the school. 
However, it was explained that, should a decision be taken to consult on a proposal to close 
the school, it is unlikely that it would recommend closure by September 2020 due to the 
statutory process timetable requirements. It was noted that this would be discussed in 
more detail at Meeting 3. 

 The Local Member noted that he had been in contact with the family who had gifted the 
school grounds. He noted that they were disappointed and were planning to look at their 
situation regarding their gift. 

 Action: Request from Governors to see the possible timetable if recommendation is to 
close. Need to consider possible effects of the timetable when considering establishing a 
Cylch on the site. 

5. 
Close 

 
 Everyone was thanked for attending 

 Confirmed that the next meeting will be held in early January 2020. 
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18:00 – 19:00, Dydd Llun, 6 Ionawr 2020 
18:00 – 19:00, Monday, 6 January 2020 

 
Neuadd Bentref Abersoch  

Abersoch Village Hall 
 

  

1. 
CROESO  

WELCOME 

2. 
CRYNODEB O’R BROSES 

SUMMARY OF THE PROCESS 

3. 
GWERTHUSIAD OPSIYNAU  

OPTIONS APPRAISAL 

4. 
CAMAU NESAF + AMSERLEN AMLINELLOL 

NEXT STEPS + OUTLINE TIMETABLE 

5. 
DIOLCH A CHLOI 
THANKS AND CLOSE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cyfarfod Adolygu Ysgol Abersoch 
Ysgol Abersoch Review Meeting 
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YSGOL ABERSOCH

6 Ionawr 2020 
6 January 2020

AGENDA

1. Croeso 

2. Y Broses 

3. Gwerthusiad Opsiynau

4. Camau Nesaf ac Amserlen Amlinellol

5. Cloi

1. Welcome

2. The Process  

3. Options Appraisal

4. Next Steps and the Outline Timetable

5. Close
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Y BROSES / THE PROCESS
Camau 
Steps

Amserlen Amlinellol
Outline Timetable

Adroddiad Cabinet – Cais i gynnal trafodaethau lleol
Cabinet Report - Request to hold local discussions 17.09.2019

Cyfarfod Lleol 1 – Trafod ac ystyried opsiynau
Local Meeting 1 – Discuss and consider options 07.10.2019

Cyfarfod Lleol 2 – Dadansoddiad SWOT o’r holl opsiynau
Local Meeting 2 - SWOT analysis of all options 13.11.2019

Cyfarfod Lleol 3 – Gwerthusiad Opsiynau + Yr opsiynau sy’n welliant ar y ‘Status Quo’
Local Meeting 3 - Options Appraisal + Options that are an improvement to the ‘Status Quo’ 06.01.2020

Gwaith Ymchwil – Asesiadau Effaith ar y Iaith, y Gymuned a Cydraddoldeb + Asesiad yn erbyn y Ddeddf Llesiant
Research - Language, Community and Equality Impact Assessments + Assessment against the Well-being Act Ionawr / January 2020

Cyfarfod Cabinet Cyngor Gwynedd
Gwynedd Council Cabinet Meeting

18.02.2020

Cyfnod Ymgynghori Statudol / Statutory Consultation Period
Mawrth – Mai 2020
March – May 2020

Adroddiad i’r Cabinet yn dilyn Ymgynghoriad Statudol / Report to Cabinet following Statutory Consultation Mehefin 2020 / June 2020

Cyfnod Gwrthwynebu - Cyhoeddi Rhybudd Statudol a chyfle i ran-ddeiliaid wrthwynebu’r cynnig
Objection Period - Publication of Statutory Notice and opportunity for stakeholders to object the proposal

Mehefin – Gorffennaf 2020
June – July 2020

Cabinet – Adrodd yn ôl yn dilyn y cyfnod gwrthwynebu + penderfyniad terfynol
Cabinet – Report back following objection period + final decision Medi 2020 / September 2020
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GWERTHUSIAD OPSIYNAU / OPTIONS APPRAISAL

In order to further analyse the options, the options were
evaluated against the factors of the Strategy, “Excellent
Primary Education for Children in Gwynedd”, namely:

1) Class Sizes and Age Range
2) Pupil Numbers
3) Learning Environment
4) Leadership and Staffing
5) The Community
6) Financial Resources
7) Exceptional Situation
8) Language
9) Geographical Factors

Er mwyn dadansoddi’r opsiynau ymhellach, gwerthuswyd
yr opsiynau yn erbyn ffactorau’r Strategaeth, “Addysg
Gynradd o’r Ansawdd Gorau i Blant Gwynedd”, sef:

1) Maint Dosbarthiadau ac Amrediad Oedran
2) Niferoedd Disgyblion
3) Amgylchedd Dysgu
4) Arweinyddiaeth a Staffio
5) Y Gymuned
6) Adnoddau Ariannol
7) Sefyllfa Eithriadol
8) Iaith
9) Ffactorau Daearyddol 

YR OPSIYNAU A YSTYRIWYD / OPTIONS CONSIDERED
Yn sgil y mewnbwn a dderbyniwyd yn ystod, ac yn dilyn y ddau gyfarfod lleol, cynhyrchwyd rhestr o opsiynau i’w hystyried. Er bod yr achos
dros newid wedi ei sefydlu, mae’r opsiwn ‘Gwneud Dim’ wedi ei gynnwys at ddiben cymharu.
As a result of the input received during, and following the two local meetings, a list of options was produced for consideration. Although
the case for change has been established, the 'Do Nothing' option is included for comparison purposes.

1 Status Quo – Parhau hefo’r sefyllfa bresennol

2 (a) Newid ystod oed Ysgol Abersoch o 3-8 oed i 3-11 oed

2 (b) Newid ystod oed Ysgol Abersoch o 3-8 oed i 3-9 oed

3 Ffederaleiddio gydag ysgol gyfagos

4 Ffederaleiddio gydag ysgol gyfagos gan leoli’r Cyfnod Sylfaen ar
safle Ysgol Abersoch, a CA2 ar safle’r ysgol gyfagos

5 Ffederaleiddio gydag ysgolion cyfagos gan leoli’r Cyfnod Sylfaen
+ Blwyddyn 3 a 4 + Blwyddyn 5 a 6 ar safle 3 ysgol wahanol

6 Cau Ysgol Abersoch a chynnig lle i’r disgyblion mewn ysgol
amgen

7 Lleoli Canolfan Iaith ar safle Ysgol Abersoch

8 (a) Sefydlu Cylch Meithrin yn Ysgol Abersoch

8 (b) Newid ystod oed Ysgol Abersoch o 3-8 oed i 3-9 oed + Sefydlu
Cylch Meithrin Ysgol Abersoch

1 Status Quo – Continue with the current situation

2 (a) Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-11
years

2 (b) Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-9 years

3 Federalise with a nearby school

4 Federalise with a nearby school locating the Foundation Phase on
the site of Ysgol Abersoch, and KS2 on the site of the nearby school

5 Federalise with neighboring schools locating Foundation Phase +
Years 3 and 4 + Years 5 and 6 on 3 different school sites

6 Close Ysgol Abersoch and offer pupils a place at a nearby school

7 Locate a Language Centre on the site of Ysgol Abersoch

8 (a) Establish a Cylch Meithrin at Ysgol Abersoch

8 (b) Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-9 years
and establish a Cylch Meithrin at Ysgol Abersoch
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PRIF HERIAU’R SEFYLLFA BRESENNOL /
MAIN CHALLENGES OF THE CURRENT POSITION

1
Nifer disgyblion yr ysgol ymysg yr isaf yn y sir
The number of pupils at the school is among the lowest in the county

2
Rhagamcanion yn dangos lleihad pellach yn y niferoedd
Projections show further decline in numbers

3
Nifer uchel o lefydd gweigion
High number of surplus places

4 
Maint dosbarthiadau bychain
Small class sizes

5
Amrediad ystod oed eang o fewn dosbarthiadau
Broad age range within classes

6

Cost y disgybl (Medi 2019: £10,200 + Rhagamcan 2020-21 £15,800) – ymysg yr uchaf yn y sir,  4 
gwaith uwch na’r cyfartaledd sirol (£3,884), 3 gwaith uwch na’r cyfartaledd dalgylchol (£4,854).
Cost per pupil (September 2019: £10,200 + Projected 2020-21 £15,800) - amongst the highest in the 
county, 4 times higher than the county average (£3,884) + 3 times higher than the catchment average 
(£4,854)

7
Ysgol yn derbyn swm ychwanegol o £37,853 (Medi 2019) trwy’r polisi gwarchodaeth lleiafswm staffio
School receives an additional £37,853 (September 2019) through the minimum staffing protection

YR OPSIYNAU I’W HYSTYRIED YMHELLACH 
OPTIONS TO BE CONSIDERED FURTHER

1 Status Quo – Parhau hefo’r sefyllfa bresennol*

2 (a) Newid ystod oed Ysgol Abersoch o 3-8 oed i 3-11 oed

2 (b) Newid ystod oed Ysgol Abersoch o 3-8 oed i 3-9 oed

3 Ffederaleiddio gydag ysgol gyfagos

4 Ffederaleiddio gydag ysgol gyfagos gan leoli’r Cyfnod Sylfaen ar
safle Ysgol Abersoch, a CA2 ar safle’r ysgol gyfagos

5 Ffederaleiddio gydag ysgolion cyfagos gan leoli’r Cyfnod Sylfaen
+ Blwyddyn 3 a 4 + Blwyddyn 5 a 6 ar safle 3 ysgol wahanol

6 Cau Ysgol Abersoch a chynnig lle i’r disgyblion mewn ysgol
amgen

7 Lleoli Canolfan Iaith ar safle Ysgol Abersoch

8 (a) Sefydlu Cylch Meithrin yn Ysgol Abersoch

8 (b) Newid ystod oed Ysgol Abersoch o 3-8 oed i 3-9 oed + Sefydlu
Cylch Meithrin Ysgol Abersoch

1 Status Quo – Continue with the current situation*

2 (a) Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-11
years

2 (b) Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-9 years

3 Federalise with a nearby school

4 Federalise with a nearby school locating the Foundation Phase on
the site of Ysgol Abersoch, and KS2 on the site of the nearby school

5 Federalise with neighboring schools locating Foundation Phase +
Years 3 and 4 + Years 5 and 6 on 3 different school sites

6 Close Ysgol Abersoch and offer pupils a place at a nearby school

7 Locate a Language Centre on the site of Ysgol Abersoch

8 (a) Establish a Cylch Meithrin at Ysgol Abersoch

8 (b) Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-9 years
and establish a Cylch Meithrin at Ysgol Abersoch

*Er bod yr achos dros newid wedi ei sefydlu, mae’r opsiwn ‘Gwneud Dim’ wedi ei gynnwys at ddiben cymharu.
*Although the case for change has been established, the 'Do Nothing' option is included for comparison purposes.
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2 (b) Newid ystod oed Ysgol Abersoch o 3-8 oed i 3-9 oed /
2 (b) Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-9 years

Ymateb i’r her/
Responding to the 

challenge
Sylwadau / Comments

1
Nifer disgyblion yr ysgol ymysg yr isaf yn y sir
The number of pupils at the school is among the lowest in the county Ychwanegu 1 blwyddyn ysgol yn annhebygol o 

gael effaith sylweddol ar niferoedd disgyblion, 
rhagamcanion a’r llefydd gweigion /

Adding 1 school year is unlikely to have a 
significant impact on pupil numbers, 

projections and surplus places.

2
Rhagamcanion yn dangos lleihad pellach yn y niferoedd
Projections show further decline in numbers

3
Nifer uchel o lefydd gweigion
High number of surplus places

4 
Maint dosbarthiadau bychain
Small class sizes

Os na fyddai’n arwain at gynnydd yn niferoedd 
disgyblion, byddai maint y dosbarthiadau’n 

parhau’n fychan a gyda ystod oed eang / 
If it does not result in an increase in pupil 

numbers, class sizes would remain small and 
have a broad age range.

5
Amrediad ystod oed eang o fewn dosbarthiadau
Broad age range within classes

6

Cost y disgybl (Medi 2019: £10,200 + Rhagamcan 2020-21 £15,800) – ymysg yr uchaf yn y sir,  4 
gwaith uwch na’r cyfartaledd sirol (£3,884), 3 gwaith uwch na’r cyfartaledd dalgylchol (£4,854).
Cost per pupil (September 2019: £10,200 + Projected 2020-21 £15,800) - amongst the highest in the 
county, 4 times higher than the county average (£3,884) + 3 times higher than the catchment 
average (£4,854)

Ni fyddai’r opsiwn yn welliant ar y sefyllfa 
ariannol bresennol / 

The option would not be an improvement on 
the current financial position

7
Ysgol yn derbyn swm ychwanegol o £37,853 (Medi 2019) trwy’r polisi gwarchodaeth lleiafswm 
staffio
School receives an additional £37,853 (September 2019) through the minimum staffing protection

Sylwadau pellach / Further Comments:
- Torri ar draws darpariaeth CA2 / Interruption KS2 provision
- Ni fyddai ystod oed yr ysgol yn gyson â gweddill ysgolion y sir / Age range of the school would not be consistent with the rest of the county's schools
- Dim newid i amser di-gyswllt y pennaeth / No change to the headteacher's non-contact time

4. Ffederaleiddio gydag ysgol gyfagos gan leoli’r Cyfnod Sylfaen ar safle Ysgol Abersoch, a CA2 ar safle’r ysgol gyfagos
4. Federalise with a nearby school locating the Foundation Phase on the site of Ysgol Abersoch, and KS2 on the site of the nearby school

Ymateb i’r her /
Responding to the 

challenge
Sylwadau / Comments

1
Nifer disgyblion yr ysgol ymysg yr isaf yn y sir
The number of pupils at the school is among the lowest in the county

Byddai’n arwain at gynnydd yn niferoedd disgyblion CS yn Ysgol Abersoch, ond yn 
lleihau niferoedd yr ysgol gyfagos /

It would lead to an increase in FPh pupil numbers at Ysgol Abersoch, but reduce the 
numbers of the neighboring school

2
Rhagamcanion yn dangos lleihad pellach yn y niferoedd
Projections show further decline in numbers

Cynnydd yn rhagamcanion Ysgol Abersoch, ond yn effeithio’n negyddol ar 
ragamcanion yr ysgol gyfagos /

Increased projections at Ysgol Abersoch, but negatively affecting projections for 
neighboring school

3
Nifer uchel o lefydd gweigion
High number of surplus places

Lleihad yn llefydd gweigion Ysgol Abersoch, ond yn cynyddu'r nifer o lefydd gweigion 
yn yr ysgol gyfagos / 

A reduction in the surplus places at Ysgol Abersoch, but increasing the number of 
surplus places at the nearby school

4 
Maint dosbarthiadau bychain
Small class sizes

Dosbarth CS o faint mwy hyfyw/addas – disgyblion yn cael eu haddysgu gyda mwy o 
blant o’r un grŵp oedran / 

More viable / suitable FPh class - pupils being taught with more children of the same 
age group

5
Amrediad ystod oed eang o fewn dosbarthiadau
Broad age range within classes

Amrediad oedran hyd at 4 mlynedd yn y dosbarth CS + dosbarth CA2
Age range up to 4 years in FPh class + KS2 class

6
Cost y disgybl (Medi 2019: £10,200 + Rhagamcan 2020-21 £15,800) – ymysg yr uchaf yn y sir,  4 gwaith uwch 
na’r cyfartaledd sirol (£3,884), 3 gwaith uwch na’r cyfartaledd dalgylchol (£4,854).
Cost per pupil (September 2019: £10,200 + Projected 2020-21 £15,800) - amongst the highest in the county, 4 
times higher than the county average (£3,884) + 3 times higher than the catchment average (£4,854)

Lleihad yng nghost y disgybl, ond yn parhau’n uwch na’r cyfartaledd sirol /  Reduction 
in cost per pupil, but still above the county average

7

Ysgol yn derbyn swm ychwanegol o £37,853 (Medi 2019) trwy’r polisi 
gwarchodaeth lleiafswm staffio
School receives an additional £37,853 (September 2019) through the minimum 
staffing protection

Lleihad yn y swm gwarchodaeth, ond yn parhau yn y rhwyd diogelu. Posib y byddai’r 
ddwy ysgol yn derbyn dyraniad ychwanegol trwy’r polisi gwarchodaeth lleiafswm staffio/ 
Reduction in the protection amount, but still in the minimum staffing protection. 
Possible that both schools would receive additional support through the scheme

Sylwadau Pellach / Further Comments:
- Effaith negyddol ar niferoedd disgyblion yr ysgol gyfagos fyddai’n rhan o’r ffederasiwn / Negative effect on the pupil numbers of the neighboring school that is part of the federation
- Byddai angen dilyn proses statudol i newid ystod oed y ddwy ysgol ac i sefydlu’r ffederasiwn / Follow a statutory process to change the age range of both schools and to establish the federation
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5. Ffederaleiddio gydag ysgolion cyfagos gan leoli’r Cyfnod Sylfaen + Blwyddyn 3 a 4 + Blwyddyn 5 a 6 ar safle 3 ysgol wahanol
5. Federalise with neighboring schools locating Foundation Phase + Years 3 and 4 + Years 5 and 6 on 3 different school sites

Ymateb i’r her /
Responding to 
the challenge

Sylwadau / Comments

1
Nifer disgyblion yr ysgol ymysg yr isaf yn y sir
The number of pupils at the school is among the lowest in 
the county

Byddai’n arwain at gynnydd yn niferoedd disgyblion CS yn Ysgol Abersoch, ond yn lleihau 
niferoedd y 2 ysgol gyfagos / 

It would lead to an increase in pupil numbers at Ysgol Abersoch, but reduce the numbers of the 
2 neighboring schools.

2
Rhagamcanion yn dangos lleihad pellach yn y niferoedd
Projections show further decline in numbers

Cynnydd yn rhagamcanion Ysgol Abersoch, ond yn effeithio ar ragamcanion y 2 ysgol gyfagos / 
Increase in the projections of Ysgol Abersoch, but affecting the projections of the 2 neighboring 

schools

3
Nifer uchel o lefydd gweigion
High number of surplus places

Lleihad yn llefydd gweigion Ysgol Abersoch, ond yn gwaethygu sefyllfa yn y 2 ysgol gyfagos / 
A reduction in the surplus places at Ysgol Abersoch, but worsening the situation in the 2 

neighboring schools

4
Maint dosbarthiadau bychain
Small class sizes

Dosbarth CS, 3 a 4 + 5 a 6 o faint mwy hyfyw/addas – disgyblion yn cael eu haddysgu gyda mwy 
o blant o’r un grŵp oedran / More viable / suitable FPh, 3 and 4 + 5 & 6 class - pupils being 

taught with more children of the same age group

5 Amrediad ystod oed eang o fewn dosbarthiadau
Broad age range within classes

Amrediad ystod oed hyd a 2 flynedd o fewn dosbarthiadau / Age range up to 2 years within 
classes

6

Cost y disgybl (Medi 2019: £10,200 + Rhagamcan 2020-21 £15,800) – ymysg yr uchaf yn y sir,  4 
gwaith uwch na’r cyfartaledd sirol (£3,884), 3 gwaith uwch na’r cyfartaledd dalgylchol
(£4,854).
Cost per pupil (September 2019: £10,200 + Projected 2020-21 £15,800) - amongst the highest 
in the county, 4 times higher than the county average (£3,884) + 3 times higher than the 
catchment average (£4,854)

Lleihad yng nghost y disgybl, ond yn parhau’n uwch na’r cyfartaledd sirol. Cynyddu cost y 
disgybl yn y 2 ysgol gyfagos /

Reduction in cost per pupil, but still above the county average. Increase the cost per pupil in 
the 2 neighboring schools

7

Ysgol yn derbyn swm ychwanegol o £37,853 (Medi 2019) trwy’r polisi 
gwarchodaeth lleiafswm staffio
School receives an additional £37,853 (September 2019) through the 
minimum staffing protection

Lleihad yn y swm gwarchodaeth, ond yn parhau yn y rhwyd diogelu. Posib y byddai’r 3 ysgol 
yn derbyn cefnogaeth ychwanegol trwy’r polisi gwarchodaeth lleiafswm staffio/ 

Reduction in the protection amount, but still in the minimum staffing protection. Possible that 
both schools would receive additional support through the scheme

Sylwadau Pellach / Further Comments:
- Effaith negyddol ar niferoedd disgyblion y 2 ysgol gyfagos fyddai’n rhan o’r ffederasiwn / Negative effect on the pupil numbers of the 2 neighboring schools who are part of the federation
- Byddai angen dilyn proses statudol i newid ystod oed 3 ysgol ac i sefydlu’r ffederasiwn / Follow a statutory process to change the age range of 3 schools and to establish the federation
- Nid yw’n bosib ffederaleiddio gyda ysgolion sydd â statws gwahanol / It is not possible to federate with schools of different status

7. Lleoli Canolfan Iaith ar safle Ysgol Abersoch
7. Locate a Language Centre on the site of Ysgol Abersoch

Ymateb i’r her /
Responding to 
the challenge

Sylwadau / Comments

1 Nifer disgyblion yr ysgol ymysg yr isaf yn y sir
The number of pupils at the school is among the lowest in the county Nid yw lleoli darpariaeth canolfan iaith ar safle ysgol fel arfer yn 

effeithio ar niferoedd disgyblion / 
Locating a language centre provision on a school site does not usually 

affect pupil numbers

2 Rhagamcanion yn dangos lleihad pellach yn y niferoedd
Projections show further decline in numbers

3 Nifer uchel o lefydd gweigion
High number of surplus places

4 
Maint dosbarthiadau bychain
Small class sizes Gan na fyddai’n arwain at gynnydd yn niferoedd disgyblion, byddai 

maint y dosbarthiadau’n parhau’n fychan a gydag ystod oed eang. / 
As it would not lead to an increase in pupil numbers, class sizes would 

remain small and with a broad age range. 5 Amrediad ystod oed eang o fewn dosbarthiadau
Broad age range within classes

6
Cost y disgybl (Medi 2019: £10,200 + Rhagamcan 2020-21 £15,800) – ymysg yr uchaf yn y sir,  4 gwaith uwch 
na’r cyfartaledd sirol (£3,884), 3 gwaith uwch na’r cyfartaledd dalgylchol (£4,854).
Cost per pupil (September 2019: £10,200 + Projected 2020-21 £15,800) - amongst the highest in the county, 4 
times higher than the county average (£3,884) + 3 times higher than the catchment average (£4,854) Ni fyddai’r opsiwn yn welliant ar y sefyllfa ariannol bresennol / 

The option would not be an improvement on the current financial 
position

7

Ysgol yn derbyn swm ychwanegol o £37,853 (Medi 2019) trwy’r polisi gwarchodaeth 
lleiafswm staffio
School receives an additional £37,853 (September 2019) through the minimum staffing
protection

Sylwadau Pellach / Further Comments:
- Dim newid i amser di-gyswllt y pennaeth / No change to the headteacher's non-contact time
- Dim newid i niferoedd disgyblion yr ysgol / No change in pupil numbers at the school
- Ni fyddai’r opsiwn yn denu incwm i’r ysgol / This option would not attract income to the school
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YR OPSIYNAU I’W HYSTYRIED YMHELLACH 
OPTIONS TO BE CONSIDERED FURTHER

1
Status Quo – Parhau hefo’r sefyllfa bresennol*
Status Quo – Continue with the current situation*

2 (a)
Newid ystod oed Ysgol Abersoch o 3-8 oed i 3-11 oed
Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-11 years

3
Ffederaleiddio gydag ysgol gyfagos
Federalise with a nearby school

6
Cau Ysgol Abersoch a chynnig lle i’r disgyblion mewn ysgol amgen
Close Ysgol Abersoch and offer pupils a place at a nearby school

*Er bod yr achos dros newid wedi ei sefydlu, mae’r opsiwn ‘Gwneud Dim’ wedi ei gynnwys at ddiben cymharu.
*Although the case for change has been established, the 'Do Nothing' option is included for comparison purposes.

FFEDERALEIDDIO FFURFIOL
FORMAL FEDERATION

• Proses statudol
• Rhwng 2 a 6 o ysgolion
• Un corff llywodraethu
• 1-2 riant llywodraethwyr o bob ysgol
• Ysgolion yn cadw eu hunaniaeth (gwisg 

ysgol, enw, ethos), os yn dymuno
• Cyllidebau yn parhau ar wahân
• Cyfleon i rannu adnoddau, pontio 

disgyblion a mwy
• Opsiwn i gyflogi staff ar draws y 

ffederasiwn

• Statutory Process
• Between 2 and 6 schools
• One governing body
• 1-2 parent governors from each school
• Schools retain their identity (school 

uniform, name, ethos), if desired. 
• Budgets remain separate
• Opportunities to share resources, transition 

pupils and more
• Option to employ staff across the 

federation. 
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GWERTHUSIAD OPSIYNAU / OPTIONS APPRAISAL

Allwedd 
Glas– Manteision
Coch – Anfanteision 
Du – Ffeithiau / Sylwadau

Key:
Blue –Advantages
Red –Disadvantages
Black – Facts / Comments

CAMAU NESAF / NEXT STEPS 

Camau / Steps
Amserlen Amlinellol / 

Outline Timetable

Dyddiad cau ar gyfer derbyn unrhyw gywiriadau ar y gwerthusiad opsiynau
Deadline for receiving comments on the options appraisal

13.01.2020

Cynnal Asesiadau Effaith (Ieithyddol, Cymunedol, Cydraddoldeb + Asesiad yn erbyn y
Ddeddf Llesiant)
Undertake Impact Assessments (Language, Community, Equality + Assessment
against the Wellbeing Act)

Ionawr 2020  
January 2020

Dyddiad cyhoeddi dogfennau Cabinet
Publishing date for the Cabinet papers

10.02.2020

Cyfarfod Cabinet Cyngor Gwynedd
Gwynedd Council Cabinet Meeting

18.02.2020
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www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru 

 

Meeting: Ysgol Abersoch Review Date:  06/01/2020       6:00pm 
Location:  Abersoch Village Hall  

 

Present: Officers: 
Garem Jackson (GJ); Gwern ap Rhisiart (GapRh); Cyng. Cemlyn Williams (CW); Gwenno Haf 
Evans (GHE); Rhian Hughes (RH); 
 
On behalf of the Governors, Staff and Parents of Ysgol Abersoch:  
Linda Jones; Llinos Haf Owen; Gwenlli Williams; Annwen Parry Hughes; Owen Hefin Roberts; 
Margot Jones; Anna E. Jones; Eifiona Wood; Einir Wyn; Mikee Marinas; Louise Overfield; Dylan 
Evans; Sue Frisby; Tamsyn Armshaw; Dawn Marie Jones; Cllr. Dewi Roberts. 
 

 

Executive Summary  

Item 
No. 

Item No. Action Responsibility 
Completed 

by 
2 Options 

Appraisal 
Education department to forward a sample language 
and community impact assessment by email to relevant 
stakeholders. 

Education Dep.   January 
2020.   

 2 Options 
Appraisal 

Include in the Cabinet report a comparison of the cost 
per head of Ysgol Abersoch with the schools in the 
catchment area of Ysgol Abersoch. 

Education Dep.   February 10, 
2020 

 

Item 
No. 

Item / Subject Actions 

1.  
Welcome / The 

Process  

 Garem Jackson, Head of Education welcomed everyone to the third meeting.  

 The process to date and the next steps were explained, as well as an overview of the 
list of options. 

 It was noted that the Education Department had identified 3 options (in addition to 
the status quo) to consider further following an evaluation of all options. 

 It was explained that the next steps are to undertake further research on the options 
and carry out impact assessments. 

 It was noted that the Education Department will report back to the Cabinet on 18 
February 2020. 

2.  
Options 

Appraisal  

 It was explained, in order to analyse the options further, the options had been 
evaluated against the factors of the Excellent Primary Education for Children in 
Gwynedd Strategy. It was explained that 2 factors had already been disregarded, 
namely (i) Learning Environment - as this situation does not include a proposal for a 
new building, and (ii) Exceptional Situation – as the fragile pupil numbers at the school 
is the reason for holding the local meetings. 

 It was noted that during previous discussions, the Review Panel discussed 10 possible 
options.  

 It was explained that as the establishing of a Cylch Meithrin at the school is now 
underway, the original option had been incorporated into the status quo. It was noted 
that the option had been included separately in the Options Appraisal, but had been 
coloured grey as it was now being considered as part of the status quo. It was noted 
that the developments regarding the Cylch Meithrin would receive specific attention in 
the Cabinet report. 

 The following options were presented as the options for further consideration: 

Ysgol Abersoch Review Meeting 
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o Status Quo – Continue with the current situation 
o Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-11 years 
o Federalise with a neighbouring school 
o Close Ysgol Abersoch and offer pupils a place at an alternative school  

 Following conducting background work in assessing the options, it was confirmed that 
the following options had been ruled out as the Education Department did not believe 
that they would add significant value to the current situation: 

o Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-9 years 
o Federalise with a nearby school locating the Foundation Phase on the site of 

Ysgol Abersoch, and KS2 on the site of the nearby school 
o Federalise with neighbouring schools locating Foundation Phase + Years 3 

and 4 + Years 5 and 6 on 3 different school sites 
o Locate a Language Centre on the site of Ysgol Abersoch 
o Establish a Cylch Meithrin at Ysgol Abersoch (Cylch in the process of being 

established and will be operational from February 2020) 
o Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-9 years and 

establish a Cylch Meithrin at Ysgol Abersoch (Cylch in the process of being 
established and will be operational from February 2020)  

 It was noted that a hard copy of the options appraisal would be shared at the end 
of the meeting and the panel members were asked to submit comments on the 
accuracy of the document by January 13, 2020.  

 The general steps of a federalisation process were explained. 

 It was explained that it is not possible to federate school with different legal status. 

 It was confirmed that minutes from the three Ysgol Abersoch review meetings will be 
included as an appendix to the Cabinet report. 

 It was noted that a meeting will be held with the Headteacher and Chair of the 
Governing Body before 10/2 to present a draft Cabinet report. 

 
Impact Assessments 

 Governors asked what guidelines must the Education Department follow when 
undertaking the impact assessments. It was explained that there is a template to 
follow that is in accordance with the School Organisation Code 2018. 

 Action: Education Department to forward an example of the Language Impact 
Assessment with the stakeholders for them to see an example. 

 It was confirmed that the report and assessments will be published on 10/02/20. 

 Following an inquiry by the Governors / parents, the Head of Education noted that 
the ‘Welsh Language Charter’ certificates would be shared with the schools as soon 
as possible. 

 It was noted that the ‘Welsh Language Charter’ would be part of the assessment but 
is not a statutory element. 

 
Status Quo (including the Cylch Meithrin)  

 The Governing Body did not agree with the decision of the Education Department to 
incorporate the option to establish a Cylch Meithrin within the status quo. A request 
was made to include two status quo options in the Options Appraisal, one to clarify 
the position in September 2019, and an additional one to report on the current 
situation. 

 It was explained that the status quo option must reflect the latest situation with the 
school, and the developments regarding the Cylch Meithrin will be included as part 
of the status quo option. 

 It was confirmed that the Cylch Meithrin will receive specific attention in the Cabinet 
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report noting the possible impact it may have on pupil numbers. 

 The Local Elected Member asked if it was possible to delay the discussions and allow 
a guarantee for the school to see the positive impact of establishing the Cylch 
Meithrin on the school. 

 It was explained that no guarantee could be given and that the Education 
Department had previously received legal advice from the Monitoring Officer on a 
similar matter.  

 It was noted that discussions will be held with the Headteacher of Ysgol Abersoch to 
check the most recent pupil numbers. 

 It was agreed that it would be possible to include in the report how the situation was 
in September 2019 in comparison to the current situation ‘status quo’ – including the 
‘Cylch Meithrin’.  

 
Federalisation 

 The main aspects and the process of federalisation were explained further. It was 
explained that Ysgol Sarn Bach or Ysgol Llanbedrog would be the two local schools 
that could be considered for federation, as Ysgol Foel Gron is a school with a religious 
status. 

 There was a discussion regarding the capacity of the neighbouring schools and it was 
explained that Ysgol Llanbedrog was almost full. 

 It was explained that the School Admissions Code 2013 gives parents the right to 
apply to any school. 

 The question was raised if there had been discussions with neighbouring schools. It 
was explained that there had been no formal discussion with neighbouring schools. It 
was noted that there had been an informal discussion with the Headteacher of Ysgol 
Sarn Bach. A formal meeting will be held during January with the Headteacher and 
Chair of the Governing Body. It was emphasised that it would not be fair to express 
the initial feeling of the Headteacher of Ysgol Sarn Bach on the matter. 

 The cost per pupil of Ysgol Abersoch was discussed and it was explained that it was 
amongst the highest in the county, 4 times higher than the county average and 3 
times higher than the catchment area average. 
It was agreed to include in the Cabinet report a comparison of the cost per head of 
Ysgol Abersoch with the schools in the catchment area of Ysgol Abersoch (schools 
which are within Ysgol Abersoch comparison family). 

 
Further Discussion 

 It was explained that additional work would be undertaken on the options that are 
being considered further. It was noted that a high level analysis has been undertaken 
on the options at present. 

 It was confirmed that the Welsh Government decides which schools are categorised 
as rural. 

 The Head of Education added that the Authority have decided to follow the same 
process for Ysgol Abersoch as it would have with a small and rural school. 

 The Governors stated that they were not satisfied with the Education Department 
decision to rule out their preferred option of 'Change the age range of Ysgol 
Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-9 years and open Cylch Meithrin a Ti a Fi at Ysgol 
Abersoch’. It was explained that the main reason for disregarding the option was that 
changing the age range to 3-9 years was unlikely to lead to a significant increase in 
pupil numbers. It was emphasised again that the impact of the Cylch Meithrin will be 
considered as part of the status quo. 

 It was added that the Governors' preferred option would be noted in the report. 
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 The Governing Body general feeling was that the process is being rushed. 

 The question was raised if it is appropriate for the local committee to appoint staff to 
work at the Cylch Meithrin. 

 It was noted that the Local Member will have the opportunity to make 
representations on behalf of the local community during the Cabinet meeting. 

 It was explained that should the Cabinet decide to carry out a statutory consultation 
on a specific proposal, the community will have the opportunity to make formal 
representations during that process. 

 The processes involved with the following options were explained: 
o Status Quo (including the Cylch Meithrin) – no statutory process   
o Change the age range of Ysgol Abersoch from 3-8 years to 3-11 years –

statutory process 
o Federalisation with a neighbouring school – statutory process 
o Close Ysgol Abersoch and offer pupils a place at an alternative school – 

statutory process 

3.  Next Steps  

 Undertake impact assessments on the options before reporting back to the Cabinet 
with a recommendation on the way forward. 

 It was confirmed that all documentation will be published on the Council's website 
on 10 February 2020. 

4.  Close 
 The meeting came to a close and all were thanked for their input during the 

meetings. 
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Below is a summary of the comments received following the 3 local meetings  

Correspondence received following meeting 1 (7 October 2019) 

1 
E-mail stating that children have a high Maths ability due to the teacher to pupil ratio at Ysgol 
Abersoch. 

2 
E-mail presenting comments and questions following the first meeting, mainly about the 
timetable, projections of pupil numbers, the Well-being Act 2015 and the Council's Vacant 
Seats Scheme. 

3 
E-mail expressing concern over the tight timetable, as it will not allow sufficient time to receive 
feedback from the Housing Associations. 

4 

E-mail requesting to postpone the schedule of meetings, and request to hold a public meeting 
in order to receive the view of the community on the situation. Further request for information 
on the Welsh Language Impact Assessment process. It was also noted that the school had 
received confirmation that two new pupils will be visiting the school soon. 

5 

Formal response of the Governing Body to the meeting on 7 October 2019. The following was 
noted: 

 That a committee had been established to open Cylch Meithrin and Ti a Fi in the school 

 That they are awaiting a reply from Cadw regarding the history of the building 

 Request for examples of federated schools 

 Inviting any Cabinet Member to visit Ysgol Abersoch  
 

Correspondence received following meeting 2 (13 November 2019) 

6 
Correspondence from the Governing Body, containing a letter and further comments on the 
SWOT analysis of the options. 

Correspondence received following meeting 3 (6 January 2020) 

7 
E-mail from the Governing Body containing a letter, comments on the accuracy of the Options 
Appraisal and a copy of Ysgol Abersoch's Hunaniaith action plan. 

8 E-mail from the Local Elected Member regarding the local meeting held on 6 January 2020.  

9 
Further email from the Governing Body regarding the process of reviewing the situation at 
Ysgol Abersoch.  

 

 

**Please note that all correspondence received following the local meetings has been shared in 

full with Cabinet Members. 
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Comments from the Local Member (translated version):  
 
“I have received the final report regarding Ysgol Abersoch at 18.16 on Friday 4th September 2020 with 
a request to respond by 10.00 am on Monday 6th September 2020. 
Asking me to respond in a short time has been a constant and unfair pattern during these discussions. 
I thank the department for delaying the process somewhat due to the sad circumstances of the head 
teacher. 
The Chair of the Governing Body has responded to the report and I do not wish to reiterate the most 
accurate and fair points of this response, but I fully agree on the facts and sentiments published in the 
response. 
Over the weekend I have spoken to one parent at the school who is distraught regarding the decision 
and recommendation of the department and I await this parent's response to the report. 
It is important to get everyone's views on the matter including the Staff, Parents, Governors and 
children. This is not set out in the report which asks for the process to be started by the education 
department. 
The report makes no reference to the school's success at all or the hard work of the head teacher and 
staff over recent years. 
The report does not really present the developments such as the Mudiad Meithrin and Ti a Fi and the 
positive impact to the school in the future, or the negative effect it will have on the language, 
community and culture of the village. 
I do not feel that the report is detailed enough and is therefore misleading. 
I think that continuing with the process under these special circumstances of the COVID Pandemic is 
totally unfair because of the barriers in place regarding meetings and communicating at this time. 
I will be presenting my reasons in full at the Cabinet Meeting.” 
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GWYNEDD COUNCIL CABINET 

 

Report to a meeting of Gwynedd Council Cabinet 
 

Date of meeting:  15 September 2020 

Cabinet Member:  Councillor Dyfrig Siencyn 

Contact Officer: Dewi W. Jones, The Council's Business Support 
Service Manager  

Contact Telephone 
Number: 

32233 

Title of Item: Gwynedd Council Performance Report 2019/20 

 
 

1. THE DECISION SOUGHT 
 

1.1. To approve the Gwynedd Council Performance Report 2019/20 and to recommend 
its adoption by the Full Council. 
 

2. THE REASON FOR THE NEED FOR A DECISION 
 

2.1. In accordance with the Council's performance management procedure, the 
Performance Report for 2019/20 is initially submitted to the Cabinet for approval. 
 

3. INTRODUCTION 
 

3.1. We as a Council are required to publish an annual report measuring our 
performance against our priorities. 

 
3.2. The Wales Audit Office considers this report when preparing its assessment of the 

Council’s performance. As usual, they will be searching for a balanced report, which 
addresses the aspects that failed to be achieved as well as the successful aspects.  

 
3.3. The Gwynedd Council Performance Report 2019/20 (Appendix 1) has been 

structured in order to reflect the format of the 2018-23 Gwynedd Council Plan. The 
first part focuses on the performance of the Council Plan's Improvement Priorities 
projects and the second part looks at our day-to-day work in each Department. 
 

3.4. In recent years, we have been publishing the Annual Report in the summer; 
however, unfortunately, the time-frame has slipped to October this year due to the 
Covid-19 crisis. There is a statutory requirement on local authorities to publish a 
report on the previous financial year's performance by 31 October. 
 

3.5. The report is based on the individual performance reports of the Cabinet Members 
approved during the year.  
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3.6. Like last year, the main measures have been included within the body of the report, 

rather than in a separate table of measures, in order to be a part of conveying the 
story. 
 

3.7. It is noted that the content of the Leader's Foreword needs to be confirmed, and this 
will be done prior to submitting the final version of the report to the Full Council. 
 

3.8. In order to meet the requirements of the Well-being of Future Generations Act, we 
are expected to report on our contribution to the principles of the Act and specifically 
the well-being objectives that we have adopted. Consequently, it can be seen that 
the well-being objectives, to which the Departments' day-to-day work and projects 
contribute, have been highlighted in the report. 
 

3.9. The draft report submitted in Appendix 1 has been submitted in the same format 
as usual; however, it is intended to provide a professionally designed version to the 
Full Council. Due to the tight timescale, it has not been possible to undertake the 
design work on the entire report; however, an example of the cover and the content 
for the Children and Families Department is provided in Appendix 2.  
 

4. NEXT STEPS AND TIMETABLE 
 

4.1. The Council will discuss and accept the report, or not, at its meeting on 1 October 
2020. When the Council approves the final report, it will be published.  
 

4.2. Arrangements will be made to inform the public of the report by communicating the 
report and the main successes visually via social media as well as by printing copies 
and sharing them with the media and at the Council's usual locations e.g. libraries. 

   
 

Views of the Statutory Officers 
 
The Monitoring Officer: 

Reporting on the performance and outcomes of the Council Plan is part of an appropriate 
governance regime. It also meets the Councils statutory duties to report annually on 
performance under the Local Government (Wales) Measure 2009 and achievement 
against the Wellbeing Objectives as noted in the report. 
  
 
Head of Finance: 

I have worked with the author to prepare the financial aspects and figures contained in 
the Performance Report and its annexes, and I confirm the accuracy of the relevant 
content (the financial figures are consistent with the Statement of Accounts 2019/20). The 
Council had achieved much on the 2019/20 'journey' before the recent crisis, while 
lowering the detrimental impact of the Government's grant cuts, in achieving £29million 
of savings over the last 5 years (see page 58). 
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GWYNEDD COUNCIL 
Annual Report 2019/20 

LEADER’S FOREWORD 

The Leader’s Foreword will follow after the Cabinet meeting on 15/09/2020. 
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GWYNEDD COUNCIL 
Annual Report 2019/20 

The Council published its 'Gwynedd Council 

Plan for 2018-2023' in March 2018, in which 

our ambition and priorities were set for the 

period in question. This report reports on the 

progress made against those priorities across 

the Council during 2019/20. 

The end of 2019/20 brought the Covid-19 

crisis to hit us, and all the Council 

Departments efforts were directed at 

responding to the crisis from mid-March.  

During the lockdown, the Council focused on 

providing services in the following fields:  

 Providing childcare for key workers 

 Supporting children and vulnerable people 

 Collecting rubbish from houses 

 Playing our part in supporting businesses 

 Anything else which promoted community 

safety / saving lives. 

The Council has also had to carry out some 

duties that it would not normally perform and 

officers across various services have 

transferred from their normal posts to carry 

out those duties. It has been encouraging to 

see the willingness of a large number of 

individuals to redirect and transfer their skills 

to support vulnerable adults and families, 

whether as a member of the Covid Support 

Team within the Community Resilience Plan, 

volunteering within the care field or assisting in 

setting up plans for the distribution of personal 

safety equipment to front line officers. Clearly 

this will continue for some time into the future. 

The performance reports of the various 

Departments (part 2) highlight the initial steps 

they took to react to the crisis at the end of  

2019/20. It should also be noted that 

performance reports in 2020/21 and the next 

annual report will give a better picture of the 

effect the crisis had on the Council's 

Departments and will also outline the steps 

taken to respond.  

There are two parts to the report: the first 

part concentrates on what we achieved 

through the projects we chose to focus on in 

order to make a difference for the 

communities of Gwynedd (our Improvement 

Priorities).  

The second part of the report concentrates on 

the performance of the day-to-day work 

carried out on behalf of the people of 

Gwynedd by the different Council 

Departments. We will also report on the Local 

Priorities identified by elected members. 

As we have reported previously, our financial 

situation as a Council has changed significantly 

over recent years and it will continue to 

challenge us as we plan our services for the 

future. We have delivered our projects and 

have provided our services despite facing 

substantial cuts of £29m in the Government 

grant since 2013/14. 

Introduction
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GWYNEDD COUNCIL 
Annual Report 2019/20 

The progress of the Gwynedd Council Plan is 

monitored consistently during the year at 

Departmental performance challenge 

meetings. At these meetings, the Cabinet 

Member, with the support of the Chief 

Executive or the Corporate Director, reviews 

the progress of the Department's 

improvement priorities projects and its day-to-

day work. Furthermore, members of the 

relevant Scrutiny Committee attend so that 

they can report the achievements to the rest 

of the members.   

Following the performance challenge meetings, 

Cabinet Members prepare individual reports in 

which they summarise the current situation in 

terms of the performance of the fields for 

which they are responsible. These reports are 

discussed at regular meetings of the Cabinet in 

order to consistently review our work and 

ensure we are on the right track. 

At the end of each financial year, an Annual 

Performance Report such as this one is 

prepared, which reports on the progress of the 

Gwynedd Council Plan. The report is 

presented to the Cabinet and the Full Council 

for approval at its July meeting usually; 

however, due to the Covid-19 crisis, this has 

slipped to October 2020. 

With the introduction of the Well-being of 
Future Generations Act (2015) (the Act) 
designated public bodies are required to work 
individually and collectively to improve well-
being in Wales. 

In line with the requirements of the Act, the 
Council adopted seven Well-being Objectives 
for 2018/19, which contribute to the seven 
national well-being goals and these remained in 
place for 2019/20. The objectives are based on 
the well-being assessment carried out by the 
Gwynedd and Anglesey Public Services Board 
and engagement sessions held when developing 
the Plan.  

The need to act in accordance with the five 
sustainable development principles has also 
been noted, through:  

 considering the long-term 
 prevention 
 integrated working 
 working collaboratively  
 and being inclusive of people of all ages. 

We are expected to report on our 
contribution to the principles of the Act, and 
information about many of these activities can 
be found in the bulk of the report. In addition, 
the Well-being Objectives, to which each 
individual project contributes, and the 
Departments' day-to-day work are noted at 
the end of each chapter. 

We have agreed that the best way to embed 
the responsibility for acting in accordance with 
the five sustainable development principles is 
for the Department Management Teams to pay 
attention to the principles when forward-
planning. There is some evidence to suggest 
that this does happen, but the need to assess 
whether this method is successful has been 
recognised. We will continue to look at how 
the five ways of working can be embedded 
within the Departments.   
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Gwynedd Council Well-being Objectives National Well-being Goals 

We will ensure that the residents of Gwynedd: P
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Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives

Live in quality homes within their communities

Earn a sufficient salary to be able to support 
themselves and their families 

Receive education of the highest quality which will 
enable them to do what they want to do 

Live with dignity and independently for as long as 
possible 

Live in a naturally Welsh society 

Take advantage of the beauty of the County's natural 
environment. 
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Environment 
Department 

£3,694,000 

Finance and Information 
Technology Department 

£6,110,000 

Economy and 
Community 
Department 

£4,081,000
Corporate Management 
Team and Legal Services 

£1,652,000 

Net Expenditure

2019/20 

Cyngor Gwynedd 

Departments 

Education 
Department 

£85,312,000 

Adults, Health and 
Wellbeing Department 

£51,443,000 

Highways and 
Municipal 

Department 

£24,492,000 

Ymgynghoriaeth 
Gwynedd 

Consultancy 

£66,000

Our Expenditure

Corporate Support 
Department 

£7,488,000 

Children and Supporting 
Families Department 

£17,968,000 

Housing and Property 
Department 

£3,204,000 
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Improvement Priorities 

Seven Improvement Priorities have been identified within the Gwynedd Council Plan 2018-

2023. These are the key fields within which we believe we need to take action in order to 

make a positive difference to the lives of the people of Gwynedd. Under the seven 

Improvement Priorities below, a description is provided of the projects which will contribute 

towards realising the ambition that the Improvement Priorities describe. On the following 

pages, a report is provided on the progress of those projects during 2019/20 which also notes 

the well-being objectives that they contribute towards.  

Further information on what we will do in the future in the Gwynedd Council Plan 2018-2023 

can be obtained by visiting www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/councilplan

Improvement 
Priority 1 

Improve the conditions to create a viable and prosperous economy 
whilst aiming towards securing more jobs which offer good salaries.  

North Wales Growth Deal Improvement Priority 1   

What did we promise to do? 

At the end of 2017 a partnership of the six North Wales Councils, business partners, 
colleges and universities formally launched the North Wales Growth Bid. The aim of the 
bid is to attract business investment in North Wales, helping local companies to take 
advantage of supply chain opportunities, and encourage work-related skills in the region. 
Over 5,000 jobs could be created, together with new businesses and housing (including 
affordable housing). 

As a Council, we are an active member of the North Wales Economic Ambition Board 
(NWEAB) which leads on the Growth Vision for North Wales. In future, we will 
continue with our work with the Board in order to ensure that Gwynedd benefits fairly 
from investment in the North Wales region, and we will continue to work together with 
our partners in order to maximise that investment.

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

 The NWEAB has been established as a legal entity with Gwynedd Council acting as 
Lead Body serving the Board. 

 The NWEAB has agreed on five programmes of investment projects to create the 
foundations on which to transform the economy of North Wales, including Digital 
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Infrastructure; Low Carbon Energy; Land and Property; Advanced Manufacturing; 
Agri-Food and Tourism 

 Heads of Terms details note that the Final Deal Agreement will be for a period of 
15 years up to 2035 with £240m funding in equal parts from UK Government and 
Welsh Government with the potential of safeguarding up to 4,300 jobs, supporting 
a 5% increase in GVA and attracting an additional £500m in investment from the 
private sector. 

Well-being Objectives -  

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives. 
 Earn a sufficient salary to be able to support ourselves and our families. 
 Live in quality homes within their communities. 
 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 
 Receive education of the highest quality which will enable us to do what we want to do.

Keeping the Benefit Local  Improvement Priority 1   

What did we promise to do? 

The Council is responsible for purchasing a number of goods and services and is eager to 
try to ensure that local businesses can compete and win these contracts in order to ensure 
that as much of the Council's expenditure as possible remains local. In 2017/2018, we 
succeeded to increase the percentage of local expenditure to 62% compared with 58% the 
previous year.  In future, we will continue with that work to raise awareness and 
understanding among businesses of the Council's procurement procedures and find other 
ways of supporting them further to deliver the services we need.  

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

The percentage of local expenditure has dropped from 60% to 57% compared with the 
percentage for the previous financial year. Despite the reduction and the financial pressures, 
an additional £4m was spent with local businesses during 2019/20. 

The 3% reduction stems from the fact that less maintenance work has been commissioned 
compared to the previous year as well as the need to commission further residential care 
packages for children from a company outside the county (no local provision is available). 

Well-being Objectives - 

 Earn a sufficient salary to be able to support ourselves and our families. 
 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 
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Create High Value Jobs 

(£26,500 + salary) 
Improvement Priority 1   

What did we promise to do? 

Low salaries are an obvious feature of Gwynedd, with the weekly pay of Gwynedd residents 
(£478) amongst the lowest in Wales, and the low pay at its worst in our rural communities 
(£418), namely the second lowest in the UK. 

In order to address this, one of the Council's main priorities is working with partners within 
the public and private sectors to create more high value jobs. In future, we will continue 
to seek to create conditions to attract investment in strategic sites such as the Trawsfynydd 
Power Station, Llanbedr Airfield and Parc Bryn Cegin/ Parc Menai. We are targeting sectors 
that pay well by creating an environment which supports new businesses and grows existing 
businesses and ensures that the local workforce is able to take advantage of the 
opportunities that exist.

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

 The owners of Trawsfynydd Power Station were persuaded to continue to 
decommission the site. With the agreement of the Treasury, up to 250* good jobs for 
the people of Gwynedd will be safeguarded as a result.   

 Work to create a high standard work space for 31 small and medium sized businesses 
which could result in 165 jobs for the people of Gwynedd has commenced at Snowdonia 
Aerospace Centre in Llanbedr. 

 £850,000 has been secured to research the development of a space port at the 
Snowdonia Aerospace Centre in the future and to test the use of drones to transport 
defibrillators to rural communities. 

 The STEM Gogledd scheme is currently preparing 150 young people in Gwynedd to be 
ready for the high-value jobs which will stem from the scheme in the future. 

Well-being Objectives - 

 Earn a sufficient salary to be able to support ourselves and our families. 

 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 

Arloesi Gwynedd Wledig Improvement Priority 1   

What did we promise to do? 

The nature of our rural economy means that 78% of Gwynedd businesses do not employ 
more than one person and there are too many jobs within sectors which don't pay well. 
This leads to threats in terms of the sustainability of our rural communities.  
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Ensuring digital connectivity for our rural communities, and that the workforce and rural 
businesses have the skills to take advantage of them are matters which require attention if 
we are to have prosperous communities.  

We have already attracted £4million from the Wales Rural Development Programme to 
develop innovative working approaches and to trial a number of new and exciting ideas. 
We can now move on to develop our projects which will encourage innovation in the 
traditional sectors (such as agriculture and tourism) and improve digital infrastructure in 
our rural communities. We will continue to collaborate with Grŵp Llandrillo Menai and 
the private sector to establish a rural innovation hub in Glynllifon to lead on the work. We 
will also continue to work with the counties of Anglesey, Ceredigion and Carmarthenshire 
to learn how to develop the rural economy and also sustain the Welsh language. We also 
influence and lobby regionally and nationally on behalf of the needs of rural Gwynedd. 

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

 A programme of activities was delivered to develop the economy in order to support 
the Welsh language including grants to businesses and an activity to encourage young 
people to stay in the area. 88 jobs for the people of Gwynedd will be created as a result 
of the work 

 There has been close collaboration with Grŵp Llandrillo Menai to develop their 
proposals to establish a rural innovation hub in Glynllifon through the North Wales 
Growth Deal. 

 We continued to assist people, enterprises and organisations in Gwynedd to find new 
ways of meeting their needs. 150 people took part in activities over the course of the 
year 

 Securing good digital connectivity in rural Gwynedd has remained a priority.  Over the 
course of the year, public Wi-Fi services were introduced in eight communities, funding 
was secured to extend the broadband provision to more people and businesses in 
Gwynedd and we continued to work on introducing the internet of things technology 
in the county. 

Well-being Objectives -  

 Earn a sufficient salary to be able to support ourselves and our families. 
 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 
 Receive education of the highest quality which will enable us to do what we want to do.

Increase the Benefits from 
Major Events 

Improvement Priority 1   

What did we promise to do? 

Public events offer a commercial opportunity for local businesses to provide or deliver 
services. By staging major events, it is possible to raise the profile of Gwynedd and market 
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the area as an exciting and vibrant place to live, to visit and an ideal location for businesses 
to invest. 

In future, we will continue to work to ensure that local businesses benefit from high-profile 

events, which brought in an investment of £5.7m to Gwynedd in 2018/19. This will lead to 

an increase in the number of opportunities to promote the county, an increase in the 

number of visitors to the county and increase in the number of opportunities for local 

companies to work at or offer services to the events. 

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

The events supported succeeded in attracting £5,470,143 in investment in the county's 
economy. This success came despite the fact the Festival No. 6 had been cancelled, which 
would have invested at least an additional £1.5 million in the economy. These events led to 
raising awareness about Gwynedd and increasing the number of visitors to the county, in 
addition to creating opportunities for local businesses and services to supply the events. 
We also managed to give an opportunity to young people and volunteers to work or 
volunteer at these events. The following is a summary of the scheme's outcomes: 

Direct expenditure of events in the economy                                                    £521,293

Number who attended the events                                                                      110,781 

Number of participants in the events                                                                    13,004

Companies from outside Gwynedd who were employed                                            448 

Companies from within Gwynedd who were employed                                             504 

Number of young people who were given an opportunity at the event                     2,372 

Number of volunteers who were given opportunities at the event                           1,552 

Jobs safeguarded                                                                                                     215 

Gwynedd Council contribution                                                                          £41,000 

Welsh Government contribution attracted to support events                            £250,000 

Well-being Objectives -  

 Earn a sufficient salary to be able to support ourselves and our families. 

 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 

Promotion of Town Centres Improvement Priority 1   

What did we promise to do? 

Lively town centres are able to make substantial contributions to the economic and social 
success of local areas. The "high streets" of a number of Gwynedd towns need support to 
ensure that they thrive by maintaining and creating work and providing a range of goods 
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and services that residents and visitors need. We will, therefore, continue to work as a 
Council to look at how we could support and facilitate town centre regeneration to 
maintain a range of services for local residents and visitors within a lively environment with 
a Welsh atmosphere. 

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

Town centre regeneration work in 2019/20 has continued to focus on the priority towns. 
The emergence of the Regeneration Board has meant that there is strategic leadership for 
the regeneration work which will be an effective medium when planning and regenerating 
town centres throughout the county in future. 2019/20 highlights include: 

Caernarfon:

 Significant progress with the construction work to transform Cei Llechi to become an 

Artisan Units for local craftspeople. 

 Detailed designs for physical improvements around the strategic sites and the Castle 

 Continued support to the HWB as they develop schemes and plan for the ballot year 

(20/21) 

 A third positive Benchmarking Report for the town was published. It appears that the 
town's businesses have confidence and that 35% of the businesses anticipate that their 
turnover would increase over the coming 12 months 

 Collaboration with partners to develop a marketing package to open new markets and 
to extend the season. Visit Wales have confirmed financial support. 

Bangor:

 Bangor Regeneration Programme Co-ordinator was appointed in May 2019. A bid for 
revenue funding of £25,000 to support efforts to regenerate the City has been 
submitted to Welsh Government. 

 A Property Investment fund (£2.16m) has been set up, with considerable interest. 
Four bids have been approved to proceed to Panel, with 37 enquiries 

 Continued support for the Business Improvement District which has gone through a 

period of change in the Board 

 Supporting the Business Support Unit in communicating with businesses as a result of 

the fire on the High Street 

 The draft masterplan, looking at mobility and links within the city, has been completed

 Leading on the wider regeneration agenda in Bangor, particularly priority schemes such 

as the Homelessness Centre, Health Hub, Nyth (Fran Wen) etc. 

 The Council has received an offer of £338,000 from Welsh Government to implement 

the Green Infrastructure scheme in the City. The scheme will be implemented by YGC.

Harlech 

Leading on the Strategic Regeneration Partnership in identifying opportunities to develop 

regeneration schemes. Work in 2019/20 has focused on supporting Snowdonia National 

Park to demolish the Gwesty Dewi Sant building. 

Others:
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 A bid for a budget of £2m for a regional Major Buildings fund has been approved. 

Suitable property for the fund have been identified. Holding discussions with owners 

and prospective owners of prominent properties in Caernarfon and Bangor in order 

to develop their schemes 

 Schemes to Upgrade Blue Banner Beaches and Phase 2 of Plas Heli have been 

completed. 

Well-being Objectives -  

 Earn a sufficient salary to be able to support ourselves and our families. 

 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 

Implementing the Gwynedd 
Slate Heritage 

Improvement Priority 1   

What did we promise to do? 

A number of Gwynedd's most needy communities are rich in heritage and are home to 
existing or proposed World Heritage Sites, such as the former traditional slate areas. 

During 2018/19 the slate areas were selected by the Westminster Government as the UK's 
next nomination to UNESCO for a World Heritage Site designation. Also, more than 
£60,000 in lottery funding was secured to support communities to benefit from the 
designation. 

In future, we will continue to work to secure the World Heritage Site status for the slate 
industry in Gwynedd. This work will include programme of regeneration activities in these 
areas which will lead to an increase in residents' ownership of their heritage, an 
improvement in the form and appearance of communities and in the quality of tourists' 
experience. 

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

2019/20 was a crucial year in the development and implementation of this scheme.  Work 
has proceeded since the bid was included on the tentative list of the UK's World Heritage 
Sites in 2012 to respond to UNESCO requirements in order to prepare a full bid, and years 
of work took place prior to 2012 to get the evidence base in place in order to commence 
the process. 

Highlights of the year include: 

 A public consultation on the Slate Landscape Management Plan; drop-in sessions 
were held across the slate communities, as well as an on-line questionnaire and 
direct contact with the major stakeholders 
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 Submission of the World Heritage Site nomination to UNESCO and a visit by Helen 
Whately (MP) and David Davies (MP) to the area in order to announce that UK 
Government had formally submitted the bid 

 Community activities through the LleCHI scheme including creating young 
ambassadors, developing art and interpretation schemes, supporting local events 
and performances and establishing local beneficiary groups to prioritise local 
regeneration activities  

 Commissioning various pieces of work in order to assist with the development and 
management of the proposed World Heritage Site (Supplementary Planning 
Guidance, Interpretation Strategy, Marketing Guidelines, Opportunities and Threats 
Report for the Development, Local Management Plans) 

 Significant increase in our on-line profile via Facebook, Twitter and Instagram 
accounts, coverage for the area in several radio and television programmes and 
through newspaper and online articles 

 Securing funding through the RCDF 7.1 fund (£69,844.10) for the proposed 
World Heritage Site management activities as well as individual sites within the 
area 

 As part of events to mark 50 years since the closure of Dinorwig Quarry, we 
collaborated with the Slate Museum to arrange a lecture by Lord Dafydd Wigley 
about the campaign to secure compensation for quarrymen and their families due 
the side-effects of dust on their health.   

Well-being Objectives -  

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives. 
 Earn a sufficient salary to be able to support ourselves and our families. 
 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 
 Take advantage of the beauty of the county's natural environment. 

Benefiting from Tourism Improvement Priority 1   

What did we promise to do? 

Tourism is one of the main economic sectors in Gwynedd, nevertheless visitors put a 
significant added pressure on the infrastructure of the county's destinations; a cost which 
is mainly shouldered by Gwynedd residents. 

In future, we will collaborate with the industry to consider the possibility of getting visitors 
to contribute financially to maintaining and enhancing Gwynedd destinations and raising the 
standards of the tourism sector. In doing so, we will improve the provision of the county's 
destinations and increase the standard of industry provision for visitors. 

What progress was made in 2019/20?  
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A project board was established to assess how county tourism priorities could be funded 
in the future.  

Independent research was commissioned to scrutinise the field and highlight good practice 
and operational models in other areas. An on-line survey and workshop with the sector 
were held. Items were presented to the Leadership Team and the Scrutiny Committee and 
two workshops were held in February 2020 with members of Gwynedd Council, 
Snowdonia National Park and the scheme's Project Board in order to report on progress 
and hold discussions in order to create recommendations in terms of tourism priorities for 
2020 - 2030.  

As a result of Covid-19, the timeframe has been delayed, but it is intended to develop a 
new Tourism and Destination Management Plan for Gwynedd during 2020. 

Well-being Objectives -  

 Earn a sufficient salary to be able to support ourselves and our families. 
 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 
 Take advantage of the beauty of the county's natural environment. 

Businesses Receiving Support 
to Prosper 

Improvement Priority 1   

What did we promise to do? 

The county's businesses work with many Council Departments and they receive a service 
from them, including rates, planning, trading standards, building control and procurement. 
By adopting an operational approach which places the needs of businesses at the centre, 
and makes it easier for businesses to contact and collaborate with the Council, businesses 
can be supported and encouraged to establish and grow in the county. Following research 
we have identified examples of good practice including the "Better Business for All" 
programme by Denbighshire Council. 

In future, we will continue with the work of reviewing how Council services are provided 
to businesses to consider whether there is room for improvement and will implement any 
lessons which become apparent to ensure that businesses are assisted to prosper. We will 
also support the development of the North Wales Business Network collaborating with 
partners in the public and private sector across the region. 

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

 Held and analysed an opinion survey for businesses regarding the Council's services. 
 Identified and agreed initial fields to improve the service for businesses including the 

Regulatory field and improving the Council's engagement with businesses 
 Participated in a regional discussion regarding improving the business support provision 

across North Wales. 

Well-being Objectives -  
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 Earn a sufficient salary to be able to support ourselves and our families. 

Apprenticeships Scheme  Improvement Priority 1   

What did we promise to do? 

Welsh Government has outlined its national vision to address the need to develop vital 
skills in Wales and the broader economy to identify the priority fields and how 
apprenticeships will be an integral part of fulfilling this. 

The Council has already identified appropriate fields for establishing apprenticeships and 
has allocated funding to realise these schemes for the next two years.  We will establish an 
Apprenticeships Scheme that will employ at least 20 new apprentices during 2019/20. 

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

17 apprentices were appointed during 2019/20. As a higher than expected percentage of 
the employment cost has been shouldered by the departments in which the current 
apprentices are placed, what is left of the fund approved by the Council will allow us to 
recruit more than the 20 originally budgeted for.   

Well-being Objectives - 

 Earn a sufficient salary to be able to support ourselves and our families. 
 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 

Improvement 
Priority 2 

Ensure that every pupil has the opportunity to reach his or her 
potential by ensuring that we have a sustainable education system, 
which provides development opportunities relevant to everyone 

whatever their background or where they live. 

Bangor catchment area, Berwyn 
catchment area (Bala), Treferthyr 
catchment area (Cricieth), Post-16 
provision  

Improvement Priority 
2   

What did we promise to do? 
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In order for Gwynedd's children and young people to be educated in the best possible 
learning environment, we are planning and realising innovative projects to adapt schools or 
build new schools. 

We will continue, or start work to improve the learning provision and its standards in the 
Bangor catchment area, Berwyn catchment area and Treferthyr catchment 
area. We will also consider the merits of the current Post-16 Provision across the 
county in order to see how it can face the opportunities and challenges of the future.

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

Ysgol Godre’r Berwyn 

Following a significant investment worth £10.27 million, Ysgol Godre'r Berwyn was opened 
officially in September 2019. This new school is located on the former Ysgol y Berwyn site 
in Bala and provides education for pupils aged between three and 19 years old.  In addition, 
the campus has a public library, as well as specific resources for the arts which include a 
dance studio and theatre with a video projector to show films. 

Treferthyr 

The Council has decided to build a new primary school in the Treferthyr catchment-area, 
Cricieth, in light of the poor condition of the existing building.  In 2019/20, we identified 
potential sites for the school and held a number of meetings with representatives of Ysgol 
Treferthyr in order to agree on the school's needs and identify the best location for it. 

Bangor 

We have reviewed the primary education provision in Bangor, and the Cabinet has 
approved a £12.7m plan. As part of this scheme, a new school for 420 learners will be built 
for Ysgol y Garnedd and the existing site and building of Ysgol y Faenol will be adapted for 
315 learners and will include a community space. During 2019/20, construction work 
proceeded well on the Ysgol y Garnedd site, with contractors starting on the Ysgol y Faenol 
site in April 2020. 

Post-16 

Field work which included the input of key stakeholders in order to consider the merits of 
the various provisions currently operational, along with future opportunities and challenges,
has now been completed. In addition, a series of meetings with stakeholders such as 
headteachers and elected members in Arfon was held.

At their meeting on 10 March 2020, permission was granted by the Cabinet to begin local 
discussions regarding the opportunities to improve the post-16 provision in Arfon. It is 
hoped that the formal discussions with the secondary heads first, will begin in the autumn, 
followed by a wider group of stakeholders.    

Well-being Objectives -  

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives. 
 Receive education of the highest quality which will enable us to do what we want to do.
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 Live in a naturally Welsh society.

Strengthening Leadership  Improvement Priority 2   

What did we promise to do? 

We need to Strengthen Leadership in our schools in order to create the best 
circumstances for our learners to have the best possible learning experience. We will 
develop clear directions and plans for each tier of leadership needed in our education 
system in Gwynedd now and in future and encourage and promote leaders' professional 
learning at every level within our schools. We will also identify and target future leaders, 
ensuring that they follow an appropriate programme of professional teaching.

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

The Education Department has benefited from guidance from an experienced co-ordinator 
who was a part of the exiting secondary system, placing a particular emphasis on ensuring:

 a system that has been planned and developed to ensure appropriate leaders on all 
levels.  

 consistency for the best experiences and opportunities for the pupils of Gwynedd 
 effective methods that develop current leaders   
 that specific conditions are in place to enable leaders to thrive 

Additionally, in collaboration with GwE, the Department is planning to put relevant training 
arrangements in place to support the career development of future leaders, and to promote 
the professional development of the existing leaders in our schools. As part of this project's 
work, it is aimed to identify the qualities, behaviours and characteristics needed for 
individuals to become successful leaders and to be able to respond to any change to the 
system in future. 

The first scheme of this project will address Leadership, Middle Management and 
recruitment issues to Core Departments in Meirionnydd Schools (including Ysgol 
Eifionydd). The Department had received several comments and concerns regarding 
specific matters involving planning the secondary provision in the Meirionnydd area. 
Consequently, the Department has commissioned two external individuals to produce a 
joint report that presents evidence on the challenges of the existing provision in secondary 
schools in Meirionnydd, together with identifying conceptual solutions and opportunities 
to respond to those challenges. This work remains underway in collaboration with 
secondary school heads in Meirionnydd. 

Well-being Objectives -  

 Receive education of the highest quality which will enable us to do what we want to do.
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Transforming the provision of 
Additional Educational Needs 
and Inclusion  

Improvement Priority 2   

What did we promise to do? 

We have identified that we need to Transform the Provision of Additional Learning 
Needs and Inclusion, in order to ensure that children and young people who need 
support have access to the most suitable support to enable them to fulfil their potential. 
We will continue to develop the support in the classroom and how it is organised, pre-
school provision, post-18 provision and Special Schools.

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

We have been preparing towards the Additional Learning Needs and Education Tribunal 
(Wales) Act 2018 which will become effective from September 2021, and this work is 
continuing. 

In order to improve the provision for young children with additional needs, changes have 
been made to the Early Years Assessment and Observation Service (ABC). The ABC 
Service is now part of the ALN&I Integrated Service and offers a new outreach service as 
well as its centres. A training programmes is underway in order to ensure that early years 
placements are ready to address the requirements of the new ALN Act. 92 placements 
have received training to raise awareness of the ALN Act and person-centred training and 
skills to create one-page profiles. The ALN website www.adyach.cymru has been extended 
to include a specific section for the early years. 

An Authority/College Liaison Group has been established to improve the arrangements of 
transferring between school and college, prepare early on and ensure that suitable 
processes are in place to operate under the new ALN Act. By now, every team within the 
ALN&I Integrated Service has a team support map which has been created jointly with the 
College to identify layers of support for young people in Gwynedd as they transfer to 
College. 

Since September 2019, every school in Gwynedd uses an on-line system - On-line IDP    - to 
facilitate the additional learning needs process. The On-line IDP supports collaboration 
between learners, families, schools and professionals and is a method which is entirely 
person-centred when creating the Individual Development Plan and plan the provision, in 
order to ensure the best outcomes for learners with additional learning needs.

Well-being Objectives -  

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives. 
 Receive education of the highest quality which will enable us to do what we want to do.
 Live with dignity and independently for as long as possible. 
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Improvement 
Priority 3 

Reduce inequality within the county. 

Gwynedd Residents to Play a 
Full Part in the World of Work

Improvement Priority 3    

What did we promise to do? 

We will assist more Gwynedd People to play a full part in the World of Work, which could 
result in benefits in terms of health, children's life chances and pride in communities, as well 
as increasing their earnings. Being outside the world of work and unemployment is higher 
in Arfon than the county average, but we will continue to focus on a series of activities in 
order to get more Gwynedd residents into employment. 

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

 74 people in Gwynedd were among the most exempt from the workforce have been 
supported into employment. 

 The Communities for Work scheme has been extended until 2022/23 to allow more 
people in Gwynedd to receive support. 

 A strong relationship has been established with some of Gwynedd's main employers in 
the tourism industry including Hafan y Môr and Zip World to ensure opportunities for 
the people of Gwynedd. 

 A Jobs Fair has been trialled jointly with Job Centre Plus, attracting 366 people from 
Gwynedd and with over 250 employment opportunities available. 

Well-being Objectives -  

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives. 
 Earn a sufficient salary to be able to support ourselves and our families. 
 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 

Supporting People's Well-
being 

Improvement Priority 3    

What did we promise to do? 

The purpose of this project is to ensure that support is available for people to address their 
own well-being needs in an easy, co-ordinated way that is available locally. We will help 
with various issues such as: difficulties with parenting and raising a family, having and 
maintaining a home, maintaining healthy relationships, dealing with substance misuse, 
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alcohol, violence, crime and the effects they have, living healthy and active lives, insufficient 
income and lack of work, inability to stay in education, lack of qualifications and basic skills, 
care, ageing, loneliness and lack of social contacts. 

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

The Supporting People Board has established the direction and confirmed the work streams 
to be delivered during the year which have included :- 

 Mapping the Council's front doors and the Local Preventative Pathways in order to 
see how we can improve our arrangements and provide support for citizens in a 
way that is suitable for them 

 Follow citizens' journey through our service to understand their experiences, and 
what matters to them 

 Link the Council's IT systems to identify vulnerable citizens 

 Review our preventative grants (10 in total) to identify   

 Analyse supporting people arrangements in a specific community through the Kids' 
Zone, namely Maesgeirchen, jointly with families and front-line workers. Trialling 
new methods of working in that community. 

Well-being Objectives -  

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives. 
 Earn a sufficient salary to be able to support ourselves and our families. 
 Receive education of the highest quality which will enable us to do what we want to do.
 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 

Supporting Families Strategy Improvement Priority 3    

What did we promise to do? 

Offering support to some families before matters escalate will be essential to help children 
and families prosper and to reduce the need for more intensive services. We have already 
mapped the provision and support available to families, and in future we will continue to 
develop the Supporting Families Strategy together with our key partners, such as the 
Health Board, third sector services and the communities of Gwynedd.

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

Following the mapping work, we have completed the work of changing our referral 
arrangements, reviewed our provisions, and commissioned and provided new interventions 
to respond to needs and gaps. We have also started establishing a Parenting Scheme across 
the Council and our partners. The work of the Strategy has now been transferred to the 
day-to-day work of this department and we will focus on identifying and implementing 
opportunities to integrate further with Education as part of the Supporting People's Well-
being agenda. 
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Well-being Objectives -  

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives. 
 Live with dignity and independently for as long as possible. 

Women in Leadership  Improvement Priority 3  

What did we promise to do? 

We will review the working conditions and environment in order to ensure that we take 
the lead in encouraging Women in Leadership and identifying and seeking to remove 
any barriers which could be preventing women from reaching leadership and management 
posts within the Council.

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

A Project Group was established which has a membership of women and men from across 
the Council, including Elected Members.   

Workshops have been arranged for male and female managers and team leaders as an initial 
step in order to introduce the project to the workforce and to seek their opinion.  The 
content of the workshop discussions and feedback was used to contribute to creating an 
action plan. The action plan has been agreed and contains the following main actions: 

1. Present a Developing Potential Programme for women in the Council. 

2. Revising recruitment and appointment arrangements. 

3. Creating a forum / opportunities for women in the Council to come together to 
discuss specific matters raised in the workshops. 

Well-being Objectives - 

 Earn a sufficient salary to be able to support ourselves and our families. 

 Live with dignity and independently for as long as possible.

Improvement 
Priority 4 

Ensure a greater supply of suitable housing available to our 
residents. 
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'Homes for the People of 
Gwynedd' Strategy 2019-24 

Improvement Priority 4  

What did we promise to do? 

We will implement the Housing Strategy for the People of Gwynedd 2019-24 taking 
steps to ensure that the people of Gwynedd are able to find a suitable home, that nobody 
is homeless, and that health and well-being needs are addressed. We will also ensure that 
these homes are environmentally-friendly and that we offer seamless preventative services 
at a local level.

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

Since the establishment of the new department in September 2019, work has commenced 
of transferring this Strategy into a Housing Action Plan, namely a series of specific projects 
which will aim to increase the supply of affordable housing and the housing options available 
to the people of Gwynedd. These projects have already been scrutinised by the Care 
Scrutiny Committee and have been challenged in more detailed by a Working Group of 
that Committee. The challenges of responding to Covid-19 at the end of the year has meant 
that work of completing the Action Plan has been pushed forward to 2020/21. 

Well-being Objectives - 

Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives. 

Live in quality homes within their communities. 

Live with dignity and independently for as long as possible. 

Live in a naturally Welsh society. 

Improvement 
Priority 5 

Ensure that we encourage and promote the ability of the people of 
Gwynedd to live their lives through the medium of Welsh. 

The Welsh Language in Public 
Services 

Improvement Priority 5   

What did we promise to do? 

We will collaborate with other public organisations, through the Gwynedd and Anglesey 
Public Services Board, to ensure that we innovate in the provision of The Welsh 
Language in Public Services in the county. We will also encourage the people of 
Gwynedd to use the Welsh language when coming into contact with those organisations. 
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What progress was made in 2019/20?  

We have been working on developing the use of the Welsh language within the Integrated 
Teams / Community Resources Teams, which include Gwynedd Council and Health Service 
staff.  Work is also underway in this field through the Arfer project, with five public 
organisations (including Gwynedd Council) taking part in research in order to assist with 
changing linguistic practices in mixed language teams. 

Well-being Objectives -  

 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 

Gwynedd Businesses using the 
Welsh language 

Improvement Priority 5   

What did we promise to do? 

We will encourage Gwynedd Businesses to use the Welsh Language, and to discover 
the benefit of communicating bilingually when providing services. We will need to consider 
how the Council will be able to promote this and how we and other organisations can 
influence the use made by businesses and their customers of the Welsh language most 
effectively.

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

In order to promote businesses to use the Welsh language, the language and scrutiny team 
monitors the progress and developments of several projects and provides input and advice 
as and when necessary. An example of this is the Arfor scheme. Hunaniaith (Gwynedd's 
language initiative) has also been working with businesses in order to hold and promote 
competitions such as decorating shop windows or treasure hunts that promote the Welsh 
language. Attention has also been given to further collaboration with the Gwynedd and 
Anglesey Welsh in Business Officer.  

Well-being Objectives -  

 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 

Promote the use of the Welsh 
language within the Council's 
services 

Improvement Priority 5   

What did we promise to do? 

Gwynedd Council has been prominent in terms of ensuring that services for residents are 
available through the medium of Welsh as we operate through the medium of Welsh 
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internally. It is continual work to Promote the use of the Welsh language within the 
Council's Services, and the emphasis over the next phase will be on working with front-
line services to develop the skills of new and existing staff to ensure that we continue to 
offer a fully bilingual provision for all aspects of our services.

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

We assessed the language attainments of 3,312 staff against the language designation for 
their jobs. It was confirmed that 3,070 (92.7%) of those individuals reach the language 
requirements of their jobs in full, with 242 (7.3%) identified as people who would benefit 
from further language training. Training was arranged for a vast number of these individuals 
and there are many examples of how the project has managed to fulfil its aim of assisting 
staff to reach to requirements of their jobs and improve the standards of the oral and 
written Welsh. Furthermore, recruitment and appointment arrangements were revised in 
order to better explain the language requirements for the jobs.   

Well-being Objectives -  

 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 

Secondary Sector Language 
Strategy/Charter  

Improvement Priority 5   

What did we promise to do? 

We will develop the pioneering work of the Language Charter for primary schools by 
extending the support to the Secondary Sector Language Strategy. The aim of the 
strategy is to promote and increase the use of the Welsh language among young people 
within the curriculum and socially. Every secondary school will have an individual and unique 
action plan which will reflect the linguistic context of the school and the surrounding 
community.

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

Over the course of the year, a cluster model was set up by GwE across the North Wales 
region in Welsh. As a result of the cluster model, there has been collaboration between 
the primary and secondary schools in every catchment to present and implement cluster 
schemes to promote the use of the Welsh language among young people within the 
curriculum and socially.   

A pilot project was started with Ysgol Bro Idris, which looked at children's language use 
practices when transferring from KS2 to KS3, visiting them in their final weeks in year 6 on 
the primary sites, and then visiting them at the end of the first half term on the secondary 
site. The intention was to hold a case study which would focus on attitude towards the 
language as they mature and try to identify periods when clear changes are seen in their 
approaches.   

Through a questionnaire, a baseline of Welsh provision was established across the 
curriculum in every secondary school for KS3, KS4 and KS5. Similarly, a baseline of language 
skills situation was established among secondary school workers, and the process of 
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identifying training needs and any necessary support needed was started in order to 
increase the workforce's skills and confidence in Welsh.   

Well-being Objectives -  

 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 
 Receive education of the highest quality which will enable us to do what we want to do.

Improvement 
Priority 6 

Ensure that we have care services which help people to live 
their lives as they wish. 

Community Resilience  Improvement Priority 6  

What did we promise to do? 

Work with communities to help people live independently in their communities for as long 
as possible. Work had already been done in order to increase the care options for people 
within their communities and linking individuals requiring assistance with those services, 
building on individuals' strengths, identify gaps in the service and promote community 
activity. 
Our intention to continue with this work was noted, while trying to improve our 
understanding of the needs of our population at a local level and the best way of responding 
to that. 

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

We have mapped and identified gaps in services and groups and have worked to promote 
community enterprises. Examples include establishing the Dyffryn Nantlle Community 
Transport Scheme, the Blaenau Ffestiniog Meals on Wheels, the Pwllheli Men's Shed and 
collaborating with Antur Waunfawr on opportunities to include isolated older people in 
activities in their area. 

As part of our efforts to support individuals and their mental welfare and promoting a 
positive mental health, a second version of the 'Looking after myself' booklet was launched 
in order to share practical ideas. We have also worked with the Arts Unit in the Council's 
Economy and Community Department to establish the 'Arts on Prescription' project here 
in Gwynedd in order to promote the positive effect of the arts on mental health. Initial 
discussions were held with relevant partners in terms of how to get to grips with mental 
health issues and men's well-being also, and it is intended to continue with these after the 
situation has improved following the Covid-19 crisis. 
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In the field of Learning Disabilities, the well-being team has established various events and 
groups which help to address the well-being needs of a large number of individuals within 
the service. For example, over 100 individuals from all parts of North Wales joined a 
walking football tournament, and the numbers who attended 'Discover the Song' continued 
to grow also. These opportunities create a lot of new contacts and friends, and also give 
an opportunity for the well-being team and the social workers to identify any further input 
that the individuals need.   

It is crucial that different ages and backgrounds live together and mix in our communities 
and the Bridging the Generations scheme is a way of ensuring this by encouraging 
discussions about what people wish to see in their areas, and include everyone in new 
developments. There are several examples of work throughout the county where schools 
and colleges work in partnership with care placements within the communities (e.g. Ysgol 
Glancegin with Plas Hedd Day Centre). The benefits are clear, with the children seeing that 
the experience is beneficial to their social skills and the adults enjoying feeling they have a 
contribution to make to society. We also produced a Bridging the Generations booklet to 
encourage schools to twin with care homes or local societies in order to see the benefits.

As a result of the Covid-19 pandemic which struck during the final quarter of the year, the 
department contributed to the Council’s effort to establish Covid helplines within the 5 
care areas in order to support the most vulnerable individuals in our communities during 
the Government’s ‘shielding’ period. We will report further on this work in our 
performance reports during 2020-21. 

Well-being Objectives - 

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives. 
 Live with dignity and independently for as long as possible. 

Re-designing Care Services  Improvement Priority 6  

What did we promise to do? 

Re-designing our Care Service jointly with the Health Board and third sector partners in 
order to ensure that adults living in Gwynedd have easy and direct access to services that 
matter to them. 

We were intending to continue to transform community services to enable more early and 
preventative responses at a local level. We also intended to experiment with new ways of 
providing home care packages and joint-planning learning disabilities services. We wanted 
to see effective arrangements for hospital discharge that correspond to what matters to 
the individual and we wanted to continue to invest in our residential homes, and ensuring 
suitable care for individuals in crisis in the mental health field.  

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

The Transformation team that works across Gwynedd Council, Anglesey Council and Betsi 
Cadwaladr Health Board continue to provide leadership and support to identify and 
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eliminate obstacles to working in an integrated way, with the aim of creating a single point 
of contact for information and advice within a specific area, and ensure that one person co-
ordinates the care of an individual.  

We have been extending the work of piloting the new way of commissioning and providing 
domiciliary care across the county. The new model is based on sub-areas, and the intention 
is that it will ensure that all relevant agencies and individuals will come together to work 
more effectively locally. 

Work has been carried out at Ysbyty Gwynedd to strengthen arrangements for returning 
home and we will use the lessons learned during the Covid-19 crisis to build on the initial 
arrangements, ensuring that the correct model is developed as we move forward. 

Following work to develop dementia specialist provision within the Council's homes, new 
dementia units have opened in Tywyn, Nefyn and Bangor and the investment has improved 
the quality of care and the environment for residents. Though the time-frame for 
completing the unit in Llan Ffestiniog has slipped, work has continued during 2019/20 with 
the aim of opening in 2020/21. During the year, further schemes have been developed for 
Dolgellau and Barmouth and these will be implemented during 2020/21. 

We have undertaken work to try to measure the effect of our efforts in the Learning 
Disabilities Service where our relationship with individuals will often be a long-term one. 
We have also developed a specialist respite care unit at Tan y Marian, Pwllheli. An essential 
work programme is underway also to develop community hubs across the county to offer 
employment and training opportunities for individuals with learning disabilities, with the 
'Galwch Acw' shop and 'Cegin' café now open in Caernarfon.   

Within mental health, we have been implementing the 'Together for Mental Health' Strategy 
and in partnership which is led by the Health Board, the ICAN centres have been 
established to offer early support for individuals, in the community, close to home. 

Well-being Objectives - 

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives. 
 Live with dignity and independently for as long as possible. 
 Live in quality homes within their communities. 

The Workforce and Recruitment 
within the Care Field  

Improvement Priority 6  

What did we promise to do? 

Recruiting to the Care field is challenging for various reasons. We have an effective and 
committed workforce, but we must ensure that we have enough workers with the 
necessary skills in order to cope with the increasing need which is likely to arise in future. 

Work is currently underway to try to understand what the problem is in Gwynedd in terms 
of recruiting in the field. We said that we would publish the findings and consider whether 
anything different or additional needs to be done. The initial findings of the investigation 
show that we are on the right track in terms of our efforts to re-design the Domiciliary 
Care business model.   
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An intention to raise the profile and status of care workers has been noted, by promoting 
career paths in the field and reviewing our apprenticeships scheme within the Council also, 
so that a career in social care work is a positive career choice. 

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

A piece of work, with broad consultation, has been commissioned to better understand 
the challenges in the field of domiciliary care. Following the findings, a Recruitment Group 
was set up in Gwynedd and a work programme was created in order to identify and 
respond to the biggest challenges. The work of the Recruitment Group has developed 
during 2019/20 to include the children and residential care fields. 

The Recruitment Group incorporates the work of the Regional Recruitment Group and 
the 'WeCare Wales' national campaign groups in order to ensure that there is no 
duplication and that we build on good practice across Wales.  

During 2019/20, we planned to fill the post of Regional Care Careers Co-ordinator with a 
successful appointment made in March 2020 and a start date in 2020/21. We look forward 
to developing the post and building on our work of establishing structures and relationships 
with our key partners such as Careers Wales and DWP. 

We have also undertaken work to review the Council's Apprenticeships Scheme to try to 
influence the number of apprenticeships available in the care field. We have targeted fields 
in which specific difficulties arise e.g. leadership skills within the residential care field and 
suitable expertise together with the ability to work in Welsh within occupational therapy. 

It should be acknowledged that the Covid-19 pandemic has brought additional challenges 
to the sector and to our staff during the last period of the year. This means that many care 
staff have adjusted in order to undertake different responsibilities or to work in a different 
way. During 2020-21, we will consider the lessons learnt in order to shape and strengthen 
our services for vulnerable adults, concentrating on meeting what’s important and ensuring 
the sustainability of our services in the face of emergency to the future. 

Well-being Objectives - 

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives. 
 Receive education of the highest quality which will enable us to do what we want to do.
 Earn a sufficient salary to be able to support ourselves and our families. 
 Live with dignity and independently for as long as possible. 

Improvement 
Priority 7 

Ensure that the whole Council places the people of Gwynedd at 
the centre of everything we do. 
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Empowering Units to Implement 
Ffordd Gwynedd  

Improvement Priority 7  

What did we promise to do? 

As a Council, it is our responsibility to ensure that it is the needs of the people of Gwynedd 
that steer how we offer the services that we provide. In doing so, we should avoid any 
unnecessary working arrangements. 

We will review our existing work arrangements, to challenge whether or not they place 
the people of Gwynedd centrally, and to consider whether or not there is room for 
improvement. Work is already underway to train heads, senior managers and managers in 
the principles of Ffordd Gwynedd, and a number of service reviews have been 
undertaken, or are underway.
In future, we will continue to offer training to new managers and support services to hold 
reviews in order to ensure that they place the people of Gwynedd at the centre of their 
activities. 

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

An amended Ffordd Gwynedd Plan for the 2019-22 period has been approved and 
implemented over the course of the year, while the intensive training has been extended 
to team leaders as well as new managers. Furthermore, specific workshops have been 
provided to support several services to drive forward with reviews. 

Developing Leadership  Improvement Priority 7  

What did we promise to do? 

We will Develop Leadership by being progressive in empowering and honing the skills 
of leaders across the Council in order to reach the aim of placing the people of Gwynedd 
at the centre of everything. All Cabinet Members have developed their leadership skills as 
individuals and jointly during the last year, whilst the majority of Council managers have 
completed the development programme that concentrates on leaders' behaviours.

We will continue to offer development opportunities for Members and managers with a 
focus on leading people rather than merely managing people.  The Managers Network will 
also be re-established and this will give managers across the Council the opportunity to 
share good practice and receive training. 

What progress was made in 2019/20?  

Two series of the "Managers Network" sessions were held in 2019/20 with firm 
arrangements for continuing with those sessions in future. This work has now been 
incorporated within the project of "Implementing Ffordd Gwynedd" and, therefore, we will 
not continue to identify it as a separate project. 
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Together with the work this Department 

undertakes to realise the Improvement 

Priorities in Part 1, the remainder of its 'day-

to-day' work also contributes to the Council's 

ambition.  

One of the Council's main priorities is to 

ensure that the children and young people of 

Gwynedd are all given the same opportunities 

and have the best possible education and 

experiences. 

The Foundation Phase standards in Gwynedd 

are generally good. As was widely anticipated, 

following the implementation of the new 

Foundation Phase Framework, a reduction was 

seen in the 2018-19 academic year in the 

percentage of pupils achieving the expected 

outcomes throughout Wales; however, the 

reduction in Gwynedd was slightly more than 

the average. This is reflected in the Foundation 

Phase Indicator (FPI) and in all Areas of 

Learning. The percentage of pupils who achieve 

the FPI was below the national average in 

summer 2019 after being close to the average 

over the previous two years.  

Welsh Government has stated clearly that 

Value Added progress between the baseline 

and end of Foundation Phase should be the 

focus when evaluating pupils' achievement in 

the Foundation Phase. The progress of 

equivalent pupils from the Gwynedd 2017 

Reception classes cohort between the baseline 

and the end of the 2019 Foundation Phase is 

good. Pupils are expected to progress by 3.0 

outcomes during the Foundation Phase; 

Gwynedd pupils progress by approximately 3.6 

outcomes in every area. This Value Added data 

confirms that the Local Authority's schools  

demonstrate an effective and consistent 

approach to supporting pupils to make 

progress throughout the Foundation Phase.  

The Key Stage 2 standards in Gwynedd are 

very good. The Core Subject Indicator (CSI) 

results at the end of year 6 are high - although 

they represent the small reduction seen 

nationally - and remain higher than the national 

average. In terms of the individual subjects, the 

expected levels results are very close to the 

national average. 

In terms of the Value Added progress between 

the end of the Foundation Phase, the progress 

of pupils from the Gwynedd 2015 Foundation 

Phase cohort to the end of Key Stage 2 in 2019 

is positive. Pupils are expected to progress by 

2 levels during Key Stage 2; and on average in 

Gwynedd pupils progressed by 2.13 levels in 

Maths and 2.01 levels in Welsh. This Value 

Added data confirms that the Local Authority's 

schools demonstrate an effective and 

consistent approach to supporting pupils to 

make progress throughout Key Stage 2.  

The Key Stage 3 standards in Gwynedd are 

robustly good, with the performance of 

learners in the Core Subject Indicator (CSI) 

higher than the national average, with a 

reduction of 1.2% compared to the 2018 

performance (-1.9% nationally). The 

performance of the 2019 cohort was higher 

than the national average in every core subject 

at the expected level. 

Education Department
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For Key Stage 4, the new main indicator 

(Capped 9 Point Score) is a performance for 

the best awards for every learner, capped at a 

specified volume of GCSE’s or equivalent 

qualifications. Gwynedd's performance in the 

Capped 9 score was 8.1pt higher than the 

national average of 353.3pt. Nonetheless, it 

was slightly lower than the expected 

performance of -1.6pt. 

In 2019, the performance of the 14 schools was 

higher than the national average, with the 

performance of six of them better than the 

expected performance, and in the case of five 

of them, significantly higher. However, the 

performance of four schools is lower 

compared to the expected performance, with 

gaps in performance ranging from -3pt to -

53.7pt. 

The performance of the pupils who claim free 

school meals (FSM) was higher than the 

national average of 298.3pt in eight schools, but 

lower than the national average in six others. 

The gap between the performance of FSM 

pupils and non-FSM pupils is lower than the 

national gap in eight schools, but significantly 

higher in two schools. (It should be borne in 

mind that the numbers in some schools are 

very low in Gwynedd). 

Estyn continues to inspect our schools, and the 

inspection profile of primary schools in 

Gwynedd is excellent, with a more mixed 

picture in the secondary schools. During the 

2018/19 academic year, Estyn held inspections 

at 17 schools in Gwynedd and no follow up 

action was deemed necessary at 14 of the 

schools inspected, with two schools placed in 

special measures, namely the most intensive 

follow up category, and the other in the Estyn 

review category. In collaboration with GwE, 

the Department ensures appropriate support 

and challenge for specific schools in response 

to the issues highlighted by Estyn.  

A national matrix and process for school 

categorisation is used. The category colour 

notes the level of assistance the school needs - 

green, yellow, amber or red (the schools in the 

green category need the lowest level of 

assistance, and those in the red category need 

the most intensive assistance). In the 2018/19 

academic year, 99% of our primary schools and 

71% of our secondary schools were in the 

green or yellow category. 

The welfare service supports schools to 

promote attendance, positive behaviour and 

support for children and young people who 

experience behavioural, emotional and/or 

social development difficulties. Learners' 

attendance at primary and secondary schools 

in Gwynedd in the 2018/19 academic year was 

at 94.8%, which remains consistently good. 

Gwynedd Council is part of the Gwynedd and 

Anglesey post-16 Consortium, which sets the 

direction for the area's post-16 provision.  
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This Department's day-to-day work 

contributes towards the Gwynedd Well-being 

Objectives, ensuring that Gwynedd residents 

can:  

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives. 
 Receive education of the highest quality 

which will enable us to do what we want to 
do. 

 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 

 Live with dignity and independently for as 
long as possible. 
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Together with the work this Department 

undertakes to realise the Improvement 

Priorities in Part 1, the remainder of its 'day-

to-day' work also contributes to the Council's 

ambition by providing the timely support 

necessary to allow the people of Gwynedd to 

live their lives as they wish to live them.  

It must, of course, be recognised that the 

Covid-19 crisis struck us during the last 

quarter of the 2019/20 year. This crisis has 

unavoidably influenced our ability to provide 

services to Adults in Gwynedd and on the data 

we were focusing on collecting during the last 

part of the year. Very positive work has 

stemmed from this period as well, specifically 

in relation to supporting our communities. The 

effect of the crisis on our work will be 

highlighted more clearly in our performance 

reports in 2020/21. 

The performance of the Adults, Health and 

Well-being Department for 2019/20 is 

encouraging. We have taken steps in order to 

develop our relationship with our key partner 

in the field, namely the Health Board, as well as 

with our partners in the third sector and 

beyond. We have noted for many years that 

we are on a transformation journey and while 

we have faced a few challenges along the way, 

on the whole, we have been able to set 

objectives agreed jointly with the individuals 

receiving the service in order to ensure that 

what matters to the people of Gwynedd is 

embedded in our work.  

The department has seen enormous changes, 

based on fundamental changes to the way we 

all work. In the field of older people and 

physical and sensory disabilities, five 

locality teams have been established, which 

include members of staff from the Health 

Board, Gwynedd Council and the third sector. 

The intention is for the teams to work to 

specific principles when dividing the areas into 

more local patches and offer a lead person to 

the individual in order to facilitate their 

journey through the care and health system. 

The change in the way of working has 

encouraged the culture which is necessary in 

order to ensure that staff naturally pursue 

"what matters" to individuals as the main driver 

for the decisions they make. We are 

developing measures to reflect this new way of 

working. Naturally, working together towards 

the same principles across organisations and 

professions brings with it its own challenges.

As we try to combine culture, procedures, 

budgets and policies and develop the 

infrastructure and technology to support and 

reflect this, the need to invest time and 

resources to realise this vision is highlighted.

We have revised the way we report on 

measuring the purpose, focusing on assessing 

whether we have achieved what matters to an 

individual. We are pleased to note that 84% of 

our cases have been assessed against this 

measure now and the picture is encouraging, 

as can be seen below: 

Adults, Health and Well-being

Department
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We continually consider the obstacles to 

achieving what matters to some individuals and 

discuss them and work with the individuals and 

their families to try to find alternative options 

which are in line with what matters to them. 

Work is also underway to improve people's 

experiences by strengthening the capacity of 

our community teams to respond and provide 

support as people transfer from hospital to the 

community. The development of the 

community resource teams (CRT), the 

development of domiciliary care plans in the 

Tywyn and Nefyn areas, as well as a trial on 

Ogwen Ward at Ysbyty Gwynedd, has 

improved the situation. We have seen positive 

results to these efforts but they have 

highlighted the importance of commitment by 

all partners and robust collaboration to ensure 

success. 

For example, at Ysbyty Gwynedd, a procedure 

was trialled whereby our domiciliary care 

service would visit the individuals who would 

usually receive a service from them, taking 

responsibility for taking the patient out of the 

hospital and co-ordinate their care. This simple 

procedure led to consistency in the individual's 

care and a focus on what matters to them, 

omitting the practice of bringing in more 

professions than is necessary. This means that 

the length of stay at the hospital reduces 

significantly and that the patients are closer to 

the decisions which affect them.  

Stats Wales data (July 2020) highlights that the 

number of individuals who cannot be 

discharged in a timely manner from hospital 

due to social reasons has reduced significantly 

this year compared to last year; however, it 

should be noted that, due to the Covid-19 

crisis, data for March 2020 was not available. 

Therefore the following is based on 11 months 

of data. 

Despite this improvement, we continue to face 

challenges in providing care services within 

some communities in the county, specifically 

some rural areas where there is a shortage of 

carers and an ageing population which leads to 

increasing pressure on our services. 

Offering preventative intervention drives 

improvement in the Learning Disabilities 

field with a focus on developing community 

services that address what matters to 

individuals. The service's performance measure 

shows a positive performance, noting that 89% 

of our cases have reported that we achieved 

what matters to them, and a further 9% noting 

that we had partial success in achieving what 

matters. Issues which prevent us achieving 

what matters mainly involve accommodation 

and work opportunities. We have set up 

project groups around these themes in order 

to bring in relevant stakeholders to enable us 

to get to grips with issues as soon as possible. 

We are endeavouring to provide information, 

advice and support to people in a simple and 

accessible way which enables us to achieve 

what matters to them. As mentioned in the 

improvement priorities, community hubs are 

being developed across the county to support 

and create opportunities for individuals with 

Learning Disabilities to develop skills as part of 

their local communities. The focus is on how 

we can support individuals to look after their 

own well-being by developing various different 

opportunities jointly with them. 
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We have been working to modernise the 

Council’s care provisions by: 

 improving the service of our residential 

homes and extend the specialist care 

provisions available 

 investigate the care options available in 

order to move away from traditional 

models and support adults remaining 

independent e.g. Extra Care Housing, 

and 

 reconsidering the way we provide 

domiciliary care in order to place more 

focus on what matters to the 

individuals.  

In relation to the department's Local 

Priorities, Adra housing association has been 

granted the relevant permissions to develop 

Extra Care Housing in Pwllheli, and work on 

the site will commence during 2020/21. With 

this, we will also be looking at improving the 

care provision in rural area of Llŷn in future. 

Initial work is underway to extend the 

provision in Meirionnydd. 

This work is being addressed as part of the 'Re-

designing Care Services' project.  

We have redirected resources temporarily in 

order to increase our capacity to complete the 

quality assurance work in a more proactive 

way. We have continued to improve our work 

by collecting information early on; however, 

we continue to see a shortage in permanent 

capacity to complete the preventative work in 

full.

In a period of 12 months, 437 safeguarding 

enquiries have been made, 419 of which were 

completed within 7 days (96%). This 

percentage is an improvement on last year and 

is a sign of the positive performance of the 

Safeguarding Hub established during 2018/19. 

However, though there were 18 enquiries 

which had not been completed within 7 days, 

it should be noted that they were addressed 

and the risks were managed in every case.   

It should be noted that the above figure 

includes those cases where the individual 

refused intervention (we managed the risk 97% 

of the time with the exception of those cases).  

During 2019/20, the Department became 

responsible for the Council's Community 

Safety work. This work happens in 

partnership across Gwynedd and Anglesey in 

order to tackle and reduce crime and disorder 

to improve the safety and welfare of the 

residents of both counties. The Partnership's 

2019-20 plan has been completed, and a report 

on the partnership's performance will be 

submitted to a scrutiny committee in October.

This Department's day-to-day work 

contributes towards the following Well-

being Objectives, ensuring that Gwynedd 

residents can:

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives. 
 Live in quality homes within their 

communities. 

 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 

 Live with dignity and independently for as 

long as possible.
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Children and Supporting Families Department

Together with the work this Department 

undertakes to realise the Improvement 

Priorities in Part 1, the remainder of its 'day-

to-day' work also contributes to the Council's 

ambition.  

Practice and performance throughout the 

Children's field is generally strong. A Full 

Inspection Report by Care Inspectorate Wales 

in August 2018 confirmed this. They identified 

many fields for further development and, over 

the past year, we have proceeded to respond 

to those through the Supporting Families 

Strategy and our units' work programmes. 

We have extended the Information, Advice 

and Support Service, focusing on how families 

access information. A virtual information Hub 

(Gwynedd Families Hub) has been established, 

with Community Connector roles also a part 

of the service.   

Through the Information, Advice and Support 

Service, families have access to timely support. 

Families are also able to gain access to a wide 

range of therapeutic and support services in 

order to meet their individual needs. We are 

continuing to review what is available to 

families and, in 2019-2020, we undertook pilot 

work jointly with Y Bont and Barnados in the 

fields of managing conflict within families, and 

supporting children's well-being in order to 

address local needs.  

We are continuing to maintain high standards 

when responding to referrals, which could be 

safeguarding referrals, or referrals for care and 

support.  

Similarly, the Social Work Teams have offered 

prompt support and intervention for children 

and their families. 

As part of the day-to-day work of operational 

teams within the department, workers offer 

professional support and intervention. In 

addition, they have the option of using more 

specialist interventions if appropriate. The 

Trobwynt Team (as part of the Edge of Care 

services) works intensively with vulnerable 

children and families, and children who are on 

the verge of going into care. They are able to 

support the Social Work Teams and families 

with matters such as parenting, counselling, 

substance misuse, meetings in order to bring in 

members of the extended family, moderation, 

family therapy, support with coping with 

adverse childhood experiences (ACE's). We 

are continuing to develop this specialist 

support, depending on the needs and feedback 

of families.

The success of collaboration between families 

and the team means that a number of children 

have been able to stay at home with their 

families, some have been able to return home 

from foster and residential care, and it has 

ensured that vulnerable foster placements have 
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been substantially stabilised. Although the 

number of looked-after children increased 

during the team's operating period, the 

number of children in foster or residential 

placements has remained stable. 

At the end of March 2020 there were 291 

children being looked-after by the Council. 

Compared with the number of looked-after 

children over a five-year period, the total has 

increased from 194 to 291, which is almost a 

50% increase. Nevertheless, the number of 

children who are in residential placements has 

remained consistent, and the number of 

children in foster placements has reduced from 

74% to 69% of the looked-after children 

population. 

The increase in the number of looked-after 

children who have been placed at home with 

their parents under a Care Order for the 

Council continues, and has risen from 27 to 60 

over the last five years.  

The profile of the population of looked-after 

children has changed; the average cost of 

residential placements has increased, as have 

the complexity and intensity of cases. The lack 

of more specialist residential placements is also 

an enormous challenge for the Department. 

The lack of available residential placements, 

and the increased costs associated with them, 

is a matter receiving national and regional 

attention. At a regional level, under the 

leadership of the North Wales Heads of 

Children, we have been collaborating on 

establishing a Multi-disciplinary Sub-Regional 

Team which would provide intensive, short-

term support for families with profound and 

complex needs. Though we developed a 

business case, agreed on various roles jointly 

with our partners in health and education, and 

began the recruitment process, the pilot 

scheme had to be paused when the 

Coronavirus crisis began.  

Children and young people come into our care 

under highly challenging circumstances, but we 

are as ambitious for these children as we 

would be for our own children. We have 

Independent Reviewing Officers (IRO) who 

monitor the care plans of each child and young 

person we look after, and they assure us as a 

Council that the interests of the child are 

safeguarded throughout their time in care. In 

2019-20, we reviewed the role of these 

Officers following feedback from children and 

young people about their experience, as well 

as feedback from the Full Inspection. Officers 

have responded to what matters to children 

and young people and have adapted their 

arrangements and ways of working.  

Our ability as a Council to place children with 

foster parents is a key part of the service for 

children. We as a Council are extremely proud 

of our foster parents, and the Fostering Team 

continues to ensure that we have enough 

foster parents to meet the needs of children 

who cannot reside at home. However, 

ensuring the capacity and availability of foster 

parents is a challenge.  
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Hearing and listening to the voice of the child 

has remained a priority for us over the past 

year. The Corporate Parent Panel has been 

working to strengthen this element of its work 

so that it maintains close links with what 

matters to the children in our care.  

In addition, the Children and Supporting 

Families Department has a Safeguarding and 

Quality Assurance Unit that assures the 

Council that our safeguarding arrangements 

are robust.  

The reasons for any slippage in performance 

have been challenged and are mostly related to 

staff sickness, availability of colleagues from 

other statutory bodies, and families' availability. 

On the whole, the delay is short (days) and 

longer delays have been carefully assessed and 

have not led to an unacceptable impact on the 

child. 

The pioneering 'Safeguarding Children 

Effectively' scheme continues to progress. 

Initial results show a clear improvement in 

terms of the efficiency of our safeguarding 

work with a better focus on change to keep 

children safe. Our aim is to share any lessons 

learned across the region as a model of good 

practice. The work is supported by the 

development of a practice pack and distance 

learning materials to disseminate the work to 

other counties.  

We are extremely fortunate to have successful 

partnerships with the Health Board, schools, 

Police and many third sector organisations. In 

2019/20, we saw that partnership work 

developing, particularly in terms of co-

producing interventions and arrangements to 

prevent problems arising. We have 

collaborated with the Police on an ambitious 

training programme for the police workforce 

through the Early Action Together 

Programme; we have also established the Early 

Years Transformation Programme to create a 

single integrated system for care, education, 

health and play; and we have also led on 

establishing an Emotional Well-being Pathway 

for 11-25 year old Young People.  

We are extremely fortunate of our workforce 

yet again this year. Our staff are committed and 

staff turnover has been very low over the past 

year.  

At the end of the year, all the Department's 

services and workforce refined their efforts 

towards supporting children and families 

through the Coronavirus crisis. The 

Department managed to keep in touch with 

children and families through visits, keeping in 

touch calls and virtually. More than ever, the 

Department made an effort to support the 

stability of families and placements, and provide 

every possible support to keep families 

together during this challenging time. We have 

led on providing food supplies to vulnerable 

families and young people leaving care; we have 

ensured that baby goods were sent to Flying 

Start families; and supported schemes to 

create and provide Arts and Gardening 

Activity Packs and Play Sacks to homes 

throughout the county. The county's young 

people have benefited from on-line chat and 

support forums, social activities such as making 

music, quizzes, fitness and cookery - all on-line 

- in an effort to build resilience and promote 

well-being in difficult times. 

This Department's day-to-day work 

contributes towards the Gwynedd Well-being 

Objectives, ensuring that Gwynedd residents 

can: 

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives. 
 Live in a naturally Welsh society.

 Live with dignity and independently for as 

long as possible. 
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Together with the work this Department 

undertakes to realise the Improvement 

Priorities in Part 1, the remainder of its 'day-

to-day' work also contributes to the Council's 

ambition.  

Developing Gwynedd’s Economy 

Covid-19 has created an economic 

crisis in 2020. Prior to this, Gwynedd's 

economy had been performing fairly well at a 

Wales level but not in comparison with other 

regions of Britain and Europe.  Salary levels in 

Gwynedd are much lower than in other parts 

of Wales and the productivity value of 

Gwynedd businesses is low compared to other 

areas.  Gwynedd Council took proactive 

measures in 2019/20 to try to create the 

conditions that would respond and enable 

businesses to grow and stimulate economic 

growth at a time of economic uncertainty as 

Britain prepares to leave the European Union. 

We have been working to target the highly-

paid sectors by creating the conditions that 

support new businesses and that grow existing 

businesses. During 2019/20, 10 high value jobs 

(with salaries of £26,500 or more) were 

created; however, a reduction was seen in the 

number of schemes being delivered by 

businesses as a result of uncertainty stemming 

from the UK's decision to leave the European 

Union.  

We have worked with partners by leading on 

the STEM North project (Science, Technology, 

Engineering, Maths), securing £1.9 million to 

coordinate the STEM extracurricular provision 

for pupils, in order to secure a local workforce 

that will be able to capitalise on development 

that will lead to high value jobs.  

Rental income levels have increased as the 

Council's industrial / enterprise spaces are 96% 

full. There is still demand for empty units 

across the county, and there is a shortage of 

spaces for businesses that wish to expand or 

move into the area.   

During 2019/20, 250 businesses received 

support, compared to 213 in 2018/19 and 394 

in 2017/18.  

As part of the work to regenerate Caernarfon 

town centre to improve quality, visitors' 

experience of the area, and the appearance of 

the town, two strategic regeneration schemes 

were completed: Ffestiniog Railway building 

and the Galeri2 Scheme.  

The tourism industry is a key employer in 

Gwynedd. With an economic value of nearly 

£1 billion, over 15,000 people work in this 

field.  This is one of the sectors that has been 

hit hardest as a result of Covid-19 due to 

restrictions on businesses to recover safely. 

During 2019/20, there were over 944,000 hits 

on the Snowdonia Mountains and Coast 

Website - this figure is slightly lower than the 

previous year - partly due to Covid-19.  

Economy and Community 
Department
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Funding from Visit Wales was secured to fund 

activities to promote the Coast Path outside 

the main visitor season, jointly with Ceredigion 

and Pembrokeshire as well the North Road 

with partners from the six Local Authorities in 

north Wales - both projects under the 

guidance of the Council's Tourism, Marketing 

and Events Service. During the period, a survey 

of the county's bed stock was completed in 

order to count the number of available beds 

for visitors and nature of those beds. 

The Department manages 301km of the 

Gwynedd coastline, concentrating on eight 

blue flag beaches, four harbours and two 

marinas. During the year, attention was given 

to reviewing the management arrangements 

for the marina and harbour for the future and 

to programme detailed dredging work at 

Pwllheli Harbour.  

Supporting Strong and Healthy 
Communities 

The Community Support Service continues to 

support voluntary groups and local enterprises 

to respond to local opportunities and needs. 

57 community projects were supported with 

26 of them developing a new service or 

safeguarding access to a service in 2019/20. 

Over £290,000 of match funding was invested 

in Cist Gwynedd projects.  

The Libraries Service has continued to ensure 

that the people of Gwynedd have access to 

support, resources and information, with over 

340,000 people visiting Gwynedd Libraries 

during the year. 99% of users reported that 

they were satisfied with the service they 

received. Over 13,000 enquiries were 

responded to in 2019/20 - 68% were 

Information Technology and digital training 

sessions enquiries. Support was provided on 

over 5,000 occasions for renewing bus travel 

passes during 2019/20 following changes to the 

registration procedure in Wales. 1,786 

children in Gwynedd took part in the Summer 

Reading Challenge in 2019 and over 418,000 

items were borrowed during the year.  

[2019/20 – 340,392] 

The Council continues to maintain galleries, 

museums and archives in Gwynedd, with 

almost 55,000 visitors to the galleries and 

museums in 2019/20. Over 26,000 people 

attended Gwynedd Community Arts sessions. 

The Archives Service was used by over 24,000 

people during the year - including enquiries to 

the on-line catalogue, and 92% were satisfied 

with the service. 2,763 children in Gwynedd 

received education sessions and 100% of 

teachers felt that the sessions had improved 

the children's understanding of their history 

and heritage.  

The Department is responsible for a network 

of 12 Byw'n Iach Centres across Gwynedd, but 

since 1 April 2019, management of the centres 

was transferred via a contract to Cwmni Byw'n 

Iach Cyf. During 2019/20, 90% of customers 

were satisfied with the service.  

The Department organises and supports a 

range of sports activities in schools, the 

community and outdoors including Active 

Family, Triathlon, Squash and Badminton 

sessions.  The Future Leaders scheme proved 

a success during 2019/20, with many winning 

volunteering prizes during the year.  
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The Exercise Referral Team supports 

Gwynedd residents to improve their health, 

with 65% reporting that their quality of life has 

improved after receiving the support, and 80% 

saw an increase in their fitness level.  

Local Priorities - The Council's Plan  

One of the local priorities noted in the 

Council's Plan is the desire to attract more 

long-term, highly-paid jobs to the areas of 

Porthmadog, Ffestiniog and Penllyn; the 

Creating High Value Jobs project develops new 

opportunities in Trawsfynydd and Llanbedr 

that will benefit those communities. 

Improving the poor connectivity of mobile 

phones and broadband in the Dolgellau area is 

another local priority. We are pressing on 

Welsh Government to prioritise the county 

for plans in the field, thus adhering to the 

principles of Digital Gwynedd.  

New financial assistance packages for local 

businesses were launched during the year. 

These are the Penygroes and Bethesda Interest 

Free Loans Fund, and the Bangor City Centre 

Regeneration and Investment Fund, which 

respond to the local priorities for the 

regeneration of the areas of Dyffryn Ogwen, 

Dyffryn Nantlle and Bangor. During the year, 

four empty properties have been returned to 

use after receiving support.  

Because of concerns around the future of the 

Ffestiniog Community Centre, the 

regeneration team recently conducted a 

review of public buildings throughout 

Gwynedd. This review showed that public 

buildings in Blaenau Ffestiniog, including the 

Community Centre, were used ineffectively 

and this identified an opportunity to improve 

resource sharing in future.  

This Department's day-to-day work 

contributes towards the Gwynedd Well-being 

Objectives, ensuring that Gwynedd residents 

can:  

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives. 

 Earn a sufficient salary to be able to support 

ourselves and our families. 

 Live in quality homes within our 

communities. 

 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 

 Make the most of the beauty of the 
county's natural environment. 
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Street Cleaning 

Maintaining a high quality local environment 
and the appearance of streets and public places 
is important to the residents of Gwynedd. In 
terms of the local environment, it is very 
important that our streets are clean and safe. 
The performance of the Cleanliness and Street 

Appearance Measure in 2019/20 was 73% 
which showed a slight decline since the 
performance at the end of 2018/19 (74.1%). 
Nevertheless, the performance remains at a 
higher level than the Welsh average, which is 
70.1%. The Department will be reviewing the 

cleaning zones in 2020/2021 and will introduce 
new routes which will include an emphasis on 
campaigns and working with communities. We 
will also be looking at increasing recycling bins 
on the street.

Keep Wales Tidy carries out 
a survey to assess how many 
'defects' such as rubbish, 
weeds, dog fouling, chewing 

gum and cigarette stumps 
can be found on our streets. 

According to the independent survey, the 
cleanliness and appearance of Gwynedd streets 
continues to be of a good standard, and it 
appears that a recent improvement in 
behaviour has led to less untidiness. 

Roads 

It is important that businesses and residents 
are able to move safely and with ease within 
the county and, in order to ensure this, the 
Council ensures the upkeep of 2,697km of 
county roads and 199km of Trunk Roads 

(highways of national importance) on behalf of 
Welsh Government. Our highways in 
Gwynedd, which include the Class A and B 

roads, are currently in a good condition with 

fewer than 4% being defective and in need of 
attention. Due to a reduction in the funds 
available for Local Government, it has been 
more difficult for us to maintain the class C and 
unclassified roads to the same standard.   

As a result of the financial pressures on the 

Council, it is inevitable that there will be 

further pressures on the road maintenance 

budget, and it will be challenging to prevent 

deterioration in the quality of our roads, in 

particular lower priority roads namely Class C 

and unclassified roads.  

Whilst the condition remains stable, with 
14.2% defective and in need of attention, there 
is considerable pressure on our budgets in 
order to maintain this stable condition.   

A road maintenance grant is currently in place 
and will undoubtedly help with maintaining the 
current levels.  However, with the effects of 

climate change, the condition of our 
unclassified roads is deteriorating quickly. 

Highways and Municipal Department
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Waste  

It is vital that we deal with 
waste appropriately in 
order to protect our 
environment and avoid 
creating problems for 

future generations. 

By the end of 2019/20, 64.74% of waste from 

Gwynedd homes was recycled, reused or 
composted, which is an increase of 1.44% since 
2018/19.  As this year is a statutory target year, 
the Department is pleased to report that we 
reached and exceeded the statutory target of 
64%.  

Through the commitment of the county’s 
residents and businesses to reducing our over-
dependence on the disposal of waste to landfill, 

this change has been crucial in improving our 
performance.  

The county's businesses have also contributed 

to improvements and, by the end of 2019/20, 
49% of commercial waste had been composted 
or recycled.  

It also matters to the people of Gwynedd that 
their waste is collected when we say we will 
collect it. During 2019/20, we made a total of 

4,556,708 refuse collections, and we received 
11,344 complaints about missed collections (or 
0.24%).  Some of these failures were due to 

severe weather and others because of 
shortcomings on our part. In order to improve 
the service we provide the people of 
Gwynedd, we have been reviewing our work 
practices. The arrangements implemented 
confirm a slight improvement compared with 

2018/19 figures.   

The percentage of urban waste sent to landfill 
was lower in 2019/20 at 16.2%, compared with 

43.33% for the 2014/15 year. This 
improvement could be attributed to the fact 
that more residual waste had been treated 
through the incineration process and, 
consequently, had not been sent to landfill. 

Street Lighting 

 We continue to fix street lights 
promptly and it takes two and a 
half days on average - a figure 
that has remained broadly 
constant over the past five 

years.   

As part of the Council's "invest 
to save" programme, our 

substantial programme to 
change street lights to LED has been 
implemented over recent years. During 
2019/20, 1,730 street light units and LED signs 
were changed and, since 2015/16, we have 
changed over 12,000 street lights and signs to 

LED technology. As a result of these changes, 

it is anticipated that we will save £260,000 a 
year and will reduce carbon emissions (414 
CO2). Work of changing the lights to LED has 
continued during the year with an estimated 
saving of £185,000 as well as a reduction in 
carbon emissions (572 Co2). 
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Public Toilets 

There are 62 public toilets in the county, 
together with 35 community toilets in places 
such as cafés, pubs etc., and 17 public toilets 
owned by Snowdonia National Park Authority. 

As with other counties throughout Wales, 
Gwynedd has faced a period of substantial 
budgetary cuts, which has meant finding savings 

in the public toilets' expenditure over recent 
years. But through collaborating with 
community and town councils and community 
groups, we have been able to maintain a high 
number of toilets for public use in Gwynedd. 
In May 2019, as a Council, we adopted the 
Public Toilets Strategy which is a statutory 

requirement on all authorities.  

Local Priorities 

In response to complaints about mess and 
rubbish falling from/being left by waste and 
recycling collection vehicles, a number of steps 
have been put in place to try to improve the 

situation. This includes using Romaquip 
vehicles rather than Kerbside vehicles, which 
means that there is no tipping above the height 
of the vehicles and they are therefore safer for 

the workforce.  Using these new vehicles also 
means a reduction in the number of materials 
falling from the vehicles as materials are not 

stored freely when moving from property to 
property, which leads to greater organisation 
when serving the cartgylchu. Over the coming 
year, we will continue to respond to our 
residents' concerns and ensure an 
improvement in the situation by focusing on 

the smaller vehicles.   

The work of changing the arrangements of the 
routes is continuing. We have already 
completed the changes in Arfon and Dwyfor 
and subsequently seen an improvement in 

collection arrangements. Due to the 
restrictions of Covid-19 it was not possible to 
complete the work in the Meirionnydd area. 
This work will be completed by February 2021. 

In 2019/20, we continued to collaborate on the 
Delwedd Bangor project which is a partnership 
comprising of representatives from the City 
Council, BID Bangor, Bangor University and 
several other organisations, and this work is 

proceeding well. The group's main focus is to 
improve the City's image. We will learn from 
this work in Bangor and will then introduce the 

lessons learned in other areas. We also work 
with a group in Dyffryn Nantlle to improve the 
area's appearance. We will learn from our 
experiences of working with the Bangor 

project as we continue with this work. 

 This Department's day-to-day work 
contributes towards the Gwynedd Well-being 

Objectives, ensuring that Gwynedd residents 
can: 

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives. 
 Make the most of the beauty of the 

County's natural environment. 
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Together with the work this Department 
undertakes to realise the Improvement 
Priorities in Part 1, the remainder of its 'day-
to-day' work also contributes to the Council's 
ambition.  

This new department was established in 
September 2019 and work of merging the 
Property Service and the Housing Service has 
proceeded smoothly. A new structure has 
been introduced in the Housing Service in 
order to allow us to give the attention that the 
increasing challenges in the field of affordable 
housing for the people of Gwynedd deserves. 

Property

In order to respond to the challenges that arise 
from climate change, and ensure that Gwynedd 
communities are prepared for the future, the 
Council adopted a carbon management 
plan in May 2010. The plan has been a 
substantial investment in order to reduce the 
carbon emissions of the Council's activities, in 
addition to contributing towards the wider aim 
of a low carbon Gwynedd. 

The nature of such plans is integrally measured 
over a long period of time, with small 
differences between monitoring periods having 
a cumulative impact over a more extensive 
period. Since the baseline was established in 
2005/06, by the end of 2019, the Council's 
carbon emissions have reduced by 51.2%, with 
a further reduction of 8.2% in 2019/20. This has 
all led to annual financial savings of over £1.2m 
for the Council. 

The Energy Team is also responsible for 
purchasing electricity and gas on behalf of all 
Council services and by implementing the 
principles of Ffordd Gwynedd and taking the 
plunge with new procurement approaches 
over the course of the past year, they have 
been able to secure a reduction of over 
£230,000 a year in our gas bills.

The responsibility of ensuring that all our 
schools, care homes, leisure centres etc. are 
safe to be used by the county's residents lies 
with the Property Service. A further 
improvement was seen during 2019/20 in the 
fire and asbestos risks monitoring 
arrangements and new arrangements were 
introduced to manage radon and Legionnaires’ 
disease risks. This included bringing work, 
which used to be carried out by external 
contractors, in-house, which has resulted in 
better control and carrying out the work with 
a saving of approximately £30,000 a year.

Similarly, continuing to extend the internal 
maintenance workforce has led to being able 
to complete work sooner, reducing the 
average number of days it takes to complete 
the work from 7.5 days in 2018/19 to 6.9 days 
in 2019/20. Of course, this has also resulted in 
better customer satisfaction. 

The customer satisfaction of the Pest 
Control Team has been very high 
throughout 2019/20 also, with great praise for 
prompt and effective work. On average, the 
customers gave a score of 9.7 out of 10 over 
the course of the year.

Housing 

The main challenge facing the Housing Service 

is trying to contribute to increase the supply of 

housing for local people and the housing 

options available to the people of Gwynedd. 

Impact on homelessness as a result of Covid-

Housing and Property Department 
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19 is also an increasing concern which is bound 

to worsen during 2020/21.

The Housing Grants and Projects team's 

'Grants for first-time buyers' and 'Empty 

Housing Grants' schemes have been a great 

success again this year. During 2019/20, the 

team received 114 applications for this grant, 

and has already approved £1.9 million of the 

grant to these 114 applications. This will assist 

with housing nearly 308 individuals and 

families.

The Housing Service has been operating in 

order to prevent homelessness but also 

provides support for families or individuals 

who find themselves homeless. An increase of 

35% has been seen in the number of people 

who present themselves as homeless or under 

threat of becoming homeless over the past five 

years. The demand remains higher than ever 

with 745 individuals receiving a service in 

2019/20. This has placed great pressure on our 

temporary housing options and at present we 

are far from being able to cope with the 

demand. The result of this is having to over-

use bed and breakfast accommodation which 

will unavoidably create overspend. During 

2020/21, we will try to increase the temporary 

accommodation options and ensure that 

appropriate support is available for these 

vulnerable individuals also.

With grant money from Welsh Government, 

the Homelessness Service has also financed a 

project to co-ordinate a service for prison-

leavers. One officer in the team takes 

responsibility for people who return to 

Gwynedd to live following a period of 

imprisonment and attempts to identify and 

arrange accommodation for them to avoid 

homelessness. The project has developed a 

good relationship with the prisons, the 

Probation Service, and a number of other 

agencies who work with the individuals.  

In response to the shortage of one-bedroom 

properties in the county, the Service works 

jointly with the third sector agency, Cais, to 

find property for single, vulnerable people in 

the Bangor area. A scheme is being developed 

that will provide accommodation and intensive 

support, with an emphasis on developing the 

skills of individuals to enable them to live 

independently. 

Another development in the field of 

homelessness is the 'intensive support for 

rough sleepers' project. The Service 

collaborates with North Wales Housing and, 

with the aid of a Welsh Government grant, a 

support officer has been appointed to 

encourage people to work together to help 

solve their problems, and to support them to 

move on to stable accommodation. As Covid 

restrictions were implemented across the 

country at the end of March 2019, we were 

able to respond to a request from the 

government to attempt to secure emergency 

housing for all rough-sleepers. We have been 

able to house 29 individuals, but the big 

challenge ahead for us now is to try to provide 

permanent homes for them with the necessary 

support. There remains a major shortage in the 

housing stock available for vulnerable 

individuals with complex needs such as these 

individuals. 

To this end, the Service has started our first 

housing development in developing flexible 

units or 'pods'. These units will offer homes 

with support for the most vulnerable people in 

our communities for whom it is difficult to find 

placements. The aim is to develop four pods 

for four individuals. The work has commenced 

on site and will be completed during 2020/21. 

There are more schemes in the pipeline 

following the success of applications for grant 

funding from the government and we will be 

able to provide new supported 
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accommodation in Bangor, Caernarfon and 

Dolgellau over the coming 18 months. 

The Supporting People Programme

provides support for vulnerable people to 

manage or retain their tenancy and live 

independently. During 2019/20, the 

programme in Gwynedd has supported 1,956 

people to access and maintain permanent or 

temporary tenancies and prevent 

homelessness. Due to a change in legislation 

and the conditions of the supporting people 

grant, more emphasis is now placed on 

targeting homelessness prevention by means of 

earlier and more creative intervention. Over 

the coming year - until the end of 2021/22 - we 

will review what is achieved by this grant in 

order to ensure that it gives the best possible 

benefits to the people of Gwynedd, particularly 

as the Government has been considering 

reducing the funding that will be available in 

future. 

This Department's day-to-day work 

contributes towards the Gwynedd Well-being 

Objectives, ensuring that Gwynedd residents 

can: 

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives. 
 Live in quality homes within their 

communities. 

 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 

 Live with dignity and independently for as 

long as possible. 

 Take advantage of the beauty of the 

county's natural environment. 
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The main areas of responsibility of the 

Environment Department are Planning, 

Public Protection, Transportation and the 

Countryside, and the Corporate Property 

Service. 

Planning 

The Planning Service facilitates and 
manages sustainable developments for the 
benefit of our communities, the economy 
and the environment within the Gwynedd 
planning authority area (which does not 
include the National Park area) with 83%
of customers stating that they are happy 
with the service provided. 

Of those who are unsatisfied, the 

observations received state dissatisfaction 

with arrangements to contact the service, 

with communication difficulties noted in 

the observations received by happy, as 

well as unhappy customers. The service 

will work to improve the situation by 

looking at and implementing the reasons 

why customers are dissatisfied in 2020/21. 

In 2019/20, on average, planning 
applications took 62 days to be determined 
compared to 57 days in 2018/19, with 
applications determined by a Committee 
taking 183 days, on average to receive a 
decision (an old application in August 2019 
has affected this).  

The performance reflects the fact that 
applications that are submitted to the 
Committee tend to be complex or  

contentious applications, and it is not 
unusual for decisions to be deferred in 
order to provide an opportunity to receive 
more information or to hold discussions.  

Affordable housing is a matter of priority 
for the Council, with 38% (118 units of 
311) of the housing approved through the 
planning system in 2019/20 being affordable  
housing, either through a 106 agreement 
or because they are housing built by 
registered social landlords. This figure is 
still higher than the target set in the Joint 
Local Development Plan. This means that 
the Planning Service contributes directly 
towards the affordable housing provision in 
Gwynedd in a significant way. 

The Planning Service also deals with 

planning enforcement, by taking 

enforcement action on developments that 

have not been given planning permission. 

302 Enforcement cases were submitted in 

2019/20. 179 of these cases were 

investigated (59%) and, on average, they 

take 65 days to be investigated. During the 

year, 71 cases that required remedial 

action were recorded, with 20% 

completing remedial action and the other 

80% under way. It should be noted that the 

process of taking enforcement action is 

lengthy due to the nature of investigation 

requirements, statutory requirements and 

legal processes, but a satisfactory solution 

to the case is often more important to the 

customer than the time it took to deliver 

on it. 

Environment Department
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Public Protection 

99.23% of Gwynedd 
food establishments 
roughly comply with 
food hygiene 

standards, namely 2,070 out of 2,086 
establishments.  

Over the last few years, the Public 
Protection Service has found it very 
difficult to cope with the number of 
required inspections, and additional 
resources had to be obtained to clear the 
backlog of inspections that has developed. 
For 2019/20, there was a backlog of 35 
food hygiene inspections, along with a 
backlog of 130 Food Standards inspections. 
This backlog is in the low risk food 
establishment category, but in July 2018, 
the Cabinet resolved to allocate more 
resources to the service in order to 
appoint two additional officers to able to 
cope with the work. However, it takes 
time to become fully qualified to undertake 
food hygiene inspections and, therefore, 
we will not see the full impact of the 
additional resources for some time. 

Otherwise, encouraging performance is 
seen in the field of Public Protection with 
all air pollution inspections and animal food 
organisations being inspected in 
accordance with the programme. 459 
offences were resolved during the year by 
means of intervention by the Public 
Protection Service and another 70 are 
waiting to be resolved.   

In relation to the animal health high risk 
sites inspection programme, it was not 
possible to complete the programmed 
inspections due to officer illness and the 
Covid-19 pandemic restrictions. 

Traffic and Street Works 

Seeing an order being enforced is 
important to the person 
requesting traffic orders, and the 
practice we had of advertising the 
number of applications in one pack 
has come to an end as it would 

often be possible for one contentious 

order to hold back a number of other 
orders. This change in the process has led 
to a reduction in the average time it takes 
to put a Traffic Order in place from 519 to 
297 days.

Public Transport 

The public transport sector 
in Gwynedd has been faced 
with a turbulent period 
over the last few years, 
with the service having to 
respond swiftly to major 

changes in terms of available providers in 
the field. The Transportation and 
Countryside Service has now commenced 
the work of undertaking a comprehensive 
survey of the public transport network. 
The Service is collaborating with Bangor 
University in order to plan a network that 
will be based on social value rather than 
cost and the number of passengers. It will 
also consider innovative methods of 
offering a public transport network. The 
review is expected to become operational 
in October 2020. 

In the meantime, the service continues to 
deal with complaints submitted by the 
public and collaborates with the industry to 
maintain services that meet the needs of 
Gwynedd Residents. The Service is 
monitoring the punctuality of bus 
companies, with 70% of services arriving on 
time in 2019/20. Of the services that were 
not on time, the majority had arrived 
within 5 minutes of the time on the 
timetable. 

Parking 

A Parking Task Group was formed towards 
the end of 2019 in order to address various 
parking issues and present potential 
solutions in order to address the financial 
deficit facing the Council and improve the 
current parking arrangements as well. The 
working group placed an emphasis on the 
importance of the need to hold a review in 
a considerate and cautious way and every 
effort was made to reach an appropriate 
balance between generating adequate 
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income levels and prioritising the needs of 
Gwynedd residents.   

Joint Planning Policy Unit 

Annual Monitoring Report - A report was 
prepared and presented to Welsh 
Government for the period between 1 
August 2017 and 31 March 2019. The 
Report provides details of the Plan's 
performance during this period and 
assesses whether the Plan's strategy and 
policies work. The Report's findings were 
that the Plan delivered the strategy and that 
the Plan's policies did work; there was no 
evidence of the need to revise the Plan 
early. 

Supplementary Planning Guidance - 
Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) 
reiterate the Plan's ability to give a sound 
basis on which to make decisions on future 
planning applications. Four SPGs have been 
adopted during the 2019/2020 period: 
Affordable housing, Maintaining and 
creating sustainable communities, Planning 
obligations, Converting buildings and re-
building houses in the countryside.  

The National Development 

Framework - The planning policy service 

prepares responses to planning policy 

consultations by different agencies, 

including Welsh Government and other 

local authorities, where appropriate. In 

August 2019, Welsh Government 

conducted a consultation on the National 

Development Framework (NDF). The 

NDF is a new development plan, and its 

purpose is to set a direction for 

development in Wales from 2020 to 2040. 

The service, with input from other 

departments and services across the 

Council, provided a detailed response to 

the NDF consultation. 

Countryside 

During 2019/20, the Countryside Service 

completed the Learning phase of its Ffordd 

Gwynedd review. Following this review, 

the key issues implemented were: 

 Adapting the Purpose to better reflect 
the Service's main work - Access / 
Biodiversity / Llŷn AONB. 

 Prepare new Purposes as well as 
performance measures for the 
individual fields of work. 

 Monitor efficiency and improvements 
to the system used to record work and 
calls in relation to rights of way. 

 Identify resource requirements to meet 
the risks to the public as a result of a 
lack of budget to manage lands. 

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, this work 
has slowed down but it will be completed 
in 2020/21. 

Building Control 

The Building Control Unit collaborates 
with the public and partners to ensure safe 
buildings for our communities that are in 
line with the latest technical requirements. 
This Unit is responsible for ensuring that 
construction work meets building 
standards. This is important and valuable to 
the people of Gwynedd, as it will ensure 
that any building work is safe and is of the 
required standard. 

The Building Control Unit continues to 

provide a good service for residents and 

the satisfaction score has remained high 

and fairly stable over recent years. In a 

customer satisfaction survey in 2019/20, an 

average score of 9.7 out of 10 was given 

compared to 9.6 in 2018/19. Work is 

underway to establish the reason for any 

dissatisfaction. 
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One of the Building Control Unit's duties is 

to process applications for Full Plans. The 

Unit undertakes an assessment of the plans, 

and issues decision notices within its 

statutory target of 5 and 8 weeks. The Unit 

aims to inspect the plans within 15 days, 

and release decisions on the applications as 

soon as possible.  

Corporate Category Management 

The purpose of this service is to 

collaborate and support services within the 

Council to spend public funds in a strategic 

and accurate manner which gives value for 

money and encourages keeping the 

benefits local. 

During 2019/20, the team manages to 

support services to save £165million. Also, 

a further £78million has been identified as 

potential savings, and efforts continue to 

encourage services across the Council to 

join the corporate agreements. 

The Team tries to keep the expenditure 

local, where possible and where legal rules 

allow. Before deciding on a suitable 

procurement method, a standard 

procedure has been established to identify 

whether there is a local market with the 

desire and capacity to compete for work 

from the Council first. Within the 

Corporate category, 56% of the 

expenditure was within Gwynedd during 

2019/20. 

The Department’s day-to-day work 
contributes towards the Gwynedd well-
being objectives, ensuring that Gwynedd 
residents can: 

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives 
 Live in quality homes within their 

communities 
 Take advantage of the natural 

beauty of the County. 

56%

44%

Local Expenditure -
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Ymgynghoriaeth Gwynedd Consultancy 
(YGC) operates commercially in the engineering 
and construction fields to secure high quality 
employment within the County and generate 
profit to help the Council's financial position.  

For 2019/20, a profit of £10,725 was generated, 
which was above the target set.   

Performance of the Water and 
Flooding Unit  

2019 / 2020 Projects – CRMP 
(Welsh Government Coastal 
Risk Management 
Programme), small schemes 
(Welsh Government fund 
for small flooding risk 

management projects to a maximum of 
£100,000), assets plan (expenditure plan on 
Council assets, expenditure on flooding 
risk assets is one of the elements of the 
plan).  

In the same manner as other coastal areas in 
Wales, some coastal areas of Gwynedd are at a 
greater risk of flooding. The service attracts grant 
monies to undertake studies or design work to 
reduce the risks of flooding that exist in areas of 
Gwynedd.  All these are communities that have 
either suffered historically, or where there is 
strong evidence that climate change is likely to 
increase the risk in future.   

During 19/20 our flooding prevention projects 
included:  
 Viaduct Gardens, Barmouth - 

development of options to reduce the 
risk of coastal flooding  

 Northern Promenade, Barmouth - 
development of options to reduce the 
flood risk and coastal erosion  

 Hirael Bay - investigate the risk level of 
coastal flooding as well as surface water 
flooding 

 Afon Gwyrfai - investigate the nature and 
risk level of flooding in the Afon Gwyrfai 
catchment area 

 Ogwen Catchment Area - preparing a 
detailed business case to carry out 
improvements along the catchment area, 
to manage the risks from surface water  

 Cwm-y-Glo - study of measures to 
reduce the flood threat at Dolafon Estate, 
Cwm-y-Glo  

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic restrictions, it 
was not possible to complete all 2019/20 
projects. However, these projects will 
commence or recommence as soon as the 
current restrictions are lifted. 

Monitoring Assets  

During the last year a new assets management 
system has been developed jointly with the 
Council's Information Technology service, this 
enables us to store all our data assets, along with 
data regarding flooding events all within one 
system.   By developing the system in-house, 
rather than paying an annual fee to an external 
company, the Unit has made a saving that can be 
reinvested in the work of maintaining our land 
and coastal drainage assets.  

All land and coastal drainage assets maintained by 
the Unit have now been inspected for 2019/20, 
with the results of every survey being recorded 
on the new system. The new procedure will 
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enable the Unit to develop a long-term asset plan.   
Work to investigate any historical assets under 
the responsibility of other departments has also 
been incorporated into this system.  
By making these changes to our assets 
management system, the Unit will continue with 
the arrangements to have a system in place that 
is in keeping with the requirements of British 
Standards Assets Management ISO55001.  

Flooding Reports (Section 19) 

We continue to gather information about the 
level of flood risk within the County, and have 
developed specific maps and databases for this 
purpose. During 2019/20, 23 incidents of 
internal flooding were recorded with 
approximately 65 close calls or reports of 
surface water difficulties.  During this period, 
the Council has been advised by the Environment 
Agency on over 30 occasions that there was a 
possibility of flooding.  

We continue to collaborate with the public 
sector, and other bodies, by raising 
awareness of flood risk and coastal erosion. 

Regulatory 

During 2019/20, we have processed 28 
applications to work in general water 
courses across the County. The consultancy 
service offered means that each request received 
during this period have been acceptable, with an 
average response time of 25 days within a 
permitted response period of up to two months.   

The purpose of the ordinary watercourse 
consent process is to manage specific activities 
that may have a detrimental impact on flooding.  
During the last year, we have also been discussing 
the requirements of the new land drainage 
byelaws with various developers in order to 
ensure that they are aware of the implications on 
future developments.  This process of raising 
awareness will continue in the future.  

Since April 2019, we have also provided 
comments on 160 planning applications, to 
ensure that the threat of flooding and coastal 
erosion to new developments are acceptable and 
that the details of the application conform to 
national policies.      

SuDS (drainage systems that favour the 
use of more natural/green methods to deal 
with surface water), number of 
applications (and pre-application advice) in 
Gwynedd and regionally.   

Raising awareness:  
We continue to work with the planning 
departments of the Council and Snowdonia 
National Park, to highlight the requirements to 
their applicants.  We do this by means of a note 
of information when a planning application is 
registered, consultation with SAB (SuDS 
Approval Body - Sustainable Drainage Systems) 
via the Principal Flood Prevention Authorities 
(PFPA) during application assessment, and a note 
of information at the end of the planning 
permission.       

We continue to investigate planning applications 
that require an application with the SAB (SuDS 
Approval Body - Sustainable Drainage Systems) 
including those that have not contacted the 
Department directly and we work jointly with a 
number of Architects and Agents to raise 
awareness of the legislation.     

We use YGC social media websites as well as 
corporate accounts to cascade educational 
information to a wide audience electronically.    

Pre-application Service:   
We continue to operate a service free of charge 
where developers or consultants can contact us 
for advice prior to the submission of a full 
application.  This service has been extremely 
popular, especially as the new requirements are 
relevant to all.  The meetings that have taken 
place have been positive, and are appreciated by 
developers as the majority have highlighted minor 
problems and therefore this has given them an 
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opportunity to amend the plans prior to the 
submission of a formal application.  

The offer of this service has encouraged good 
relationships and has been beneficial to the 
Council and developers, with many developers 
asking for the service to continue, however, the 
feeling is that the service cannot continue free of 
charge.  Therefore, we are in the process of 
formalising the pre-application procedure with a 
fee arrangement, dependent on the level of 
service - similar to what is offered by the Planning 
service.  We are collaborating closely with north 
Wales councils, and for consistency we hope to 
use the same fees structure.  However, we are 
keen to offer an 'open door' policy where the 
applicants can discuss requirements directly with 
an officer, before moving on to a formal pre-
application service, if required.   An investment in 
this time is beneficial to the applicant and the 
Council by giving peace of mind to the applicant 
that they are on the right track, and speeds up 
the process of checking the full application for the 
Council. 

We will raise awareness of the free pre-
application service while it continues to exist free 
of charge.  

Regional and National Work  

Gwynedd Council has been appointed by the Isle 
of Anglesey Council to process and check all their 
SuDs (Sustainable Drainage Systems) 
applications.  We are also commissioned to 
check all SuDs (Sustainable Drainage Systems) 
applications for Wrexham Council.   

We operate regionally across north Wales, and 
collaborate with the County Councils of 
Anglesey, Conwy, Denbighshire, Flintshire and 
Wrexham.  This work comprises drafting policies 
and procedures that can be used regionally to 
share resources and have consistency in the way 
the requirements are implemented.    

Number of Applications  

As we expected, the number of applications have 
increased every quarter in 2019/20.   In future, 
we will look at the Department's structure to 
ensure that the service is maintained as the 
numbers increase.    

This Department’s day-to-day work contributes 

towards the Gwynedd Well-being Objectives, 

ensuring that Gwynedd residents can:  

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives 
 Live in quality homes within their 

communities 
 Benefit from the beauty of the County's 

natural environment.  
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The Finance Department ensures the 
appropriate support for the Council in 
managing, safeguarding and developing its 
financial position in addition to providing 
services, such as collecting revenue and paying 
benefits, in a fair manner. The Council's 
Information Technology services are also part 
of the Finance Department and they offer high 
quality technical guidance and support which 
promotes the Council's basic values. 

Financial Management and Savings 

Since 2015, the Council's budget has reduced, 
with a total of £32 million in savings scheduled 
to be carried out over the past five years. This 
means that the Finance Department's financial 
management work and responsible support is 
an asset to the Council's departments when 
delivering for the people of Gwynedd at a 
financially difficult time. Through conscientious 
financial management, the Department has 
helped the Council manage to keep within its 
budget every year between 2015/16 and 
2019/20.  

In a financial climate where the Council is 
required to reduce its budgets every year due 
to continuous restrictions on public 
expenditure, as well as reliable financial 
estimates and accurate and fair accounts, the 
Finance Department is responsible for the 
Council's robust arrangements to ensure that 
all departments realise what is expected of 
them.   

The latest information shows that 91% of 
schemes programmed for delivery by the end 
of 2019/20 have been realised, a value of £29 
million in savings. In terms of 2019/20 schemes, 
60% of the £5.4 million of planned savings have 
been realised during the year, with 16 schemes 
slipping and eight schemes at risk in terms of 
achieving.  

Internal Audit 

The Council's Internal Audit service gives 
confidence to the citizen and the Council on 
the Council’s control environment and 
governance arrangements through 
independent and objective reporting to the 
Head of Finance and the Audit and Governance 
Committee. 

During 2019/20, the service undertook 49 
audits, with the majority either being awarded 
a 'high' or 'adequate' assurance level, but four 
inspections received a 'limited' opinion. 

In addition to the Internal Audit work within 
Gwynedd Council, the service has offered an 
internal audit service to 70 town and 
community councils in Gwynedd and Anglesey. 
Very positive observations were received from 
the councils that collaborated with the Service, 
which in turn has led to invitations to fulfil the 
same role again.  

The Service also undertook internal audits on 
behalf of Snowdonia National Park Authority, 
GwE and Byw'n Iach company. 

Pensions 

The Pensions Service administrates the Local 
Government Pension Scheme on behalf of over 
40 employers, including Gwynedd, Anglesey 
and Conwy councils. The service focuses on 
operating accurately and promptly on behalf of 
its members. The general performance of the 
Service is stable, with an improvement in the 
time taken to send out estimate letters, but an 
increase in the days taken to acknowledge a 
member's death. The Service will try to 
improve this in 2020/21.  

In January 2020, a self-service website was 
launched, which allows staff and pensioners to 
update their personal details, and estimate 
their pension and lump sum when retiring. 

Finance and Information Technology Department
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Significant progress has been made with the i-
Connect project, which allows the Fund's 
employers to share data on a monthly basis 
with the administering authority, rather than at 
the end of a financial year. This means that the 
information in the pensions system is as 
current as possible. In 2020/21, it is intended 
to transfer the final employer to the system. 

Another project completed in 2019/20 was the 
three-yearly valuation of the Pension Fund. The 
Actuary praised the fact that the quality of the 
data was of a high standard. At the end of the 
valuation, it was noted that there had been an 
improvement in the Fund's position - an 
increase from 91% on 31 March 2016 to 108% 
on 31 March 2019.  

As a result of the Covid-19 crisis, on 31 March 
2020, the value of the Pension Fund had 
dropped to £1.94 billion, due to a 15.9% slump 
in the global equity markets in the final quarter 
of 2019/20. By 20 May 2020, markets had 
picked up, and the value of the Gwynedd Fund 
had returned to the level seen on 31 March 
2019, namely £2.08 billion, and the Fund 108% 
funded.  

Taxes 

In 2019/20, the Council Tax collection (i.e. 
collection rate during the year) was 96.8% 
compared to 96.6% in 2018/19 and 97.1% in 
2017/18. The collection rate during the year is 
the national performance indicator, but it 
should be noted that the vast majority of the 
money that is due is collected eventually. 

Benefits  

The average time taken to process a new 
Housing Benefit application in 2019/20 was 
15.68 days, and the average time taken to 
process a notice of change in circumstances for 
Housing Benefit was 4.78 days. This is an 
improvement on the 2018/19 figures (10.62 & 
5.51) and also compares favourably against the 
national processing figures published by DWP, 
namely 17 days (new applications) and six days 
(changes). 

In addition, we have assisted 1,737 families 
through support from the Discretionary 
Housing Payments Fund (DHP), which is extra 
support towards paying rent. In doing so, we 
have been able to assist a significant number of 
Gwynedd tenants to remain in their existing 
homes or move to a new property. 

Income  

The Income Service processes cash receipts 
and collects the Council’s debts promptly and 
efficiently. The service managed to collect 
94.98% of invoices raised by the Council in 
2019/20, compared to 94.64% in 2018/19. The 
rate of prompt collections (i.e. payment 
received within the quarter) was consistently 
approximately 89% throughout the year. The 
Income Service deals sensitively with the 
circumstances of debtors by agreeing on a 
payment arrangement with some debtors. 
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Information Technology   

The Information Technology (IT) Service 
provides and supports technology of all kinds 
to help the people of Gwynedd to gain easy 
access to the Council's information and 
services, and for staff to work efficiently.   

The Council's current IT Strategy was adopted 
in 2016 and implementing the strategy has 
enabled the service to develop and pioneer 
when providing support for the Council's 
services. In light of the Covid-19 crisis, the new 
IT strategy will require a different slant and we 
will develop a digital strategy to support 
recovery during and after the pandemic. 

Prior to the crisis, a maximum of 138 users 
were working flexibly via VPN. By 30 March 
2020, the figure increased to 1,292 VPN users, 
with the requirement for Council staff to work 
from home for an indefinite period. Over 30 
Wi-Fi points were distributed, to enable staff 
to use their computer and desk phone from 
home, including allowing Galw Gwynedd to 
operate fully from home during the crisis. This 
has enabled the Council to continue to provide 
services and respond to the people of 
Gwynedd during the crisis. 

Likewise, a significant number of staff were 
assisted to load systems (e-mail and others) 
onto their personal devices, increasing their 
flexibility to work from anywhere. 

With officers and Members working from 
home, holding face-to-face meetings was 
brought to an abrupt end. A few officers were 

using 'Skype for Business' and the work of 
migrating to 'Microsoft Teams' was hastened 
and this now is the cornerstone for contact 
and officer meetings within the Council.    

Several other provisions have been introduced 
by the IT Service in 2019/20 to enable the 
Council's services to use technology in a more 
effective and efficient manner. A system to 
Manage Relationships with Customers was 
developed for the Consultancy Department, 
which not only improves the Department's 
efficiency but has also avoided the cost of 
procuring an external system. Among the 
improvements to other services, the 'Managing 
Organisations' Income' project will lead to 
improving efficiency within the Income Service, 
as well as deliver savings.   

An obvious change which is continuing is 
developing on-line and self-service services in 
order to access the Council's services. In 
2019/20, an electronic student transport pass 
was introduced within the 'Gwynedd app', and 
an app for supply teachers is currently under 
development. 

One of the priorities of the IT Service is to 
ensure that the Council's website is available to 
the public, and that the Council's network is 
available to its staff. The service's performance 
on these aspects has been consistent, with the 
network available 99.99% of the time in 
2019/20.  

The national 'Gold' standard on the standard 
and cleanliness of data contained in the 
Gwynedd Land and Property register was not 
achieved lightly, and we will continue to work 
hard to maintain that standard in 2020/21.  
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Corporate Support Department

Together with the work this Department 

undertakes to realise the Improvement 

Priorities in Part 1, the remainder of its 'day-

to-day' work also contributes to the 

Council's ambition.  

Customer Contact 

2019/20 was a successful year in increasing 

the number of services available to 

Gwynedd residents through on-line self 

service. It is now possible for Gwynedd 

residents to access a number of services at 

a convenient time for them, 24 hours a day, 

7 days a week. It also provides a more cost-

effective way of contacting the Council for 

a service.  

Gwynedd residents and businesses can now 

get in touch about 27 matters relating to 

highways, ordering and paying for a parking 

ticket, paying for school meals, and creating 

a self-service business account. This year, 

for the first time, it is possible to show that 

50% of service requests in four fields are 

presented on-line, with 84% of the requests 

to renew a parking permit presented in this 

way. During 2019/20, 9,641 residents have 

opened a new self-service account. 

We provide a telephone service through 

Galw Gwynedd, but the 

performance has declined 

compared to the previous 

year.

We are aware that there is room to regain 

some ground in this respect and have 

agreed on amended arrangements for the 

future in order to improve the 

performance. One of the steps taken 

already is to introduce the on-line chat 

service and there are plans to extend this 

provision shortly. 50% of residents who 

contacted Galw Gwynedd gave 10 out of 10 

for the service with a high percentage of the 

reasons for a lower score because there 

was no follow-up by individual services to 

the original contact.   

Communication 

Holding a two-way dialogue with the people 

of Gwynedd in order to share information 

about the Council's services and to hear our 

residents' opinion is a priority. Eight 

exercises to gather the opinion of the 

people of Gwynedd about various services 

were held in 2019/20 with 2,200 individuals 

taking advantage of these opportunities to 

give their opinion. We also managed to 

recruit 654 members to the Citizens' Panel 

in its new guise. By March 2020  29,500 

individuals were receiving video clips, digital 

images and messages daily through the 

Council's Twitter, Facebook and Instagram 

accounts. In addition, the Council website 

received 1,925,832 individual hits over the 

course of the year.
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Registering Births, Deaths and 

Marriages  

The service's performance was maintained 

with 93% of registrations of death being 

made within five days, which exceeds the 

Government's expectations of 90%.   

A very positive report was received about 

the performance of the Service from the 

General Register Office and work of 

establishing an on-line appointments system 

has been completed with the intention of 

introducing this provision during the first 

few months of 2020/21.  

Council Business Support  

In 2019/20, an Equality Plan for 2020-24 was 
adopted which reflects the priority the 
Council wishes to give to this field, and 
which identifies specific on which to focus 
during the Plan period.   

Support is provided to the Gwynedd and 
Anglesey Public Services Board which seeks 
to ensure that public services providers 
collaborate in order to improve the well-
being of citizens. Following the publication 
of the Well-being Plan, the Board has 
confirmed the delivery arrangements and is 
implementing work programmes in order to 
contribute towards the well-being goals and 
priority fields.  

Research and Information 

We are acutely aware that the information 

we hold about people and resources 

constitutes sensitive and valuable data.  

There has been a small, but consistent, 

increase in the number of information 

incidents in recent years and plans are in 

place in order to draw attention to and 

emphasise how crucial it is to protect 

information across the Council's 

departments.   

Number of information breaches where 

information about an individual has been 

stolen/lost/sent to the wrong address 

Our priority is to continue to ensure that 

every member of staff has received training 

on how to protect data, including providing 

repeat training as and when necessary, so 

that similar incidents do not occur in future.  

During the year, the number of requests 

from individuals wishing to see information 

about themselves (data protection 

requests) has increased again to 66. Despite 

the further increase in the number of 

requests received, the average time taken to 

respond to these requests has reduced 

from 40 to 28 days, which is line with the 

requirement to respond within the 

expected time-frame of one calendar 

month. 

Additionally, 1,018 freedom of information 

requests were made during the year. 

However, the prompt response rate 

dropped and this was mainly due to the 

number of requests made to one Service.   
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The Service's officers were prominent in the 
successful effort to get the Office of 
National Statistics to change the ethnic 

group question in the 2021 Census while 
the 'Gwynedd Areas Profile', which is a tool 
that holds information about small areas 
across Gwynedd (180 different pieces of 
information), has been developed by us to 
help services. 

Furthermore, a survey of tourism bed stock 

in Gwynedd was completed, which will help 

the Economy Department to support the 

sector, and obtain more resources for 

Gwynedd in order to respond to the 

pressures on services stemming from the 

presence of tourists. 

Purchasing 

In addition to the work on the 'Keeping the 

Benefit Local' Improvement Priority, the 

Procurement Service also collaborated with 

departments across the Council in order to 

establish contracts and arrangements that 

have given them the opportunity to save 

money. In 2019/20, opportunities were 

identified to save a total of £425,115. 

Democracy and Language  

The purpose of the 

Democracy Service is to 

support Councillors in 

order that they can make 

decisions and act in the 

interests of the residents of 

Gwynedd. For the 2019/20 period, the 

percentage of committee agendas published 

within the timetable (at least five working 

days before the meeting) reduced to 92%, 

compared to 97% in 2018/19. Work with 

report authors is continuing in order to 

improve this performance. 

The standard of the work produced by the 

Translation Unit continues to be 

appreciated, with 98.5% of the satisfaction 

questionnaires completed scoring the 

written translation service a 5 out of 5. The 

project to allow remote access to Council 

meetings has progressed significantly at the 

end of 2019/20 and it is anticipated that 

virtual meetings will become increasingly 

familiar within the Council in future. 

There has been a campaign on social media 

to increase the profile and promote the 

work of "Hunaniaith" (Gwynedd's language 

initiative). New arrangements were 

established for the Management Board and 

a public consultation has been arranged in 

order to obtain the public opinion regarding 

what could be done to promote the Welsh 

language in our communities. 

Human Resources 

We are delighted that the changes made in 

2018/19 have again meant that minimum 

wage at the Council has increased to £9.43 

per hour from April 2020 onwards. This 

compares with £8.72 for the National Living 

Wage and the £9.30 per hour recognised as 

the Real Living Wage by the Living Wage 

Foundation.  

Although we saw an increase in the number 

of sick days per staff member during 

2019/20 compared with the previous year, 

we continue to be among the Councils with 

the lowest level of sickness absence.    
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Support Service  

The Support Service provides 

administrative assistance to the Council's 

staff. The work of introducing the Self-

service system to staff without an IT 

account has been given priority over the 

course of the year. This means that 

managers have convenient access to the 

DBS status of staff in regulated jobs, that pay 

slips are received electronically as well as 

receiving information in a more convenient 

and quicker way than in the past. By now, 

71% of Council staff are live on the Self-

service system with further work to extend 

this figure during 2020/21. 

Learning and Organisational 

Development  

The Learning and 

Organisational Development 

service provides a learning 

and development service for 

the Council's staff and 

elected members. The Service also leads on 

schemes for trainees and apprentices as well 

as being prominent in supporting the 

Council's Ffordd Gwynedd culture. During 

the year, 80 workshops have been held to 

this end, in addition to the training which 

forms part of the annual work programme. 

Health, Safety and Well-being 

The number of RIDDOR accidents that 

need to be reported to the Health and 

Safety Executive has reduced this year 

compared to last year; however, last year's 

figure was significantly higher than the 

previous three years.  One of the main 

reasons for this is the significant increase we 

have seen in manual handling injuries and 

this will be the subject of further training 

within one specific Service. 

In order to ensure that our health and safety 

procedures are as robust as they can be, the 

Unit continues to run a programme of 

inspections and assesses any weaknesses 

that exist in individual departments and 

discusses those weaknesses with the 

relevant heads.  

Local Priority 

Investigating the possibility of collaborating 

with Partneriaeth Penllyn in order to 

transfer responsibility for resources within 

the community in order to allow them to 

use the income to maintain local services 

has been identified as a priority in the 

Penllyn area. Discussions have been held 

and these will continue in order to develop 

and alternative model for transferring 

responsibility for the resources within the 

community.

This Department's day-to-day work 

contributes towards the Gwynedd Well-

being Objectives, ensuring that Gwynedd 

residents can: 

 Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives 

 Earn a sufficient salary to be able to 

support themselves and their 

families 

 Live in a naturally Welsh society. 
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Legal Services 

The Legal Service provides a full legal service 

for all the departments within the Council. In 

order to generate income, we also provide the 

same service for external clients. We continue 

to receive consistently positive feedback, with 

the 2019/20 customer satisfaction survey 

showing that 86% of clients were fully satisfied 

(a score of 10 out of 10) with the service 

provided. We monitor the performance level 

and the reasons for attributing a score lower 

than 10/10 closely, and respond to messages 

that derive from the data. Naturally, the 

information contributes to the procedure for 

managing and monitoring our performance. 

 

One common factor that we are aware of is 

that building better understanding with clients 

regarding the impact of factors such as external 

legal processes on expected timescales 

sometimes explains what appears to be a delay 

on behalf of the Service.  

The Service is also responsible 

for supporting the Returning 

Officer and the Electoral 

Registration Officer by 

administrating all the county's 

elections and the Electoral Roll. During 

2019/20, we administrated the European 

Parliament Election and the UK Parliament 

Election which had not been programmed, 

together with Community Council by-

elections.  

As Gwynedd Council is host authority for the 

North Wales Economic Ambition Board, the 

Monitoring Officer has supported the 

establishment of the Joint-committee and its 

governance procedure as well as working on 

the Growth Deal leading up to the signing of 

Heads of Terms and preparing for the next 

steps.  

As part of the Standards Committee's work, a 

programme of training sessions on the Code of 

Conduct for Town and Community Councils 

was started, based on providing a trainer 

rather than arranging a course. However, due 

to the Covid-19 crisis, despite holding the first 

pilot, it has not been possible to proceed with 

the programme.  

During the year, work on preparing to extend 

the Senedd and Local Government elections 

franchise in Wales was started, securing grant 

funding from the Government for the 

promotional scheme.  

The Service carries out a statutory function 

supporting the North West Wales Coroner 

Service. As part of this work, the process of 

appointing a new Assistant Coroner for the 

area was carried out successfully. 
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Children and Supporting Families Department

Together with the work this Department 
undertakes to realise the Improvement 
Priorities in Part 1, the remainder of its ‘day-
to-day’ work also contributes to the Council’s 
ambition. 

Practice and performance throughout the 
Children’s field is generally strong. A Full 
Inspection Report by Care Inspectorate Wales 
in August 2018 confirmed this. They identified 
many fields for further development and, over 
the past year, we have proceeded to respond 
to those through the Supporting Families 
Strategy and our units’ work programmes.

We have extended the Information, Advice 
and Support Service, focusing on how families 
access information. A virtual information 
Hub (Gwynedd Families Hub) has been 
established, with Community Connector roles 
also a part of the service.  

Through the Information, Advice and Support 
Service, families have access to timely 
support. Families are also able to gain access 
to a wide range of therapeutic and support 
services in order to meet their individual 
needs. We are continuing to review what is 
available to families and, in 2019-2020, we 
undertook pilot work jointly with Y Bont and 
Barnados in the fields of managing conflict 
within families, and supporting children’s well-
being in order to address local needs. 

We are continuing to maintain high standards 
when responding to referrals, which could be 
safeguarding referrals, or referrals for care and 
support. 

Similarly, the Social Work Teams have offered 
prompt support and intervention for children 
and their families. 

As part of the day-to-day work of operational 
teams within the department, workers offer 
professional support and intervention. In 
addition, they have the option of using more 
specialist interventions if appropriate. The 
Edge of Care Team works intensively with 
vulnerable children and families, and children 
who are on the verge of going into care. 
They are able to support the Social Work 
Teams and families with matters such as 
parenting, counselling, substance misuse, 
meetings in order to bring in members of the 
extended family, moderation, family therapy, 
support with coping with adverse childhood 
experiences (ACE’s). We are continuing to 
develop this specialist support, depending on 
the needs and feedback of families.

The success of collaboration between 
families and the team means that a number 
of children have been able to stay at home 
with their families, some have been able 
to return home from foster and residential 
care, and it has ensured that vulnerable 
foster placements have been substantially 
stabilised. Although the number of looked-
after children increased during the team’s 
operating period, the number of children in 
foster or residential placements has remained 
stable.
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At the end of March 2020 there were 291 
children being looked-after by the Council. 
Compared with the number of looked-after 
children over a five-year period, the total has 
increased from 194 to 291, which is almost a 
50% increase. Nevertheless, the number of 
children who are in residential placements 
has remained consistent, and the number of 
children in foster placements has reduced 
from 74% to 69% of the looked-after children 
population.

The increase in the number of looked-after 
children who have been placed at home 
with their parents under a Care Order for the 
Council continues, and has risen from 27 to 60 
over the last five years. 

The profile of the population of looked-after 
children has changed; the average cost of 
residential placements has increased, as 
have the complexity and intensity of cases. 
The lack of more specialist residential 
placements is also an enormous challenge 
for the Department. The lack of available 
residential placements, and the increased 
costs associated with them, is a matter 
receiving national and regional attention. 
At a regional level, under the leadership 
of the North Wales Heads of Children, we 
have been collaborating on establishing a 
Multi-disciplinary Sub-Regional Team which 
would provide intensive, short-term support 
for families with profound and complex 
needs. Though we developed a business 
case, agreed on various roles jointly with our 

partners in health and education, and began 
the recruitment process, the pilot scheme 
had to be paused when the Coronavirus crisis 
began. 

Children and young people come into our 
care under highly challenging circumstances, 
but we are as ambitious for these children as 
we would be for our own children. We have 
Independent Reviewing Officers (IRO) who 
monitor the care plans of each child and 
young person we look after, and they assure 
us as a Council that the interests of the child 
are safeguarded throughout their time in care. 
In 2019-20, we reviewed the role of these 
Officers following feedback from children and 
young people about their experience, as well 
as feedback from the Full Inspection. Officers 
have responded to what matters to children 
and young people and have adapted their 
arrangements and ways of working. 

Our ability as a Council to place children with 
foster parents is a key part of the service 
for children. We as a Council are extremely 
proud of our foster parents, and the Fostering 
Team continues to ensure that we have 
enough foster parents to meet the needs of 
children who cannot reside at home. However, 
ensuring the capacity and availability of foster 
parents is a challenge.

Hearing and listening to the voice of the child 
has remained a priority for us over the past 
year. The Corporate Parent Panel has been 
working to strengthen this element of its 
work so that it maintains close links with what 
matters to the children in our care. 
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In addition, the Children and Supporting 
Families Department has a Safeguarding 
and Quality Assurance Unit that assures the 
Council that our safeguarding arrangements 
are robust. 

The reasons for any slippage in performance 
have been challenged and are mostly related 
to staff sickness, availability of colleagues 
from other statutory bodies, and families’ 
availability. On the whole, the delay is 
short (days) and longer delays have been 
carefully assessed and have not led to an 
unacceptable impact on the child.

The pioneering ‘Safeguarding Children 
Effectively’ scheme continues to progress. 
Initial results show a clear improvement in 
terms of the efficiency of our safeguarding 
work with a better focus on change to keep 
children safe. Our aim is to share any lessons 
learned across the region as a model of 
good practice. The work is supported by the 
development of a practice pack and distance 
learning materials to disseminate the work to 
other counties.

We are extremely fortunate to have 
successful partnerships with the Health 
Board, schools, Police and many third sector 
organisations. In 2019/20, we saw that 
partnership work developing, particularly 
in terms of co-producing interventions and 
arrangements to prevent problems arising. 
We have collaborated with the Police on an 
ambitious training programme for the police 
workforce through the Early Action Together 
Programme; we have also established the 
Early Years Transformation Programme to 
create a single integrated system for care, 
education, health and play; and we have also 
led on establishing an Emotional Well-being 
Pathway for 11-25 year old Young People.

We are extremely fortunate of our workforce 
yet again this year. Our staff are committed 
and staff turnover has been very low over the 

past year.

At the end of the year, all the Department’s 
services and workforce refined their 
efforts towards supporting children and 
families through the Coronavirus crisis. The 
Department managed to keep in touch with 
children and families through visits, keeping 
in touch calls and virtually. More than ever, 
the Department made an effort to support 
the stability of families and placements, 
and provide every possible support to keep 
families together during this challenging time. 
We have led on providing food supplies to 
vulnerable families and young people leaving 
care; we have ensured that baby goods were 
sent to Flying Start families; and supported 
schemes to create and provide Arts and 
Gardening Activity Packs and Play Sacks to 
homes throughout the county. The county’s 
young people have benefited from on-line 
chat and support forums, social activities such 
as making music, quizzes, fitness and cookery 
- all on-line - in an effort to build resilience 
and promote well-being in difficult times.

This Department’s day-to-day work 
contributes towards the Gwynedd 
Well-being Objectives, ensuring that 
Gwynedd residents can:

• Enjoy happy, healthy and safe lives.

• Live in a naturally Welsh society.

• Live with dignity and independently 
for as long as possible.
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GWYNEDD COUNCIL CABINET 

Report to a meeting of the Cabinet 

 

Date of meeting:  15 September 2020 

Report by: Dyfrig Siencyn, Leader and Dafydd Meurig, Deputy 

Leader  

Contact Officer Dilwyn Williams, Chief Executive 

Title of Item: Covid-19 - Recovery 

 

Decision Sought 

To note the update on work being undertaken to stabilise and re-build as a result of 

the Covid-19 emergency.  

Background 

1. In order to plan for what needed attention when moving forward from the 

Covid-19 crisis, in May, the Cabinet commissioned the Regeneration Board and 

the Supporting People Board to consider the fields that should be prioritised in 

terms of what matters to the people of Gwynedd for the period of stabilising 

and rebuilding that we are facing.  

 

2. The boards were asked to consider the matter as they were already looking at 

the transformational changes that would build on the work of ensuring that we 

do the right things for the people of Gwynedd. 

 

3. The Management Group was also commissioned to consider what corporate 

issues require consideration in the short and medium term as we move 

forwards to the “new normal” and to report back to the Cabinet if the need 

arises for a decision, as relevant. 

 

4. The purpose of this report is to update the Cabinet on what has happened to 

date.  In doing so, the Cabinet is given an opportunity to observe any element; 

any missing element and/or provide relevant instruction. 

 

5. As part of the legislative arrangements for responding to the crisis, a Regional 

Recovery Coordination Group has been established to coordinate the efforts 

of the various public agencies as society moves away from responding to the 

crisis to stabilising and rebuilding.   
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6. Under the umbrella of that group, the Economic Ambition Board was asked to 

look at matters relating to recovering the economy across the region; and the 

Regional Partnership Board was asked to consider matters relating to care and 

health. 

 

7. The Public Services Boards will also be expected to address those matters that 

relate to community resilience, accepting of course that everything is almost an 

integral part of that resilience. 

 

8. There will be a need to ensure that we are in a position to be able to influence 

and feed in our needs here in Gwynedd into these work streams. 

 

9. With this in mind, we outline below what the Boards have been considering to 

date. 

 

10. It is intended to hold a collective workshop with all Cabinet members and 

Heads on 10 September in case anything has been omitted.  We can report on 

any issues that arise verbally at the meeting. 

 

The Council's Working Arrangements 

 

11. Obviously, the first step in any stabilising process is to ensure that the Council's 

usual services are available as soon as possible, however, when restarting, there 

is a strong argument in favour of taking advantage of any lessons learnt during 

the lockdown period and to incorporate these when restarting. 

 

12. Welsh Government continues to advise people to work from home unless they 

are unable to do so. 

 

13. We have carried out an assessment in relation to which officers are unable to 

work from home, but due to the Council's technological ability - there are very 

few in reality, and the intention is to bring those officers back into the office. 

We have also identified those where they need to return to the office in order 

to be able to recover any specific service.  Again, we anticipate that these are 

very restricted numbers also. 

 

14. Considerable work has been done to establish arrangements within the offices 

that will make them as safe as possible, but this means that the capacity within 

the offices will be considerably lower.  This is not going to be problematic in 

terms of the numbers we are currently talking about. 
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15. We anticipate that any broader change will be subject to any change in the 

Government's policy, but accepting the above capacity restrictions regardless 

of the policy. 

 

16. All of this will happen over the coming month or two, with a view to have all 

those services that can be recovered and brought back onto their feet.  At the 

time of writing this report, the departments’ note that most of the services are 

operating as normal or with adjustments to take account of the virus whilst the 

remaining services are unable to operate fully due to the social distancing rules 

where there is no easy answer to overcome that basic obstruction. 

 

17. In terms of the political arrangements, virtual committee meetings are already 

being held with the Cabinet and Planning, Licensing, Pensions and Audit 

Committees already meeting. Over the next fortnight, the Chairs and Vice-

chairs of the scrutiny committees will meet the cabinet members and relevant 

heads in order to consider the amended scrutiny programme for future 

scrutiny committees.   

 

18. Arrangements are also afoot to hold a virtual meeting of the Council on 1 

October. 

 

19. In terms of the working arrangements within the Council, one of the lessons 

learnt during the period is that advantage can be taken of the technology in 

order to avoid travelling to meetings which releases officers' time and 

provides substantial benefits in terms of the Council's carbon footprint and 

the attempt to do more in terms of the climate change agenda.  A protocol on 

holding meetings is being drawn up for officers at present and it is intended 

to create a parallel one for members. 

 

20. Similarly, recent experiences have shown that there are advantages to have 

from extending the concept of working from home more permanently to some.  

Whilst there are arguments in favour and against the Council in doing so, on 

the whole, the scales are tipped more towards the argument of being more 

flexible in terms of giving staff a choice, particularly as obvious advantages 

have been highlighted by a number of staff in terms of their carbon footprint, 

their effectiveness and work/life balance. 

 

21. We are currently drawing up a framework to note how this would look, with a 

view to conduct a staff survey to see whether they would be interested in 

making the arrangement of working from home a permanent one. 

 

22. Considerable work is needed on this to ensure that the case for doing so is 

clear and we will report back to the Cabinet on this in due course. 
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Regeneration Board 

 

23. Before the lockdown period struck, the Regeneration Board was already 

investigating the concept of creating a regeneration plan for the various areas 

in Gwynedd with a view to create these plans by establishing what matters to 

the local community.  

 

24. As a first step in that process, 13 areas were identified as a foundation for 

creating those plans. 

 

25. The intention is for these plans to identify what matters as well as what can be 

practically done to work on this and who will achieve this. The hope is to have 

local ownership and implementation on those matters. 

 

26. The crisis has not changed that aspiration but we are now starting from a 

different place, particularly considering the economic and social side-effects 

deriving from the crisis. 

 

27. As part of this work, in July, a series of virtual meetings were held with 

members of the Council for the individual areas in order to explain the concept.  

Advantage was also taken of the opportunity to ask what the Council should 

be doing in the short-term to assist the communities to begin rebuilding. 

 

28. The proposed direction was generally welcomed and the next step will be to 

commence a programme to hold the relevant conversations in the various 

communities.  It will be impossible to do so for the 13 areas at the same time, 

and the intention is to establish a rolling programme to achieve that.  We will 

report on this rolling programme to the Programme Board in due course. 

 

29. When considering the fields that require attention, the Regeneration Board has 

established various work fields that have highlighted themselves as ones that 

require attention as follows and each field has a working group of officers to 

investigate what can be done to implement in those fields. 

 

30. The fields in question are - 

 

 Supporting Businesses - to date, activities in this field have been 

focusing on providing short-term support to businesses by ensuring 

payments to eligible enterprises to Welsh Government's Business Grant 

Scheme and dealing with other enquiries and requests for Support from 

businesses.  A campaign is being held under the umbrella of the 

Economic Ambition Board to obtain information about how Covid-19 

has affected businesses in Gwynedd and to provide practical Support 
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for businesses as they attempt to implement and comply with the rules 

that exist in order to do so. 

 

Work will now evolve to analyse the effects of Covid-19 on businesses 

and to consider the further interventions that the Council need to take 

in order to help businesses within the county. 

 

 Town Centres - again, efforts to date have focused on the short-term 

efforts required in order to establish a structure on our streets to remind 

people to keep to social distancing rules and to offer solutions in those 

places where doing so would be a greater challenge. Efforts were also 

made to respond to local requests to change street arrangements in order 

to attempt to assist traders. 

As we have so many different locations and the unusual pressures of 

higher than usual visitor numbers (and the need to keep them apart), it 

has been very difficult to cope with the situation.  Our town centres were 

already facing challenges and a period of change, and it is likely that the 

consequential effects of Covid-19 will accelerate some of these changes. 

Attention will now turn to the medium term vision of how we can 

support and facilitate the regeneration of our individual town centres 

and we will need to consider whether we will create that vision as part 

of the area Regeneration Plans noted above or via any other procedure. 

 Tourism - The Cabinet had already commenced the work of having an 

extensive conversation in an attempt to define what we mean by 

wanting sustainable tourism.  The lockdown period halted that work, 

however, the experiences over the period has highlighted that we need 

to be clear regarding what we want to see happening in Gwynedd in the 

future in terms of sustainable tourism.  Work is afoot to obtain the views 

of business people themselves before establishing the principles to be 

considered by the Cabinet. 
 

 Buy Local - The Council's Corporate Plan already noted that we wanted 

to look to ensure that as much as possible of the Council's spending stays 

local.   The crisis has highlighted that this is as important as ever if we 

are to assist Gwynedd's economy, and this work has now been 

recommenced. The officer working group is also considering how we 

can build on the tendency seen by some during the lockdown period to 

purchase locally and assist to tie this in with the reality that a number 

have also moved to purchase on-line.  Thus, in the short term, there will 

be further efforts to encourage and promote local buying; with work in 

the medium term considering the opportunities to develop the Council’s 

sustainable purchasing policies and operating arrangements.            
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Supporting People Board 

31. In the same way, the Supporting People Board has established work streams 

that are looking at the following fields -  

 

 Front-end Model - one of the lessons learnt during the lockdown period 

was that many individuals needed assistance with their lives; that the 

nature of that support was different, in reality, in each case, and that it 

did not always fall under the definition of what authorities traditionally 

undertook.  An army of volunteers were of course available to the 

Council during the period to achieve various things for individuals, but 

in terms of the Council's arrangements, we introduced arrangements 

where anyone could phone the Council and the first question was to try 

and identify an individual's problem rather than refer them straight 

away to someone else - in an attempt to solve that problem immediately.  

This new team was given free-rein to respond as needed to solve the 

issues in question. 

In reality, these are the Ffordd Gwynedd principles at work in their 

purest form.  The question is whether we should continue with a system 

of this type. A working group is looking at the lessons in depth in order 

to consider whether we should continue with a similar structure in the 

future and how we can do so, hand in hand with supporting the 

community effort if it is critical to it.   

Arrangements for offering information, advice and assistance are 

included in the arrangements of the adults department and children's 

department and therefore we will need to carefully consider any change 

in terms of attempting to ensure that our arrangements are simple and 

effective. 

 Homelessness - Over the lockdown period, substantial resources were 

received from Government to ensure that nobody was sleeping on the 

street and as a result of that investment, it is fair to say that we have 

tackled homelessness almost overnight by throwing resources at it.  It is 

very unlikely that this level of resources will continue and we have a 

number of structural obstructions that need to be resolved if we are to 

be able to ensure that we do not slip back.  The work in this field is 

developing a number of plans in order to address that. 

 

 Disadvantaged / Vulnerable Children’s wellbeing and education - 

obviously during the lockdown period, there was a genuine risk to the 

wellbeing of some children and where there could be a risk that they 

would fall behind with their educational development to fall behind 

even further.  The Education Department is working with individual 
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schools to ensure that a system is in place to identify and act to assist 

anyone who falls within this category. 

 

Another aspect of this work stream is to consider the experience that a 

number of families has had from spending more time together.  In many 

examples, families have reported that the time together has been 

positive and that relationships are better.  Consideration will be given to 

this to see how we can incorporate this learning into our arrangements 

when moving forward. 

 

 Financial poverty - during the lockdown period, we know that 28% of 

the county's workers have been on the Government's furlough scheme 

and that a substantial increase has been seen in the number of Universal 

Credit claimants.  We currently have plans that are evolving to respond 

to the increasing challenges faced in respect of employment and work is 

happening within this Working Group to consider whether there are 

risks for these schemes to end (as grants end) and whether the schemes 

we have respond to the actual need in the best way.   

Financial poverty has also led to a number of households being 

dependent upon and using local food banks and schemes. We are 

looking at our current schemes to see if there are opportunities to divert 

resources to this area. Another aspect of financial poverty is the fact that 

more and more people are dependent upon benefits and easy access to 

financial advice and so, with our partners, we will look at any 

opportunities to rearrange ourselves so that we genuinely consider 

issues through the eyes of the citizen, rather than the nature of the 

intervention of specific functions. 

 Unpaid Carers - over the lockdown period, the burden on unpaid carers 

will have been greater than ever.  The working group is considering 

whether any further activity is needed on behalf of the Council in 

response, and if so, what should be done. 

 

 People who are shielding - Over the lockdown period, with assistance 

from volunteers, the Council was very successful in ensuring that those 

who were shielding, but who did not have their own support network, 

were not left without Support or food.  From 16 August, "shielding 

rules" have been eased but this does not mean that this cohort is less 

vulnerable.  The working group is looking to see whether these 

individuals can suddenly look after themselves or whether there is a 

need for some kind of post-provision. 
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 Digital Inclusion - one of the things that happened over the lockdown 

period is that almost everything went on-line.  This outlined the 

importance of digital competency and there are various aspects to this - 

the affordability of the equipment, the infrastructure to be able to gain 

access and the skills to use the equipment.  This group is considering 

whether our current arrangements for intervening in these fields are 

sufficient or whether we need to do more.   

 

 Equality issues - obviously, we will consider equality issues as an 

integral part of everything associated with supporting people, but we 

are eager to consider whether there are any lessons to learn in terms of 

how we have been able to support people with specific needs over the 

lockdown period.  Specifically, we are looking to see whether there are 

any issues in terms of the availability of information to our citizens that 

require further attention. 

 

32. The above provides a taster of the activities that are taking place in response to 

those issues where we believe that consideration needs to be given to whether 

our response to the fields in question is sufficient or whether more needs to be 

done.   

 

33. As the discussions evolve, I anticipate that the two Boards will consider those 

proposals and make relevant recommendations for the Cabinet's consideration.  

 

 

The Statutory Officers’ Observations 

Monitoring Officer  

“The report reflects clearly the situation at this time. The remedial plan is 

undertaken in the context of a crisis which is evolving. Moving forward with the 

various plans, amendments to the regulations and legislation in relation to the crisis 

will have to be considered, and there will be a need for legal input and advice at that 

time.” 

Head of Finance  

“To date, much of the activity to respond to this crisis has been funded by the Welsh 

Government, e.g. Business Grants, and Homelessness.  However, that was one-off 

money for this year only, and did not address every need.  We will present a report 

to a subsequent Cabinet meeting setting out the unavoidable budget implications.  In 

considering future remedial and improvement plans, the Boards will need to 

identify the permanent resources needed to take action in the relevant areas”. 
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